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Vobrme 1N No L33

Farmers Struggling For
Second Year In A Row
LOUISVILLE, y. (AP) — The
longest corn-pl ting season in the
state's history is keeping many Kentuck) farmers struggling for the second
year in a row, according to the Kentucky Crop & Livestock Reporting
Service.
Farmers had planted only 80 percent
of their corn through Friday, compared
with a five-year average of 90 percent
at that stage of the season. And they
had plant:. inly 32 percent of their
soybeans,
ch should have been
nearly half pl.' ed
Most of the tr
e with wet weather
was reported in west Kentucky, where
growers are breaking,a slow-planting
record set last year.
Farmers in west Kentucky had a
troublesome season after last year's
bad start.. After months of rain, the
aria was hit by a drought, which
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reduced 1978 corn yields by at least 50
percent in some counties.
Some of the same counties are suffering from the excessive rains that
have delayed this year's planting.
Graves County averaged only 50
-bushels of corn per acre last year,
compared with possibly 100 bushels or
more in good years.
Graves County farmers this year
have been able to get only about half of
their anticipated corn crop planted,
said William Green, the county farm
agent.
Calloway County extension agent Ted
Howard said that county farmers are in
the same shape on corn and soybeans.
He added that famers also are hurting
in their tobacco crops.
"It's all because of the weather,"
Howard said. "It has hit Calloway and
Graves Counties the worst."

Openings For 25
To 30 Employees
Now Available
,Calloway
Manufacturing
Co.,
described by a plant official as
"Murray's largest home-grown industrial employer," is continuing its
rapid growth pattern and presently has
openings for some 25 to 30 additional
employees, the official said.
New equipment has recently been
added and the company plans to hire
more employees as applications from
qualified individuals are received, the
officials pointed out.
The company is currently producing
approximately 18,000 pairs of jeans and
skirts per week.
Bill Cappock, chairman of the board
and secretary-treasurer of the corporation, announced that Ralph Hale
has joined the firm as chief engineer.
Hale worked for Genesco, Inc., for ten
years before coming to Murray. He
most recently, was employed by
Genesco in Hopkinsville.
Hale joins Cappock, company
president Clark Joy and another
recently hired management employee,
plant manager Ben Spickard, in the
operation of the manufacturing facility.

The company, which manufactures
designer women's jeans and skirts, as
grown from 125 employees in January
of,this year to 250 at present, Cappock
said.
The company is presently producing
the Cartier line of designer women's
jeans and is making jeans and skirts for
such national namea. as Bon Jour.
Sporteens and Geoffrey Beane,
Calloway Manufacturing also makes a
line of women's wear for Staggers, an
Australian clothing company. Goods
manufactured at the local plant are
currently shipped all over the U. S. as
well as to Australia.
Company officials announced that
within two months, they expect to raise
the base pay for employees to $3.50 per
hour. The company is currently only
utilizing a little more than 50 percent of
its total 75,000 square foot plant. The
officials predicted they would employ
over 500 employees within two years.
Calloway Manufacturing, which will
celebrate its third anniversary later
this month, is located at 111 Poplar
Street in Murray.

April and May are the two primary
months for corn and bean planting,
according to Howard. He added that
farmers have only had two to two and
sine-half cowcutive work days for
planting Ohisason.
"It's been so wet that there has been no
dust follow the farmers while they disc
their fields," Howard said.
Howard commented that many
farmers have said they are 30 work
days behind and they feel they need six
to eight consecutive work days to help
get back on schedule.
Wheat also could be damaged by the
weather, Howard said. The prime
wheat harvest is next week and, according to Howard, rain has been
forecasted for part of next week.
"This is the worst surruner in many
many years," Howard said. "Also, it is
ASSISTANT COMMONWEALTH ATTORNEY — William E. Pinkston, left, was sworn in this morning by Circuit
bad because it is followed by a dry
Judge James M.Lassiter as assistant commonwealth attorney for the 42nd Judicial District while Commonwealth Atsummer."
torney Ronald Christopher, right, looked on. Pinkston, a 1978 graduate of the University of Kentucky School of Law, Among other rain-plagued counties
is the son of Dr. William Pinkston and Lee Pinkston, both of Murray. He has served as commonwealth
detective sinwas Union, which usually is the leading
ce September.
Staff Photo By Debbie N lee
corn-producing county in the state.
Gene Brown, the Union County farm
agent, said the county was in "terrible
shape" and that as much as 10 percent
of its corn acreage might have to be
switched to soybeans.
Some farmers are making the switch
to soybeans, which have a later season.
But farmers in some areas might be
weeks late in getting , their-- beans
The long lines that were found at
bills and claLaed they were much
a.m. Monday, waiting to file an appeal
many other property valuation offices
planted, and the late season could inhigher than the 38 percent increase
of her assessment. Mrs. Jones' house,
crease the risk of insect damage and
in the state did not carry over to
claimed by Banahan.
assessed at $34,000 in 1975, now is
lead to generally poor crops in some
Calloway County on the first day that
"There must be some mistake," said
valued at $79,600.
areas, according to farm leaders.
property owners were able to appeal
Gary Violette, whose house assessment
"I think it is unrealistic to raise it
their 1979 tax assessments.
jumped 143 percent in 20 months.
over 100 percent like that," she said.
. Charles Hale, property valuation
Violette said he bought his house for
Mrs. Jones said she would not move,
Oidministrator for Calloway County,
$37,500
in 1977. It now is assessed at
even if someone offered her the
Two Sections-28 Pages
!laid, This reassessment has gone over
$81,900.
assessed value of her house.
Building Page
9
kioothly with the people in this
"Obviously there is a typographical
"I would never find another house
Classifieds
10,11
county." Only about 15 people had come
error," he said. "I don't see how
which
would suit me as much as this.
Comics
10
to his office to appeal their new
refinishing and a coat of paint could do
Milward's(a local funeral home) wo'uld
Crosswords
10
essment, according to Hale.
that."
See TAX,
Dear Abby
10
.Elsewhere in the state, hundreds
Mrs. Ann Jones, 62, was in line at 7
Page
12, Column 7
Deaths& Funerals
12
lined up in front of the Fayette
Dr. Lamb
2
ty Courthouse Annex in Lexington.
Garrott's Galley
4
Steve Banahan, Fayette property
Horoscope
2
valuation administrator, said last week
Local Scene
2,3
that the average assessment increase
Opinion Page
4
in that county was 38 percent.
Sports
7,8
Hale said that Calloway's average
Home Improvement. . 16 pages
increase in assessment was 20 to 25
which chronicle the history and show
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, member cf the
percent. This year's reassessments, the
different
series of moments in Kendirectors
board
of
Kentucky
of
•
first since 1975, were made in comtucky Worn the 1750's to the present.
Educational Television (KET) has
pliance with a state law requiring
Partly cloudy and warm this
A)261or slide presentation depicting
announced the formation of a miniassessments to match market values.
afternoon. A slight chance of
thostory of KET will also be shown.
board
the
for
local
in
area
conjunction
Assessments in the past had not been
showers tonight. Lows in the low
/The co
-producer and director of
with KET's new exhibit which will
adjusted from year to year with the
to mid 60s. Partly sunny but with
"This Other Eden" are expected to
travel
throughout
the
state.
increased rate of inflation.
a chance for mainly afternoon
attend the June 10 premiere.
The mini-board will sponsor the
However, Hale said that even with
Wednesday.
thunderstorms
KET shot film for 'Ills Other Eden"
premiere
showing
of the exhibit in
the increased assessment most tax bills
Highs in the low to mid 80s.
in Murray recently.
Murray
on
Sunday,
June
10
with
in
a
press
Calloway
southwest
showed little increase
Winds south to
Mini-board members include Mrs
conference, "Green Tea" and open
because of the decrease in the tax rate
around 10 miles an hour this
LaFollette as chairman, Miss Frances
house from 1:30 to 4 p.m: at the
brought about by House Bill 44. This bill
afternoon diminishing tonight.
Brown, Miss Clara Eagle, Mrs. Carroll
Calloway County Public Library.
limited to 4 percent the tax money
Guy, Mrs. James Hart, Mrs. Harlan
increase that the increased assessment
The traveling show
conjunction
Hodges, Mrs. Harry Sparks, Mrs. Paul
can produce in each taxing district.
with. KET's new history series, "This
Sturm, Mrs. Ben Trevathan, Miss
Appeals can only be filed this week.
Other Eden," whieh consists of 50-75
Roberta Whitnah, Mrs. John Winter
Hearings on those appeals are
framed black and white photographs
and Mrs. Carole Hahn, publicity.
scheduled to be heard next week.
In Fayette County, many property
owners were shocked by their new tax

Long Property Valuation Lines
Not Carried Over To Calloway

today's index

KET Formation Of Mini-boc‘-d
For Local Area Annoured

chance of showers

'The Taming Of The Shrew'
H—To Be Presented By Playhouse
"I must and will have Katherintto be
my wife," So says Petruchio, as fie vies
for the hand of an ill-mannered woman
in William Shakespeare's "The Taming
of the Shrew,"
Petruchio's attempts to transform
Katherine from a spoiled child into a
dutiful wife will be shown in Murray's
Playhouse in the Park production of
this comedy.
Playhouse in the Park will also
present two other shows during the
summer months.
•
The second show in the Playhouse in
the Park series will be Harper Lee's
"To Kill A Mockingbird." Set in a quiet

southern town in 1935, this play follows
the struggles of a small-town attorney
and his defense of a young black man
who has been wrongly accused of a
crime.
"To Kill A Mockingbird" will be
presented June 28,29 and 30 and July 5,
6 and 7.
The third production of the summer
will be J. M. Barrie's "Peter Pan."
This musical fantasy follows the lives of
Peter and the three Darling children as
they journey into Never Never land.
The highlight of this show will be the
technical assistance of Peter Foy of
"Flying by Foy" who will stage the

flying sequences. Foy helped stage the
show when it first appeared on
Broadway and is currently working on
the 25th anniversary revival of the
show.

County Reading
Contest Participants
Will Meet R2D2

"Peter Pan" will be presented Jul!.
19, 20, 21, 26, 27 and 28.
All shows will be presented in the
Murray-Calloway County Park located
on Arcadia Circle off Highway 641 in
Murray. Curtain time for all performances is 8 p.m.

Children who participate in the 979
Calloway County Public Library
Sumhier Reading Contest wil,lhave the
unique experience of meeting with
R2D2, hero of "Star Wa "the slogan
of the contest will pe "Read Two,
Discover Too," take,e{from the famous
space character's'narne.
Admission will be $2.50 for adults and
Those who wish to participate may
$1.50 for children under 12 and senior
sign up at the library anytime during
citizens.
the week of June 11-16. Children who
have just'finished the first grade up
through children who have just finished
the sixth grade are eligible to
Children will be encouraged to read
books on their grade level, and each
reader will be required to write a onepage review of each book read and turn
them in to R2D2 who will tabulate the
number of books read each week. The
contest begins June 18 and will continue
through July 28.
A large bulletin board showing the
nine outer space planets will record the
progress made by each contestant as
they are identified on individual
R2D2'5. At the end of 'the six-week
Period,the child reading the most books
from the three categories of first and
second grade, third and fourth grade,
and fifth and sixth grade will receive a
prize. All other contestants will receive
a special R21)2 certificate for reading a
''aAtirD of-five books.Leys, coorJane Bailey and
•dlftators of children's programs, will
direct the contest. "We feel many
children will want to be a part of the
Summer Reading Contest because one
PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK — Katherine, portrayed by Rhonda Hertt<meets Petruchio,
played by Wes Bartlett, in a
Of their favorite space-age characters
scene from Murray's Playhouse ir the Park production of "The Taming of the Shrew." The
Shakespearean comedy
la
involved," Mesdames IRys and
will be presented tune 7,8,9,14,15 and 16.
Bailey commented.
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PRESENTS WREATH—A wreath was placed on the Confederate soldier
statue on the Court Square Monay by the United Daughters of the Confederacy in memory of confederate soldiers. Confederate Memorial Dav
was Sunday, June 3. Pictured are (from left) Mrs. N. A. Ezell, Mrs. Inez Clanton, Ginny Morgan, Mrs. John tivesay and Mrs. Timothy Graves. The 1. N
Williams chapter of the UDC r4sed money for the construction of the
statue.
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McManus & Storn
Wedding Planned

PAGE 3

fro)HEALTH

Cain Home Is

Mineral oil not best
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have been taking mineral oil
most of my life. I am 72. I
have piles for which I had
surgery a few years ago.
This left me with a tight
muscle in the rectum and
makes elimination difficult.
However, the mineral oil
doesn't seem to do what it
used to and my stool is too
soft and sometimes shredded.
Lately I've been introduced ,to Metamucil which
seems to work fine and gives
me a natural stool. I also
drink fruit juices. What I
would like to know is, is it
safe to take Metamucil
every'day"!I'm told that it is
a physic and should not be.
relied on. It does seem to
work nicely though.
- -7'DEAR READER,— Many
doctors used to recommend
mineral oil but most of us
don't recommend it anymore. Originally it was not
thought to be absorbed and
was used to soften the stool.
It worked very well for that
in most cases. The problem
is small amounts of it can be
absorbed and act as an irri-

• Miss Cvnthia Jolene McManus

and Marty L. Stom
'Mr. and Mrs. Charles McManus, 1512 Dudley, Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Cynthia Jolene, to Marty L. Stom, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Donald Stom,223 South 11th Street, Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1977 graduate of Murray High School,
attended Murray State University, and is employed by the
West Kentucky Educational Cooperative. She is the granddaughter of Mrs. Kathryn Garland of Hickory and of Mr.
and Mrs. Lois McManus of Symsonia.
Mr. Stom, a 1977 graduate of Murray High School. is employed by Kae Mart Auto Sales. He is the grand:scion of W. Y.
Russell, Mrs. Mabel Brown,and Earl Stom,all of Murray.
The vows will be exchanged on Friday, July 20, at 7:30 pin.
at the Russell's Chapel United Methodist Church. A garden
reception will follow the ceremony at the home of the brideelect's parents.
Only out of town,invitations will be sent. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the weddng and the reception.

Hurry, Hurry,Hurry
To Our BasketSale!

Pier 1import,
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tant to the organs in which
the mineral oil is deposited.
t also can interfere with the
bsorption of important vitamins and minerals. Then
there's a little social problem of it leaking through.
I don't recommend chemical laxatives either. I'm
sending you The Health Letter number 12-8, Laxatives,
Enemas and Suppositories,
to give you some basic information on which of these
products you should avoid.
Other readers who want this
issue can send 50 cents with
a long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send
your request to mein care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
326, San Antonio, TX 78292.
Metamucil is one of several bulk laxatives and is not
necessarily any better than
some of the others on the
market., They contain an
inert substance which swells
when moist, _adding bulk to
the diet. The moisture that it
retains does act as a stool
softener and can help people
who have problems in elimination in conjunction with
hemorrhoids or 'complications of hemorrhoids. Usually youican Ket the
same effect fram including
enough. bran or cereal in
your diet. The cereal fiber

swells v.hen it's moistened
and acts as a bulk additive.
The so-called bulk laxatives, of which Metamucil is
one, are not chemical laxatives and there's really no
harm in taking them on a
regular basis if' you can't
solve the problem with a
natural diet. If it works well
for you, there's no reason
that you shouldn't continue
it although I must say that
I'm a little partial to the idea
of your using cereal fiber in
your diet. To me it seems
just a little more natural.
There are such things as
-stool softeners which you
could use as well if you
really need them.
-- DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have examined my rectum
and I feel a mass that seems
to be flesh. It almost covers
the, rectum and_ at other,
times it doesn't seem ts be
there. Is this normal? I've
had. trouble with constipation for years.
DEAR READER — You
probably have hemorrhoids.
Sometimes they protrude
and you can feel them and at
other times they do not.
Regardless of what it is,
anyone who has a mass in
that area and doesn't know
what it is should certainly
see a physician.

Scene Meet
Of The CPW
Cumberland
The
Presbyterian Women of the
North Pleasant Grove Church
met in the home of Mary
Katherine Cain for the May
program meeting.
Emma Dean Lawson,
Martha Franklin, and Sonja
presented
Speight
the
program on "The Eyes of
Love: Special Needs of
Children."
A report on the -Spring
Presbyterian meeting held at
Wingo was presented by Mary
Katherine Cain. Also attending from the church were
Mrs. Franklin and Mr. and
Mrs. Nix Crawford.
During •---ttie social hour
refreshments were served to
the eight members present.
Also attending, not previously
mentioned, were Mildred
Lowe, Christine Sherman,
Margaret Boyd, and Dorothy
Dean Cochran.

Mrs. Hodges Gives
Program At Meet

1
Lakes
present
at Xenia

Helen Hodges was the were Ruby Harris, Ethel
speaker at the May meeting of Walker, Tom Hopson, Dolly
the United Methodist Women Loren' Helen Hanchek,
of Russell's Chapel Church Ginny Crihfield, Cecelia
held at the home of Lavine Noonan, Edith McKinzie,
Marthai--Crass, Roxie Jones,
Carter.
Mrs. Hodges was presented Gay Nelle Williams, and Billie
a copy of the book, Gift From Marose. Three guests were
The Sea (Anne Lindberg) by Mary Lou Myers, Bertha
Linda Kelly for her presen- Hillard, and Marian Fox.
tation of the program.
A report of Presidents Day
of the UMW was given by Mrs.
Wilkinson. She discussed
COFFEE NOT CAUSE
adopting a child from another
from
Findings
Duke
country, visiting and helping University Medical Center
inmates at Hopkinsville, and now show that coffee does not
taking clothing and other cause heart attacks or
things to the needy at strokes. According to the June
Reelfoot. It —was suggested 5 Family Circle, a study done
that members tiring Clothing, by Dr. Siegfried Heyden and
etc., to the meeting to be held researchers at the Medical
at the home of Helen Hodges ,Center concluded that there is
on June 11.
'--' - ' - no significant difference In the
Refreshments were served number of deaths due to heart
by Mrs. Carter, assisted by attack or strokes between high
Dorothy Sobrieski.
and low coffee consumers.
Other members present
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For Perfect Parties
On Any Occasion

The next meeting will be
held June 14 in the home of
Emma Dean Lawson.

Lad
Oaks
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a.m.

Your Wedding, The Bridal
Headquarters Shower Shop
Elegant partyware.
invitations. imprinted
napkins, thank you
qotes, and albums for
a very special day

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,
JUNE 6, 19'79
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.

La
prese
at •
State

Everything you need to
shower the bride: cups,
plates. centerpieces,
game books, and
more!

F 1i
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ARIES
t,Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 )
Stifle differences before
they begin. A talk with a close
one will clear the air. Later,
you may be uncertain about
joint investments.
TAURUS
lApr. 20 to May 20)
Put that moneymaking idea
to work, but avoid f6iancial
entanglements. A close , ally
may be indecisive or prone to
wishful thinking.
GEMINI
May 21 to June 20)
An excellent time to share
mental interests with loved
ones. Be protective of health
and avoid misunderstandings
at work.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) 8
0
0
You may have to revamp
your thinking re a creative
project. Private discussions
with a family member go well.
Make sure to keep confidences.
LEO
July 23 to Aug: 22)
You'll reach an understanding with a friend, but
it's not the time to invite
others to your house. Postpone
domestic entertaining.
VIRGO
%
.
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 )
You have good ideas now
about a career project with
financial potential, but it's the
wreing time for discussions
with higher-ups.
LIBRA
1Sept. 23- to Oct. 22) -An'
Get in touch with those at a
distance, but don't become
involved financially just now.
A trip may involve extra cash
outlay.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Careful research will lead to
answers re a financial move,
but it's too early to act. Avoid
foolish expenditure in the p.m.
SAGITTARIUS
1 Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Despite a good talk with a
close one, you may have
second thoughts later. Don't
/et suspicions mount or
inhibitions take hold.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19 )
You'll come up with a
solution to a
business
problem, but you may not be
at your best in a social
situation.
Avoid
overtiredness.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Talks with those as a
distance go well, but it may be
ha rd to maintain concentration on career interests.
Don't get careless.
PISCES

;979
THE RITUAL OF JEWELS of Beta Sigma Phi was performed for members of Zi Alpha
Delta Chapter, left to right, Peggy Graves, Norma Ormalanuk, Joyce Nunnully, and Linda Knight, at the recent meeting hosted by Debbie Villaflor and Debbie Lyons. Others
present were Mary Graves, Rhaenetta Coleman, ha Brown, Barbara Chkutt, Shirley
Martin, Wanda Morris, Lois Ruiz, Peggy Shoemaker, Joyce Thomas, Barbara Williams,
and Glenda Wilson.

,979 Nalirnark Cord*. Inc

Mafik Lards. fru

ALLISON'S

CARDS
& GIFTS

Downtown Murray, Ky.

DAD'S DAY
DIAMOND DEAL
1/3OFF 1/3OFF

.121-ty;

Here they ore Some of the worlds most beautiful
dionionds at unbelievably low prices Come and
see for yourself You'll be stunned with the
ht.II,once Amazed at the values
0'

C4R4U11r
•4i,s •
"00 $59
IVO*

MANAS in Paducah

. MICHELSON'S
in Cairo, Union City, Murray and Mayfield

EXEMPLAR DEGREES of Beta Sigma Phi were
bestowed on Mary Graves, left, and Rhaenetta
Coleman, at the meeting of Li Alpha Delta Chapter
with Debbie Villaflor and Debbie Lyons as hostesses.
The chapter voted to send the outgoing president,
Mrs. Graves, and the incoming president, Barbara
Williams, to the Beta sigma Phi state convention June
8, 9, and 10.

Three Days.
Three Dinners.
One SpecialPrice.

eitit>

Advisers may veto a project
re domestic interests or offer
suggestions contrary to your
thinking. Distant interests
frilly seem muddled.
YOU BORN TODAY are
more responsible than the
typical Gemini and are willing
to see things through —
perhaps because of you4 need
for appreciation.
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TUESDAY
Suzan' Sirloin Steak Dinner

5
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KENTUCKY
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Tuesday, June 5
Wednesday, June 6
Lakeside Singers will
Mystery Boxes to reveal
present a concert at 8:30 p.m. objects and
see how each fits
at Kenlake State Park.
into the natural world will be
from 10:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
Ann Hasselhne Class of
Center Station, land Between
Memorial Baptist Church will
the Lakes.
meet at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 6 p.m.
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women is scheduled to
Murray Assembly No. 19
meet at 7 p.m.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
Baptist Women, Baptist
hall.
Young Women,and Acteens of
the Cherry Corner Baptist
Murray TOPS (take off
Church are scheduled to meet
pounds sensibly i Club is
at 7:30 p.m
scheduled to meet at the
Health Center at 7 p.m.
Thursday, June 7
Taming of the Shrew"
The
Kappa Department of the
presented at 8 p.m. at
Murray Woman's Clut will will be
City-County Park.
have a called meeting at the the New
club house at 7.30 p.m.
Murray Women of the
- Gladys Williamson Group of Moose are scheduled to meet
Sinking Spring Baptist Chureh at 8 p.m. at The lodge hall,
will meet at the home of Susie North 16th Street Extended.
Scott at 7:30 p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
Wednesday,June 6
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
12th Annual Ladies' George activities 1:ty the Murray
Hart ' Invitatioonal Golf Senior Citizens. For inTournament will open at 9 formation call 753-0929.
a.m. at the Murray Country
Club with Betty Stewart and
Calloway County Library
Jane Fitch as chairmen.
Board of Trustees is scheduled
to meet at the Public Library
Ladies day activities at the at 8P.m.
Oaks Country Club will include golf and bridge at 9:30
Junior Golf will begin at 9
a.m.
a.m. at the Murray Country
Lakeside Singers will Club.
present a concert at 8:30 p.m.
at the Kentucky Dam Village Citizens Advisory Council of
Veterinary
MSU
the
State Park.
Diagnostic and Research
Flint
Baptist
Church Center at Hopkinsville, will
mission groups are scheduled meet from 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon
at the center.
to meet at 7 p.m.
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It's nice tofeel
so good about a meal.
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ChIckon Pickin'
W•dnosdays

SAVE 50C:

Regular $1.88 2-piece Dinner'

38

2 pieces of Chicken $
11
• Potatoes and Gravy
r•i'. Coleslaw • Ftoil
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0
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1%ntucky Fried Chicken.
Murray, Kentucky

Golden Wedding
Celebration Sunday'

Thursday, June 7
Lakeside Singers, a group of
Murray State and area music
students, will present a
program at Lake Barkley
State Park at 8:30 p.m. No
admission is charged.
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include
Children's Day from 1 to 4
p.m. at The Homeplace-1850,
and Micro-habitats in Nature
at 2:3(3 p.m. at Center Station.

Group C Of Ladies
Tennis Will Play
Thursday, Friday

Mr. and Mrs. Connie .\etcsom

Lineups for play by Group C
of the Lathes Tennis the
Murray Country Club for ?gay
on Thursday an Friday
mornings at 9:30 at the club
have been released.
Pairings for Thursday are
as follows:
Court One-Carol Hibbard,
Kathy
Mattis,
Linda
Haverstock, and Betty
Buckingham.
Court Two-Ann Haney, Sue
Spann, Janie Ryan, and Mug
Rigsby.
Court Three-Sue McCoart,
Renee Wynn, Frances Hulse,
and Kathy Newton.
Pairings for Friday are as
follows:
Court One--Pam Scott,
Beverly Spann, Yvonne
Hamby,and Sandy Coleman.
Court Two-Nancy Fandrich, Sheila Grogan, Norma
Frank,and Lita Rushing.
Court Three-Lori Rushing,
Annie Knight, Janie Ryan,
and Sandy Brannon.

Mr. and Mrs. Connie Newsom of Mayfield Route 5 will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday,June
10, at their home in the Golo communitr-- All friends and relatives are invited to call between the
hours of 2 to 4 p.m.
The couple was married June 8, 1929, at Kirksey with the
late Rev. J. M. Edwards officiating. Attendants were the late
Garland Wadkins and the late Lola Grey Housden. Mrs.
Newsom is the former Modell Wadkins.
They are the parents of one son, Audrey Lee Newsom,
Mayfield Route 5. They have two grandchildren, Howard Lee
Newsom and Carma Denise Newsom,both of Mayfield Route

Miss Sheree Brandon Is
Feted, Roberts'Home

Miss Sheree Brandon, June Max Brandon, and her
30th bride-elect of Jerry mother-in-law to be, Mrs.
Jones, was honored at a Jack Jones.
The gift table was centered
miscellaneous shower on May
177 at 7:30 p.m. at the home of with an arrangement of yellow
and white daisies.
Mrs. Clyde Roberts.
The refreshment table
Serving as cohostesses were
Mrs. Scott McNabb, Mrs. featured a "twin wedding
Larry Cunningham, Mrs. Art bell" cake. Punch, mints, and
Bailey, Mrs. Vernon Nance, nuts were also served.
and Mrs Jackie Brandon.
Approximately 50 guests
The honoree chose to wear a were present or sent gifts. The
yellow pant suit and was hostesses presented Miss
presented a corsage of mixed Brandon with the meat platter
spring flowers. Honored from her chosen pattern of
MAINE VISITORS
guests were her mother, Mrs. pottery.
Mrs. Noveda Cox of Morrill,
Maine, has been the guest of
her sister, Mrs. B. J. Stagner
and Mr. Stagner, 1302 Vine
Street, Murray. The Stagners
and Mrs. Cox also attended
the graduation of Miss Karen
Bowen, granddaughter of the
Stagners, at Trigg County
The piano students of • Those receiving the highest
High School, Cadiz.
Margaret Wilkini were honor level were Karen
presented in recital on Dowdy, Connie Manning, Jill
Thursday evening, May 24, in' Johnson. Stephanie Treas,
the sanctuary of the Memorial Leila Umar, and Michael
Central
Wilkins. These students also
Baptist Church.
Shopping
participted in Murray Music
Center
Educational
comments Teacher Association recitals
5-6 Non., Tues., & Sat.
about styles of music,the lives during
$-11 Wed., There. Fri.
the year.
of certain composers, and Honorable
1-5 &May
mention went to
musical effects to suggest Phillip Billington,
Eric
certain activities and moods Easley,and Bethany
Hall.
were given by the teacher to Other students
receiving
enhance the appreciation of certificates were Kathy Clark,
selections performed.
Brian Duncan, Matthew
Students were presented Ferguson, Jon Mark Hall,
end of the year certificates for Stephen Malone, Sherry
their achievements based on a Newsome, Robbie Perrin,
hundred point evaluation Susan Perrin, and Shannon
covering ten aspects of piano Wilkins.'
study.
..

Margaret Wilkins'Piano
Students Present Recital

Murray Shrine
(tubHolds
Dinner Meet

SALE
ENDS
SAT.
JUNE
9
200,,
OFF ALL
LthINGE
WEAR Et
St['Fp
WEAR

EVERY YARD
OF FABRIC

The Murray Shrine Club
met Saturday, May 19, at 6:30
p.m. at the
Triangle
Restaurant for a family style
dinner with the Rev. Henry
McKenzie, club chaplain.
giving the invocation.
Members and wives attending were Messrs and
Mesdames --Roy Folsom,
Norman Klapp; Dan Rodden.
Freed Cotham, Baby Pike,
Phil Crihfield, William
Moffett, Kenneth Jackson,
Morris Bilbrey, and Henr
McKenzie. Guests of the club.
were DouglasycKenzie, Mrs.
Eloise Sykes, and Mrs
Margaret Tidwell.

Come By Thursday,June 7
7791).m.
For Our

Open House
Refreshments & Door Prizes

No.8 Dixieland Center - 753-3011

Pepperell Value Days!
Through June 15th Only
Choose From 8 Selections - All 100% Nylon
Prices Include: Carpet,Pad, & Installation

Bold Adventure
Championship
Night Scenes
Castleward
*

sr* Inclinations
S999*
Unmistakable
51099* Quiet Rythm
51099*
Lead Star

Saxony Twist In
16 Solid Colors
8 Solids.? Tweeds
Saxony
Sculpture In
14 Subtle Tones
Saxony In Choice
Of 16 Soft Colors

STORE
ON

SALE!
NOT ONE
YARD SOLD
AT

WRONG NAME
IS LISTED
In the caption for the Beti,
Baby of the Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
the name was listed, as in the
release, as Erin Renee
Wilkinson. The baby's correc,
name is Erin Nicole WIWI!,
snn
OES MEETING
PLANNED TONIGHT
Murray Star Chapter N,
433 Order of the Eastern Still
will hold a called meeting
tonight Tuesday)1
at? p.m. at
the Masonic Hall, Highway 121
North at Johnny Robertson
Road- kinember .are urg.e6
.to attend, a chsitV
spokesman said.

PADUCAH PATIENT
Melissa Berry of Murr;i%
has been a patient at ',mini,Hospital, Paducah.

Scotchguard Saxony
In 11 Multi Tones
Static GuardScotch Guard Sculpture
In Multitones
Cut & Loop In
15 Multicolor,
Elegant Sculpture,
Scotch Guard In 16
Soft Colors

Per so yd

IN OUR

REGULAR
PRICE

NO .nraPA ii7PFEtlen:
ITEMS ON SALE MAT MAY NOT nT
YOUR PRESENT NEEDS - WE ARE
SELLING EVERY YARD OF FABRIC IN
OUR STORE AT 20% OFF OUR
REGULAR LOW PRICFS

Tantrific Sun is a brand
new way to get an even,
golden tan in just minutes a day.
It's all done indoors,
so no matter what the
weather's like, the sun
will still be shining
at'Mntrific.
And there's n9 messy
lotion, no burning,just
the most perfecttan this
side of Hawaii.
So take the work out
of working on a tan and
come by Tantrific Sun.
You'll look better
leaving than you did
coming in.

Save As Much As
$1.20 Per Sq. Yd
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CRRPET
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ti.S. G41 Noth
Across FromDunn's Furniture
753-0701
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Opinion Page

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Murray has been picked for the
location of a new plant by the Variderbilt Chemical Corporation whose
home offices are in Bethel, Conn.,
according to a joint announcement by
Gov. Louie B. Nunn and Company
President F. R. Vanderbilt. The plant
will be located on a 78 acres' tract of
Land 2ks miles north of Murray on the
Industrial Access Road, according to
. James Johnson of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce.
Dr. Alfred M. Wolfson, head of the
biology department, Murray State
University, will retire on June 30 after
30 years of service.
Esco Gunter who has been on a
faculty of the School of Business at
Murray State University for 24 years is
retiring from his position.
Mrs. Maud Hartsfield of Murray
Route 4 celebrated her 90th birthday on
May 30 with a dinner at her home.
Dr. Hunter Itancock, professor of
biology at Murray State University,
assisted by Edwaid Ray, senior at
MSU, presented the program on "A
Study of Birds" for the Purchase Area
Homemakers Cultural Development
Group.
Mary Anderson of Metropolis, ill.,
was the championship flight winner of
the second annual George Hart
Memorial Ladies Golf Tournament held
at theaCalloway Country Club on June 4.

EDITORIAL

Draft Women Too
If there is a draft in the
:United States again, should
iystomen as well as men be sub4ect to it? The answer is yes.
Some traditional thinkers
:find the idea of women even
being in the military slightly
jarring, quite apart from their
being forced by conscription to
'be-irrit-They may be forgetting
that during World War II more
than 350,000 women served in
female branches of the armed
services doing everything from
coding messages to repairing
-airplanes
to
rigging
'parachutes.
Clearly the country would be
denying itself a major source of
xnergy and skill if it made
'women, who are 51 percent of
the population, exempt from
the draft. And if in making
?women exempt, it also
relegated those males who did
:volunteer to positions of lesser
iauthority and responsibility —
luid that would seem inevitable
then it would be denying
:women the benefits of the
educational and professional
experiences military service
can provide.
Apart from all this, of course,
is the simple question of fair-

Capitol Ideas

Philalelphia lagairse

cectoompnrir

[owe, ...rws 1...vos•
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Garrotes Galley

Someone better tell Evan Dobelle the
definition of "moral turpitude."
According to the dictionary, it means
base or vile character.
Dobelle is chairman of the CarterMondale Campaign Committee and
tends to go out of his way to say nice
things about Jimmy Carter. Or at least
he tries to.
He was trying the other day at a press
club luncheon when he suffered this slip
of the tongue: "As far as Jimmy Carter
the man, his integrity, his moral turpitude, his commitment to government.
his commitment to family, it is
unimpeachable."

Last week's story about the snake on
the Ben and Patsy Humphreys
driveway brought to mind the snake
killing experience Dwain McIntosh, my
public information colleague at Murray
State, and Wilson Woolley, had some
years back near St. Petersburg, Fla.
Wilson, for several years, was our
official university photographer, and
when he would get excited he talked so
fast you could hardly understand him.
He talked fast normally, but when he
became excited his words came out
overlapping.
He is now with an advertising agency,
in Chattanooga, Tenn., after a brief
stint here with his own studio, then as
•an aide to Congressman Carroll
Hubbard and a couple years with TVA
in publications work.
Dwain and Wilson had gone to St.
Petersburg during spring break that
year and were playing golf on one of
those rather flat, sandy Florida
courses.
As they walked up onto the 9th tee,
there:stretched out in the sun directly
between the tee-off markers was a
snake some three feet or so long.
++
,"Hey, Wilson! "Come look at this,"
Dwain exclaimed, spotting the snake
first. "What kind do you think it is?,"
knowing all the time it was a rattler.

.-w444-44+44+++++++4

The Story Of
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Calloway County
1822-1976

Hy M.1 .1 /am,/ t
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s,

20 1 ears Ago

never missing a stroke, "but it never
hurts to make sure. We don't want this
fellow biting any of those older folks
playing behind us. I just want to be sure
we've got him!"
+++
• I suppose every man — if he's normal
— has yearned at one time or another
for a business of his own. I'm no exception, but it has always fallen my lot
in life to work for someone else.
If, however, the good fairy told me I
could have my pickin' choice of some
apparent opportunities around town, I
just might ask for an exclusive franchise on the public telephone at the
comer of South 9th and Sycamore at
Green's Sycamore Service Station.
I don't believe I have ever been by
that corner without that phone being in
use '—generally by young bucks in their
cars more than likely whispering sweet
nothings into some pretty young thing's
ear on the other part of town.
In warmer weather, some even lie
down across the seat out of sight.
All
you see is the cord going in the window
between a pair of feet sticking out a
window.
Apparently, some of the conversations go on for hours, because
I've
frequently seen the same car at the
1
booth when we would go by on the
way
to church or somewhere and still
be
there when we came back by.
If Wafford Sautel and his Southern
Bell associates could put a meter on
that phone, I'll bet they wouldn't be
yelling for a rate increase so often.
They wouldn't need one.

Today In History

By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

By The Associated Press
homes. Six persons were reported dead
Today is Tuesday, June 5, the 156th
and 57 missing.
"The needlessness of soldiers to apprehend• such offenders is
day of 1979. There are 209 days left in
Ten years ago: President Nixon
the year.
illustrated in Marshall County. A grand jury, without the aid of
named a former American Legion
Today's highlight in history:
commander, Donald Johnson, as head
armed protection, convened and indicted TI men for -Night Riding.
On this date in 1940, the World II Two of the Veterans Administr
ation.
Sheriff Pete Eley and son made the arrests. In Christian County it
Battle of France began.
Five years ago: U.N. troops in the
was different. Armed forces have been stationed there since the
On this date:
Middle East moved into a buffer zone
raid on Hopkinsville and the grand jury convened since their arrival
In 1872, a Republican National on the Golan Heights
after the final
Convention in Philadelphia nominated signing of disengag
have returned only two indictments. Does not the contrast appeal
ement documents
General Ulysses S. Grant for President. by Israel and Syria.
to you? Does not the result in neiglhoriiig counties under contrary
In 1947, Setretarref—State-George
One year-ago; Moscow,demanded the
conditions indicate that the presence of an armed force tend to tin.'
Marshall, speaking at Harvard expulsion of two
Ameican guides from a
miscarriage of law enforcement?
University, outlined a program that U.S. agricultural
exhibition in the
became known as the Marshall Plan to Soviet Union, saying
"A representative of the Paducah Sun made the statement here
they were slanEurope's
help
economic recovery after dering the Soviet state
Thursday that the tobacco combine had seized upon the hope that
and'social
World War H.
system.
such an overwhelming sentiment would be aroused against the
In 1961, the U.S. Supreme Court
Today's birthdays: Former White
Association because of Night Riding that it would be crushed out
upheld an order that the American House news secretary
Bill Moyers is 45
of existence. Judge Wells made the statement to me that money
Communist Party must register with years old. The
former head of the
the Justice Department.
had been sent into this county to hire men to engage and participate
National Space Agency, James FletIn 1968, Senator Robert Kennedy was cher, is 60.
in Night Riding.
shot and fatally wounded during a
Thought for today: We have two ears
"My God, can it be true that the greed of gold would indip
political campaign appearance at a Los and only one tongue in
order that we
even a tobacco, trust to hire poor, misguided men, either in or out
Angeles hotel.
may hear more and speak less of the Association, to go forth with torch and lash, with a hope that
Also in 1968, it was announced that Diogenes, Greek philosoph
er, about
the U.S. nuclear submarine Scorpion 412-323 B-C
they would tear down and destroy the organization, the poor, miswas presumed lost off the Azores with
informed fellow conceives he is aiding? If Night Riders are
anar
99 men aboard.
chists then the inmates of hell are decent, law-abiding beings s.om
In 1776, the Teton Davi in Idaho's
ABOUT THIS PAGE
pared to human hounds who resort to such a deed. I pledge m,ith
upper Snake River Valley burst, forEditorials, columns and other
you, Judge Wells, to enforce law, temper mercy with justice; lyttt
cing about 30,000 people from their
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
hunt down and bring before the bar of justice the human hyena,
providing a forum for the free
who have purchased men's senses of honor with filthy money.
exchange of differing opinions.
"Call for 10,000 armed men if need be to accomplish this end,
We at The Murray Ledger &
but never give up the fight, never surrender. And as earnestly, sir,
Times strongly believe that to limit
do I appeal to you to send away from us the armed forces you hay,
opinionated articles to only those
By Ken Wolf
which parrallel the editorial
here. Let's appeal again to our own honest, courageous citizenslop
Dare we call it a form of "poetic
philosophy of this newspaper would
for aid.apd as,Ostance. The yoke is irritating, it will soon gall, It
justice" when the great medieval poet
be a disservice to our readers.
will soon produce a running sore. Judge Wells, these good, gent
Dante Alighieri 11265-13211 put the
Therefore, we encourage readers
folks are your neighbors, they are your friends, they are my neuz
opportunists in the Vestibule of Hell
who do not agree with an editorial
when writing his famous Divine
stand or the ideas presented by an
hors, they are my'friends. I again make this proposition to y,
individual writer in a column or
let's go and appeal to them.
y refused to take a stand
Since
other article, to respond with their
and of '
s
"Let's du anythivg, let's do everything, but put away the e‘l
feelings !in the particular iSsues
theirecown in life, Dante refused to admit
deuce that Ihey muit have afiiienolptets to arouse them lai'itTe.m-p ( Wpm to either Heaven or Hell:.
being discussed with a letter to the
of right and justice. Thus, I contend can peace and (jiliet and law
The High Creator scourged them
,leaven for its perfect beauty,
By- the same token, if an issue ha..
from'
be restored. I offer it as a solution, and I offer it with a hope and
Hell
oot been discussed on this page and
will not receive them
and
desire .to see normal conditions restored, that business and social
!I I eader feels that the issue merits
since the wicked might ire! some
relations of this town and county may continue without further
the attention of.the general public,
glory 'over them.
molestation and agitation. Very respectully, 0. J. Jennings, edit*
we welcome a letter to the editor or
Those who refused to ma?ekeir own
an authored article on whatever that
moral decisions for good or e )in life
of the Murray Ledger."
topic might be.
were denied even "the hope of death" in
To Be Continued
Dante's Inferno.

Thoughts
In Season

—
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-Looks like a king snake to me,"
Wilson blurted out, safely behind his
clubs. At that, Dwain tossed a small
twig at the snake and it instantly .erked
itseu into a cou, arew Dees its neaa ana
sounded the dreaded warning of a
rattlesnake with its tail.
"Hey! That's a rattler!" yelled
Wilson, dropping his clubs and racing
off the tee. Then,"What do you think we
should do about it?"
"Why, we'll kill it, of course," replied
Dwain. "There are a lot of elderly
people playing behind us and one of
them just might not see or hear it and
step on or near it and get bitten."
"What can we kill it with?" nervously
exclaimed Wilson, scurrying around
looking for some sort of weapon. "With
a 'golf club, what else," Dwain said,
reaching for one of his wood clubs — the
ones with the longest handles — and
pulling it from the bag.
"Well, you're the best golfer!"
Wilson cried without a moment's
hesitation. "You kill it!"
+++
Which Dwain did with the wood dub
and after waiting for a few minutes
until the snake uncoiled and started to
crawl away. A couple of hefty raps on
the diamond-shaped head did 'the job.
As he was putting the wood club back
into his bag, Dwain said he heard a
furious pounding noise and looking
around saw Wilson bravely attacking
the dead snake with an iron club.
"What are you doing, Wilson7 he
asked. "The snake's already dead."
"I know, I know," grunted Wilson

Copyright. 1571
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Rep. Paul N. McCloskey Jr., R-Calif.,
doesn't hesitate to admit that the issues
facing Congress are too much for one
person to handle.
He told reporters last week that
things have become so complex that the
best a congressman can hope to do is
stay on top of about 20 of the 700 issues
that come to a vote each year.
Most of the time he depends on his
staff or on colleagues for advice on how
to vote.
As an example, McCloskey cited the
dozens of amendments voted on during
House debate on the congressional
budget resolution.
Two weeks after the vote, McCloskey
said he still is "asking my staff how I
voted and a rational reason why."

4:68
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The Lowest Handicap Determined
Who'd
This Rattlesnake

By DONALD M.ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON ( AP — To hear the
members of the House tell it, their trip
to Prague, Czechoslovakia, for the
spring meeting of the Interparliamentary Union was a rousing
success.
The twice-yearly conferences often
are dismissed as junkets for travelhungry members of Congress and so it
seems only fair to take note of the one
hour members of the House spent last
week reporting on their five days in
Prague in April.
The U.S. delegation included 10
members of the House and one senator.
Their report to the House told how
they discussed matters of mutual interest with legislators from 72 countries, including western democracies
and also nations such as Bangladesh,
Bulgaria, North Korea, Mongolia and
Zaire.
But, most of all, the U.S. legislators
were impressed with each other,
"Let me at the outset pay special
tribute to the overall leadership of my
colleague from Illinois, Rep. Edward J.
Derwinski," said Rep. L.H. Fountain,
D-N.C.
Derwinski responded by noting: "As
a 'very senior member of the House
Committee on Foreign Relations, the
gentleman from North Carolina
brought great expertise to our U.S.
delegation and is a very, very effective
member of our group."
Derwinski also found Rep. M.
Caldwell Butler, R-Va., "a very
valuable member of our delegation"
who "was able to handle the intricate
subjects with great expertise."
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ness. If the service were to be
required of the young men of
the country, would it be fair not
to make the same requirement
of young women? At a time
when women are, rightly,
seeking and achieving full participation in the political and
economic life of this country, it
would be nothing short of
ludicrous — not to mention
illegal
under
antidiscrhinination laws — to
exempt them from military
service.

Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis testified
June 3 beitire tile House Committee on
Agriculture in his capacity as manager
of the Western Dark Tobacco Growers
Association. The purpose of his
testimony was to present the opinion of
the association on the leasing of tobacco
quotes by tobacco growers. Cong.
Frank A. Stubblefield is a member of
the house committee.
Deaths reported include Kerry Lynn
Farthing, infant.
Charles Tull, graduate of the.Murray
Training Scoot, has been awarded the
8100 Agricultural scholarship at
Murray State College.
Officers of the Murray Civitan Club
are Woodrow Rickman, John. L.
Williams, W. 0. Presson, T. A.
Thacker, Ivan Johnson, Richard C.
Denton, E. S. Roberts, James Coleman,
and Thomas Jones.
The Jackson Purchase Historical
Society will meet June 27 at Fort
Heiman on Kentucky'Lake with Charles
Moss, vice president and ex-editor of
the Nashville Banner, as speaker.

30 Years. Ago
Boy Scouts from Troop 90, Henry
Geibel, Scoutmaster, and Troop 45, Bob
Moyer, Scoutmaster, attended the
Fulton Boy Scout Circus held June 2 at
Fulton.
Robert Garrison, Charles Lassiter,
James Lassiter, Wyoma Ann Littleton,
Frances Charlene Orr, and Charles
Butterworth, all of Calloway County,
were awarded degrees at the June 3rd
Commencement exercises at the
University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Hardeman Hendon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lamar Hendon of Murray Route 5,
will receive her B. S. degree from
David Lipscomb College, Nashville,
Tenn., on June 10.
Births reported include a boy to Mr
and Mrs. Henry Stephen McReynolds'
on June 3.

Why I
_Like KET
If a fairy godmother granted me
three wishes how would I use them'
After- wishing-Ur-peace and.--good
will between all men and for health
and happiness for those I love, I
would be very careful to make the
most of my last wish I would wish
for the means to visit the world's
most exciting places; to sit in choice
seats at the finest concerts, theatre
productions and ballets; to spend
time in the outstanding museums;
and to visit with the remarkable
minds of our times. In short, I would
wish for K.E.T.
Libby Hart

Bible Thought
Thou therefore endure
hardness, as a good soldier of
Jesus Christ. II Timothy
2:3.
Hardships are easier to bear
when we face them with
faith.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must
. be
signed,by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The plufne
number will not be published
.
Letters should be typewritten
and
'
double-spaced artOnever— possible
and should be on topics of
general
interest.
Editors reserve the
,to .
condense or reject any Plednd
limit frequent writers.
''Address correspondence
Editor, The Murray Ledger
&
Times, Box 32, Murray,K.42071.
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person gets a credit card NATIONAL
depends not on his bill-paying
NEW YORK (AP) — Five
record but on whether he has powerful parcel bombs — all
the traits of those who in the capable of killing or maiming
past have paid their bills on — have been sent to Nazi
time
leaders in four states. And a

NEWS
IN
BRIEF

telephone caller says more
are on the way today.
But, unlike the first group,
today's bombs "are going to
go off," the anonymous caller
told The Associated Press on

Monday.
The caller claimed to
represent the I nternationa I
Committee Against Nazism,
and said bombs had been
mailed to Nazi leaders in

Ill.;
Cicero,
Chicago;
Arlington, Va., and Lincoln,
Neb.
E (AP)
L6S_
Ee
squGirr
WS AN
and the
Ground

plague-infected fleas they are
believed to carry — are being
hunted by health officials who
have set traps in the hills east
of Los Angeles.
The effort began in

Riverside County when a 15year-old boy was stricken with
buhoruc plague after visiting a
campground near Idyllwild,
some 90 miles east of Los
Angeles.

By The Associated Press
INTERNATIONAL
CZESTOCHOWA, Poland
(AP) — Pope John Paul II
meets with Poland's bishops
today after another massive
outpouring of affection for him
and devotion to the Roman
Catholic Church.
A half-million of his countrymen and women dropped to
their knees on a dusty hillside
Monday as the pope raised the
Communion host during an
outdoor Mass at Poland's
most revered Catholic shrine.
ROME (AP) — The election
of a new Parliament failed to
break the Italian political
stalemate togay as the
Christian Democrats made no
gains and the voters rebuffed
a Communist bid to enter the
government. The Christian
Democrats won 262 of the 630
seats in the Chamber of
Deputies, one less than they
won in the last national
election in 1976 and 54 short of
a majority. The Communists
lost 27 seats in the lower
house, winning 201. The
Christian Democrats will
again be forced to seek
Socialist support to govern.
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON ( AP) -Federal officials, concerned
that improper maintenance
may
have
procedures
produced a crack and led to
the nation's worst air crash,
have grounded nearly two
dozen DC-10s.
The grounding was ordered
after similar cracks were
discovered in two jets that had
gone through the same
procedure.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — If
you've ever been denied credit
despite a steady income and a
good record, you might blame
all the people who share your
ZIP code. On the other hand,
you may not have been with
your employer long enough.
Or perhaps you would have
been better off leaving blank
the "time at current address"
space on the credit application. Under such a creditcoring system, whether a
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Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida .
Come to DaYlona's Castaway
the state's most complete playground for singles and families
alike. Check these features .
E, 650 It on Beach & Ocean
•300-Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
o Restaurant & Lounge
o Night Club. Dancing &
Entertainment
o 2 Pools, Kiddie Pool &
Playground
fl Volleyball & Shuffleboard
o Basketball, Game Room
El Sauna. Exercise Rooms
Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
•Color TV & Refrigerator
o Tennis Golf Privileges
[7] 65. Miles to Disney World
Daly door-to-door Bus
Service available
fl Free chaise lounges
• Ample self parking
Come play in our playground.
It's Daytona's most complete
year 'round fun resort'

genuine

Over 200 La-Z-Boy Chairs In Stock
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. BEACH

, 2075 S Atlantic Ave ,
P0 Box 7437
Daytona Beach. Fla 32016
Ph (904) 255-6461
Please send new color
I brochure & rate sheet
I Name
Street
_State_
tCsly

-

Free Delivery
Murray, Ky.
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Uganda Troops Kill
AnimalsIn Kabalega

Annual Kentucky 4-H Week
Conference Set For June 11

Falls National Park

Some 800 young Kentuckians from every county in
the state soon will head to
Lexington for the myriad of
when a European explorer
AP News Special
activities
that comprise the
discovered
the
falls.
PAKUBA, Uganda (AP) —
annual state 4-H Week conAmin changed the names
Once one of Africa's great
ference.
after his coup in 1971. As his
wildlife preserves, Kabalega
This year's conference,
turbulent, murderous rule
Falls National Park in norconducted as usual on the
unfolded, the number of
thwest Uganda, seems virUniversity of Kentucky
tually empty of animals, its foreign visitors to Uganda
campus, begins June 11 and
dropped from 80,000 a year to
herds of elephants, buffalo
concludes June 14.
nearly- none and the $17.5and hippopotamus destroyed
In between those dates will
million-ayear tourist industry
by Idi Amin's troops.
be
sandwiched
collapsed.
award
.
In a three-day trek across
OUTSTANDING BANDSMEN — Shown with theiPtrophies for outstanding sixth
presentations, personal
Villagers living in the park
the rolling plains of the former
grade bandsmen at Murray Middle School are, left to right, Robert Lyons, low brass,
development workshops, a
Murchison Falls National said. Amin's soldiers began
Rusty Wright, percussion, Phillip Carter, high brass, and Vonnie Hays, woodwinds
fashion revue, campaigning
Park, a reporter saw one invading Kabalega, the
country's
and the election of officers,
Their band directors are John Goode,lames light and Frank Schwab.
best
wildlife
giraffe, one buffalo and
preserve, to kill elephants and
dances and as many other
several clusters of gazelles. .
activities as can be packed
Less than a decade ago, sell the ivory tuSks 'across the
border in Zaire.
intri178L/
1
2-hour days.
zoologists estimated that the
After Amin lost Kampala,
Accompanying the 4-H
1,500-square-mile park conmembers, rar ..ng from
tained 30,000 buffalo, 14,000 the capital, to an invasion
eighth grade grafluates to 19elephants,
hip- force of Tanzanians and
13,000
unopposed in the primary Martha Layne Collins won by year-olds, will be about 100
By SY RAMSEY
popotamuses, 600 crocodiles Ugandan exiles on April 11,
already
have received their about 4,300 over William Cox county Extension agents for 4Associated
thousands
Writer
Press
of his troops fled
and at least a dozen rare white
in the Democratic lieutenant Hand adult volunteer leaders.
certificates
of nomination.
through
the
park.
rhinoceroses transported into
FRANKFORT,
governor's
—
Ky.
(AP)
Mullins
contest.
Miss
said
a
few
"They
came
in
This year for the first time,
convoys of
the area to save them from
If all goes well, the state will inquiries had been received
big
trucks,"
said
Pastor
poachers.
be able to say officially about procedural questions in
The park includes a spec- a 25-year-old school teacher.
Monday which statewide legislative races.
tacular waterfall where the "They shot the animals with
candidates won by how much.
She said one recanvass in
machine
guns,
'loaded
the
Victoria
Nile
thunders
Certification of the votes in Union County reversed a
through a rocky gap 20 feet trucks with the carcasses and
last week's Kentucky primary magisterial election when the
wide and plunges 127 feet into drove to tht0West Nile."
election is schedulfd ten- figure 8 turned out to be 108 for
Lolili and other villagers
a pool. Both the falls and the
tatively that afternoon in the the eventual winner.
park were named after Sir said the soldiers wanted the
Secretary
of State's office.
In the two main closely
meat
to
feed
themselves and
Roderick
Murchison,
Hours
•
The routine process involves contested state races, unofpresident of Britain's Royal their families in West Nile,
M-F
ficial
show
John
figures
that
where
food
is
chronically
In,5
a meeting of the state Board of
Geographic Society in 1869
SaltPier
scarce.
Elections, consisting of two Y. Brown Jr. won by about Bel 'jr Center
The troops also sacked the
Democrats
and
one 26,500 votes over Harvey
two tourist lodges in the park, Reepublican, which then Sloane in the Democratic
While Selections Last!
at Pakuba and Paraa. An
approves the collective totals gubernatorial primary and
--official in the nearby town of
submitted by 120 county
Pakwach said a convoy of 20
clerks.
trucks went to the lodges at
However, Charlotte Mullins.
the end of April and took away
executive director of the
every movable item of value.
.The furniture is gone. Floors board, said Monday that all
are covered with broken glass. returns may not be received
by next Monday.
Doors have been splintered
and the electrical wiring
In that event, she said, the
ripped from walls.
certification meeting will
The shooting could have
have to be rescheduled
driven some of the animals
because statewide races
into hiding, and they should
cannot be decided officially.
Better see the new—very
emerge later. But it will
,,,reliable—A B Dick 990
The May 29 primary was
plain paper copier
probably be many years
and crowded, and
lengthy
The 990 has all of the "most
before the park is again a
wanted" features of masaid she is
Mullins
Miss
place where visitors can
chines costing 50% more
lack of subthe
surprised
at
observe African wildlife at
—including the versatility
sequent confusion and conto make 11" x 17" copies,
close quarters.
copy both sides, and use
One resident commented: troversy.
most any kind of paper, in"ICS almost amazing that
"The lodges can be fixed up in
cluding overhead transparencies and labels
we've had so little trouble
a matter of weeks, and it will
Call us today.
take a f6w years to restore the
afterward," she said. No
recanvass or recount has been
economy of Uganda. But it
sought for any statewide race.
will be decades before the
The recanvass deadline was
animals are back as they once
last Saturday and the recount
were.
deadline is the middle of next
"This empty park may
116 NORTH 7TH
week.
prove to be among the longest
247-5912
MAYFIELD
lasting legacies of Idi Amin."
Recanvass
The Boss"saves you trips to the store.
involves
checking the totals off voting
The Boss"lets you bring home two
machines for accuracy and is
quarts
ofPepsi in one easy-to-grip
done at a candidate's request
MAJOR CARLISLE, Massager Maio Wiesrilserford, Reservationsist
bottle
without charge. It does not
Ortsirk Sales Coarettesric Wiliam S. Major, Marjorie M. Major
include absentee ballots.
711 Main St., Murray
753-GOG4 (4646) ir
The Boss' saves you storage space.
Recount entails an actual
OPEN 9 AM TO 5 PM MON. THRU FRI.
Bringing home-I-he Boss- means
tally of each ballot after
9 AM TO I PM SATURDAY
courts take temporary
you'll use up less-rodm in your
We Write Air Tickets For All Airlines While You Wait g.
possession
of
voting
„AV,
refrigerator
or-pantry This handy giant
'Toni 0'
machines, and absentees are
NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!
takes
space than five cans or
up
less
included. The candidate
We Honor The Some Credit Cards
seuelanoeue
seeking it must post bond with
two quart bottles
The Airlines Do! Such As...
each circuit court involved.
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
Candidates who were
The Boss"saves that Pepsi-Cola

Certification Of Voters Nears

1imports,

Copier on
the blink?

some of those leaders will be
recognized for their contributions to Kentucky 4-H
through the Conrad Feltner
Leadership Award program.
Begun last year to honor
Kentucky's retiring 4-H
leader, the program will
recognize 32 agents this year,
according to Dennis Goodman, 4-H week coordinator
and state Extension 4-H
program specialist.
The theme of this year's
conference, the 56th since the
event began in 1921, is "4-H:
What A Difference You've
Made in My Life." Speaking to
the youth on that theme will be
Dr. Hope Daugherty, 4-H
program leader with the

Science and
Education
Administration, U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
Conference guests also will
include 4-H delegates from
Ohio, Indiana, West Virginia,
Virginia and Tennessee. Two
delegates from each date will
visit the Kentucky conference,
and when those states have
state meetings, Kentucky will
send delegates, according to
Goodman.
Leading this year's conference activities are 4-H
officers Steve Whitakei of
Jackson County, president;
Pam Rowsey of Barren
County, vice president; Beth
Lee of Boyle County,
secretary, and Jill Conrad of
Pendleton 'County, treasurer.

HAVE A

BEDWETTER?
LET THEM HAVE A

DRY BED
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sparkle.
The resealable cap on"The Boss
keeps the more than 12 five-ounce
servings sparkling fresh for as long
as you need them.
The Boss ...Pepsi-Cola's
64-oz. bottle.
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Slim Pickins

Scheer Signs
Grant-In-Aid
With Murray

No Baseball Superstars
This Year, Says Heller
By the Associated Press
NEW YORK - There are no
Bob Homers this time, says
Hal Keller,Arector of player
developmdat for the Seattle
Mariners.
So the Mariners, who picked
first in today's 15th annual
sununer free agent draft,
looked for the next best thing.
"We're after the best
available athlete," Keller
said.
If we had the No.1 choice in
1978, we could have just
started looking for No.2,"
Keller said. "Bob Horner of
Arizona State was head and
shoulders above the crowd
last year. Right now, there are
no Homers out there, and,
unfortunately, you can't
manufacture them."
Horner was taken first in the
draft by Atlanta and became
rookie of the year in the
National League before
running
into
contract
problems with the Braves.
Newspaper reports had
Seattle seeking an outfielder
with
some
offensive
capabilities. Among those
prominently mentioned has

Swim Team
Season Starts.
On June 11
With its pre-season conditioning program recently
completed, the MurrayCalloway County Swim Team
is preparing for its season,
which begins June 11.
The regular season includes
,the annual Murray Jaycee
Invitational Meet, to be held
July 14 this year.
Practice for team members
not competing in the MSU
Summer Youth Program
Swim Clinic will begin
Monday at the MurrayCalloway Park pool.
Swimmers 11-years-old and
up should report at 8 airrewhile those 10-and-under
should report at 9 a.m.
The new official swim team
suits are now available at
Dennison-1-Na -Sporting
Goods.

been Brad Konunin.sk, a 6foot-3,
195-pound
first
baseman-outfielder from
Shawnee High School in Lima,
Ohio. Komminsk was on a list
of players made up for consideration by Keller.
Another candidate for top
pick, according to newspaper
reports in Seattle, was outfielder Al Chambers of
Harrisburg,Pa.
Keiter's list also included
right-handed pitcher Tim
Leary of UCLA, and several
high school players, including
Joe Lansford, a first baseman
from San Jose and brother of
Carney Lansford, California
Angels third baseman.
The draft, held in two
phases by conference call to
the conimissioner's office in
New York from the 26 major
league teams' headquarters,
was expected to rim at least
through Wednesday. In addition to the regular phase,for
players not drafted within the
past 13 months, there was to
be a secondary phase,
primarily
for
players
previously drafted but not
signed.
Following Seattle's first
pick the selection order for the
first round of the regular
phase was: Mets, Toronto,
Atlanta, Oakland, St.Louis,
Cleveland, Houston, White
Sox, Montreal, Minnesota,
Chicago Cubs, Detroit, San
Diego, San Francisco from
California, Los Angeles from
Pittsburgh, Texas, San
Francisco, White Sox from
Baltimore, Cincinnati from
Philadelphia, Kansas City,
Cincinnati, Detroit from
Milwaukee, San Diego from
Los Angeles, Los Angeles
from Yankees and Oakland
from Boston.
Seven teams- Los Angeles,
Cincinnati, Oakland, San
Francisco, Chicago White Sox,
Detroit and San Diego- have
two picks each in the first
round :of the regular phase,
which goes five rounds. They
acquired the picks as compensation for players lost in
the re-entry draft.
The order of the secondary
draft was drawn by lot, with
Boston leading off followed by
San Francisco, the New York
Yankees and Philadelphia.

Connors Tops Orontes,
Gains In French Open
PARIS ( AP) - Jimmy
Connors defeated Manuel
Orantes 4-6, 6-1, 6-3, 6-1 and
became the third American to
reach the quarter-finals of the
French Open Tennis Championships.
Vitas Gerulaitis and Eddie
Dibbs, who beat Wojtek Fibak
4-6, 6-4, 6-1, 1-6, 6-4, were also
in the last eight.
Jose Higueras won a long
match against Eliot Teltscher
6-3, 6-4, 3-6, 1-6, 6-3. Victor
Harold
FIrCet• crushed

Solomon 6-1, 6-4,6-3

Lipscomb Wins
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)Outfielder Mike Cunningham
drove in four runs and reliever
Kal Koenig pitched three
strong innings as local
favorite David Lipscomb
College defeated High Point
College 5-4 Monday night to
win the 23rd annual NAIA
World Series.

Thanks
Fdr Your Vote
And Support
Ruby Hale
-

Join
Murray State
University Coaches Ron
Greene, Steve Newton, Mike
Dill, and Carr McCalla for a fun
week of learning at the MSU

Basketball Camp
•

June 17-22

Cost is $135.00 for the one-week
session which includes room,
board, and tuition. For more
information, contact the
basketball office at
762-6804.

Johnny Reagan calls him "a
truly pure hitter," while his
high school baseball coach,
Rich Durbin, "says he has all
the tools to be great."
They're talking about •
Ronnie Scheer, who signed a
grant-in-aid to play baseball
for Murray State next season,
Reagan, the Murray State
baseball coach and athletic
director, announced today.
Scheer hit .520, scored 29
runs, drove in 30 and stole 15
bases for St. Mary High School
last season in leading the
Vikings to the semifinals of
the regional tournament.
For Paducah's Post 31
American Legion baseball
team last summer, Scheer, a
switch-hitter, hit .375, doubled
17 times and belted seven

The A's Ward Simmons (4) prepares to take a throw at third base as the Twins Jeff Conley slides during the Little
League game last night. Results in Glance, page 8.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

home runs.
•'The positions he can play
are limitless," said Reagan,
who
usually
reserves
euperlatives
for
those
deserving them. "He's one of
the finest players to come out
of Western Kentucky in a
while."
Scheer,. chosen
most
vaulable at St. Mary in both
basketball and baseball, was
also selected to participate in
the East-West Shrine baseball
game.
He is truly deserving of the
benefits college baseball has
to offer. He's as good a player
as I've had," said Post 3!
Coach Frank Hideg, who also
coached Tony Threatt, a
current member of the
Murray State squad.

Bonus Or Salary?... Decision May Make Teams Wary
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Now that Prof. Raymond
Goetz has dropped the other
shoe in the Bob Homer arbitration case, the economic
fallout will begin immediately, as soon as today,
when baseball begins parceling out its top amateur free
agent talent.

COMMENTARY

You can expect teams to be

more than a little wary about
waving large-sized signing
bonuses under the noses of
high school and college
prospects picked in today's
draft. Those bonuses, after all,
now immediately become the
player's bargaining base
when it is time to,sign a new
contract.
The Atlanta Braves signed
Horner off the campus of
Arizona State last :June and
paid him $181,000. That figure
included $21,000 in salary and
the remainder in various other

kinds of payments, most of it a
signing bonus.
As far as Horner, his agent,
Bucky Woy, and the Players
Association were concerned,
that.$181,000 was total compensation for playing baseball
for the Atlanta Braves in 1978.
And that meant that under
terms of the collective
bargaining agreement which
permits no more than a 20
percent cut in any year,
Homer would have to be paid
$140,000 for 1979. Prof. Goetz,
it turns out, agreed for the
most part, eliminating a few

of the fringe payments but
ruling the signing bonus a
valid
part
of
future
negotiations.
Now, as things developed,
Horner won Rookie of the
Year honors and, in The Ne-w
Baseball
economy,
is
probably a bargain at $146,000.
But don't for .one moment
think the Braves would have
paid him that kind of money if
they knew it was going to
create a permanent committment. And don't for one
moment think other teams are
going to fall into the trap that

May's Single Defeats Marshall;
Expos'Lee Notches 6th Victory
By the Associated Press
Sometimes the idea is to get
the ball anywhere but over the
plate.
Consider, if you will, Mike
Marshall's dilemma in the
bottom of the 10th inning
Monday night. The Minnesota
Twins reliever had Baltimore
runners on second and third
with two out and Lee May at
the plate.

BASEBALL ROUNDUP

He could, of course, walk
him intentionally, not a bad
idea considering the fact that
May has averaged 98 runs
batted in during his last
decade in the majors.
But Twins Manager Gene
Mauch recommended Marshall pitch to May-carefully.
Marshall, 8-5, did - but not
carefully enough. May hit a
single to left field, Baltimore
had a 3-2 victory and the
Orioles remained one game
ahead of Boston in the
American League East.
In the rest of the AL, Boston
bombed Texas 13-5, California
defeated Toronto 4-2, New
York beat Kansas City 8-3,
Milwaukee blanked Chicago 60, Seattle shelled Detroit 11-2
and Cleveland beat Oakland 54 in 14 innings.

'Great Ky. Shootoi.4t'
To Be Staged Aug. 31

Oba.

Spaghetti Special
at

Two Places!

Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and' Price On
CombonatIon Solod wdh Meol '
inside
Dining
' Only
Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad

Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes As Always
ERIE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99'
NOW LUXURIOUS

DINING FOR
380 PEOPLE

Announcing

Dana W.Gish
Registered Dental Hygienist
Is Associated With

Dr. Harold G. Gish
502 Maple
753-2971

While upholding most of
Homer's economic claims and
granting him an instant increase from the $100,000
compromise contract he was
playing under, the University
of Kansith law professor did
not permit the player to walk
away from the Braves. Horner
had asked for free agency, a
pretty stiff penalty to inflict on
the Atlanta club for what
turned out to be
.a question of
semantics - whether or not
bonus consititutes a proper
part of the future bargaining.
Goetz refused to grant it and
that part of his decision had to
please the baseball. establisbment. The crazy quilt free
agent situation is difficult
enough without allowing
players to walk away from
their clubs after half a season.

Now Enjoy Our

Barlow, who started the 11th and 13th innings, and it
Dodgers 4, Pirates 2
second inning when Chris paid off when Rick Manning of
Rookie Rick Sutcliffe pitKnapp suffered back spasms. the Indians came through with ched a four-hitter and Joe
got his first major league win a bases-loaded sacrifice fly in Ferguson rapped a two-run
since September 1977.
the top of the 14th to beat the homer to lead Los Angeles
A's.
over Pittsburgh. Sutcliffe, 6-3,
Yankees 8, Royals 3
notched his fifth victory in his
Tommy John of the Yankees
National League
last six decisions as the
scattered six Royals hits and
Some kidder,that Bill Lee.
Dodgers rebounded from
rode a seven-run sixth inning
Win one game - or -a three straight defeats over the
to his 10th win of the season, hundred - and it doesn't weekend in St.Louis.
tops in the majors. Willie mean a thing, he says.
Randolph tripled with the • All it means," points out
Eerguson's second-inning
bases loaded for the big hit in the cerebral left-hander of the homer off loser Jim Rooker: 2the inning. Chris Chambliss Montreal Expos, "is that the 1, followed a two-out walk to
had three doubled for New maguey cactus blooms every Dusty
Baker. It
was
York.
Ferguson's eighth homer of
100 years."
But he certainly seems tobe the season.
Brewers 6, White Sox 0
taking life somewhat seriously
Milwaukee's Ben Oglivie hit now that he is in the National
Mets 6, Reds 2
the first grand-slam homer of League - and winning. Like
Joel Youngblood hit a solo
his career in the first inning Monday night, when he won homer and scored three times
and Mike Caldwell made the his sixth game this season and as New York beat Cincinnati
runs stand up with an eight 100th lifetime with an 8-1 and Tom Seaver behind Craig
hitter against the White Sox.
six-hitter.
decision over the Atlanta Swan's
It was Caldwell's third Braves.
Youngblood, who hit his
shutout and ninth complete
After allowing only four hits homer in a threerun ninth, had
games. Sixto Lezcano had a in eight innings of work, Lee scored twice earlier as the
two-run single in the seventh.
underscored his delight with Mets got three runs off
new surroundings.
Seaver, 2-5, who went seven
Mariners 11, Tigers 2
Elsewhere in the National innings - his longest stint
Seattle slugged a club- League, the Los Angeles since injuring his back April
record six home runs- three- Dodgers beat the Pittsburgh 19.
run blasts by Bruce Bochte Pirates 4-2; the New Mets
The only runs off Swan, 5-4,
and Ruppert Jones and solo defeated the Cincinnati Reds came Ofi homers by Seaver
shots by Willie Horton, John 6-2 and the Houston Astros and Dan Driessen.
Hale, Dan Meyer and Larry blanked the Philadelphia
Cox - and Rick Honeycutt Phillies 3-0.
Astros 3, Phillies 0
pitched a five-hitter to turn
Jose Cruz and Craig
Lee, 6-2, got all the support
back Detroit.
he needed from Gary Carter. Reynolds smashed runCarter drove in three runs scoring hits in the fourth inIndians 5, A's 4
with a pair of run-scoring -ning _ and rookie Randy
Sid Monge kept Cleveland in singles and his 10th homer of Niemann hurled a six-hitter as
the game by turning back the season. Dave Palmer Houston
defeated
bases-loaded threats
pitched the final inning for, Philadelphia.
Oakland in the bottom of the Montreal.
• Niemann, 2-0, retired 16 of
the first 18 batters he faced. It
was his second victory since
joining the Astros May 18.

Red Sox 13, Rangers 5
For Boston, almost every
pitch in the fifth inning must
have looked like a watermelon. The Red Sox sent 13
men to the plate in Fenway
Park and eight of them across
it in their rout of.the Rangers.
rT Yastremzski puffed a
homer down the right field
line. And Rick Burleson
capped the fireworks with the
By the Associated Press
director of the chapter, said
first grand slam of his major
LOUISVILLE,' Ky. - the receipts would aid more
league career.
Former basketball players than 600 multiple sclerosis
from the University of patients in the area.
Angels 4, Blue Jays 2
"In addition, such a
Louisville and the University
Dan Ford's tie-breaking of Kentucky will be competing basketball game will surely
triple in a two-run sixth inning against each dether this arouse the interest and en- s
helped the Angels turn back summer in 'The Great thusiasm of the community
Toronto and move back into Kentucky Shootout."
and alumni" from both
first place by one game over
universities.
the Rangers. Bert CamThe game will be played
Among U of L stars• expaneris opened the sixth with Aug. 31 in Freedom Hall here, pected are''es Unseld, Junior
an infield, single and came with proceedS benAitting the Bridgeman, Rick Wilson and
home on Ford's one-out triple Greater Louisville Western Wesley Cox.'
to center field. Don Baylor Kentucky chapter of the
The U of K team is expected
then singled Ford home to National Multiple Sclerosis to include Dan Issel, Jack
boost his league leading RBI Society.
Givens, RickRobey and Kevin
total to 55 in 54 games. Mike
Jack
Will, executive Grevey.

Atlanta
wound
up in,
especially now that precedent
has been established.
What if Homer had been a
dud? What if he hadn't been
Rookie of the Year but had,
like some other 'first round
choices, turned out to be
nothing more than an ordinary
ball player? Under terms of
Prof. Goetz' award, the club
buys blind and can .only hope
that a player lives up to his
draft potential. That is a kind
of Russian Roulette and you
have to wonder if the teams
are going to be willing to play
that dangerous game with
their checkbooks.
The Goetz decision was
down the middle - kind of
what you'd expect from an
impartial arbitrator. He had a
little something for both sides.

Hours:
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
8-12 & 1-5

y

,2

Price
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Sports At A Glance
Standings

Baseball Leaders

NATIONAL LEAGLE
EAST
W
L
Pet. GB
Montreal
29 16
617
St Lam
27 19
Po
47
Philadelphia
a 24
S38
3•1
Pittsburgh
25 23
521
Chicago
21 26
11
447
New York
19 29
396 104
WEST
Houston
33 79
589
Cincinnati
29 21
2',
547
San Franctsco
1629
411
6
Las Angeles
27 29
1C
6
San Diego
25 31
146
8
Atlanta
19 34
356 12-s.
Headley's Games
Montreal 8. Atlanta 1
Los Angeles 1. Pittsburgh 2
Nee York 6, ancuguiti 2
Houston 2, Philadelphia 0
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Diego , Rasmussen 2-5( at Chicago
Lamp 4-1 ,
Montreal 'Manila 2-4 , at Atlanta , Sanderson
,n(
leo Angeles (Sutton 6-4, at Pittsburgh
a
ahlevenj-21.7ro
- •
Nee York (Scott ,1-01 at Cincinnati
'Seman2-51,lnl
Philadelphia iCarltion 6-4- at Houston.
Williams 2-11,in;
San Francisco , Blue 6-61 at St Louis
Martinez 3-11, in'

AMERICAN LEAGlE
BATTING (115 at toatai-Maidley. Min.
1179 Kemp. Det. 359. Bodge. Sea, -3511,
Carew, Cal. .355, Wilson. KC, .316
RUNS-GBrett, KC. M, Otis, KC, 41,
Lynn, Ban, M. Lenore, Dot. 29, Wished,
Cal, 311. Baylor. Cal, 36, R.Jones, Sea, 3$
RBI - Baylor, Cal, 54, Lynn. Ban. 45.
Bcchte, Sea. 13, Porter, KC, 41, Horton,
Sea, 40
HITS-Smalley. Mm, 74; GBrett. KC,
71 Remy, Has, 16, Carew. Cal, M. Lansford, Cal, 66. Baylor, Cal, 16.
DOUBLES- Lemon. Chi, IS; McRae,
KC, 16; Bonds, Cle, 15. Ma Tex. 15.
Thornton, Cle. 14. Cligasbettn, Chi. 14.
GBrett. KC, 14; Otis, KC. 14
TRIPLES-GBrett, KC, 7: Griffin, Tor,
5, Wilson, KC, 5; Raedolpit, NY, 4.
ABanrustr, Chi, 4: FUones, Sea, 1
HOME BUNS-Singleton, Bal, 10; Lynn.
Has, 14: Ilsomes, Mg, 12; Cooper, Mg, 11,
Ogilvie, Mg, 11, Baylor, Cal, 11; Horton,
Sea. II. &tones, Sea, II
STOLEN BASES-LeFlore. Dot, V.
Wilson., KC. 23, JCruz, Sea. 22; Otis. KC,
19, Wills. Tex. 18
PITCHING (6 Decisions -Kern.i
Tex, 70, 1 000, 1.36, John, NN. 10-1, 909. IN.
Clear. Cal, 5-1. $33, 741, DMartinez , Big,
7-2, 771, 3.33; Jenkins, Tel, 62...750. 3.57.
Waits Cle,7-3, 700,3.51 ; Koostnan. Min, 73. .700, 3.68; Splittorff,s1CC. 8-1. 667. 30
STRIKE037TS-Ryan. Cal. 78, Guidry,
NY,71,.Jeniaztrter.
Koomnaa.
53; Kravec. Chi. 52.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 1115 at bats --Brocik StL.
371 ?datalt. NY, 351. Rom, Phi, SM.
Winfield, SD, -MC Murphy, All. 341
RUNS Lopes, IA. 52. Cencepen. CM.
M. Kuunnan. Chi. 37. Parker, Pgh, 37,
Pistil. lit& 37
RBI Kuignan. Chi. 44. Wtrifteld. SD.
13, Foster. Cm. 41. Garvey. LA. M. Schmidt, Phs, 36, Klimardz, SU„, 36, Murphy,
AU, 36; JCrus., Mtn, 36
HITS-Winfield,SD, 74, Russefi. LA, 73:
Rose, Phi, 72; Gamey, LA, 71, &ball,
NY. 67, Moreno, Pgh. 67
DOUBLES-Rose. Phi. 30, Parrish. MU.
16, 7 Tied With 15

Netter Hendon

BASEBALL
America& League
CALIFORNIA ANGELS- Placed Rick
Maier outtieider, on dm 21-day disabled
IA retroactive to June 1
MINNESOTA TWINS- Reteased Ken
Brett. pitcher

Places Second

Natessal League
LOS
ANGELES-- Placed
Andy
Messeranith. pitcher, on the 21-day
disabled list Recalled Vic DevatIlo.
outfielder. from Albuquerque of the
Pacific Coast league, and sent Pedro
Guerrero, infielder, to Albuquerque
Purchased contract of Dove Patterson,
pitcher. from Albuquerque

WURZBURG, Germany —
Liz Hendon, the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Gene Hendon,
Landstuhl, Germany, and
formerly of Murray, recently
placed second in the Germany
tennis championship for
American schools.
Hendon, the top seed, fell to
Mary Ann Mercado of Mannheim 7-5,7-6 in the final.
Hendon swept through the

TRIPLES-TScatt, StL, 7, Templeton,
SAN DIEGO PADRES- Recalled Torn
StL, 6. Moreno, Pei. 5, Jena, Htn, 5,
• Tellman. pitcher. from Haw" or the
SD, 5
Pacific Coast League
HOME RUNS-Kingman, Chi, 19; Schmidt, Phi, 16. Murphy, Atl, 13, lapel, LA.
F00111ALL
13 Winfield SD, 13
Nalemial nodal]Lager
STOLEN BASES-Moreno. Pet 23,
CHICAGO BEARS-Sigued Willie
TScott. StL. la. Taveras, NY, 17, Lopes,
McClendon and Jerome Heavens, running
LA. 15; North. SIF 15
backs,
to ones ear contracts
PITCHING '6 Decisions i-LaCoes, Cut,
6-0, LOW 251, Reed. Phi, 5-1, .1133, 3.75,
JNiekro, Hirt, 62, 8100.2.70, She, MILL
CINCINNATI BENGALS- Signed
750, 3.16, Klepper. SF, 9-2, 711, 3.4a,
James White, defensive tack/e. Signed
Ruthven. Ph,6-3, .667, 3.22; Sutcliffe, LA, Barney Cotton, anytime guard, to a series
of three one-year contracts
147, 3.77, Sykes, 30L 4-2, $7. 503
STRIKEOUTS-Richard. HUI. 119: - CLEVELAND BROWNS- Signed Rich
Carlton. Pht.111.: Swan.ev.lie eNiekro. Maier, defensive tackle, and Clinton
-Barret cornerback
All. 60; Perry, SD, 56

PONY LEAGUE
Bill Wells homered and
singled, and three other
players had two hits as the
Phils stopped the Mets 10-6
last night. The Astros beat the
Orioles 10-6 in the nightcap.
Kyle Evans tossed a onehitter for the Phils, banged
two hits and scored three
times.
Mark Boggess doubled and
singled twice to pace the
Astros' victory.

Monday's Gsnws
Baltimore 3, Minnesota 2. 10 innings
Boston 13. Texas S
New York 8,`Kansas City 3
Milwaukee 6. Chicago 0
California 4. Toronto 2
Cleveland 5. Oakland 4, 11 innings
Seattle 11, Detroit 2

Phils 10
ab r
Schweturann
3 1 0
)3111'ton 4 3
Evans
4 3
Denham 4 2
2 I
Wells
Harrison 2 0
S. Glavin 4 0
Doyle
4 0
Weatherly 2 0
B. Glavin 2 0
Childress 1 0
White
3 0
Totals 15 10

Tuesday's Games
Texas Matlack 2-2, at Boston , Eckersleyfro
Minnesota ,Hartzell 2-3 at Baltimore
- Stone 3-41, n
Kansas City ,Gurs 241 at New York
Tient 1-1i, in i
Milwaukee
aton 4-31 at Chicago
'Howard 0-1. In
Toronto (Underwood 0-7, at California
'Tanana 4-31.
cievelanti- i-Wakina 241 at Oakland _
, L.angfQM 1-8(,
Detroit',Thltrigharn
at Seattle
bott
n

0

1
2
2
2
0
t
2
0
0
0
0
10

Mem
ab r h
Jones
2 0 0
scar'gh 2 1 I
Whitten 4 1 0
Smith
4 0 0
Housden 4 2 0
James
2 0 0
Moore
2 1 0
Mmers 1 0 0
Cantrell 3
4 0 0
1,1,Gns
Parks
3 0 0
Washer 1 0 0
Garland 2 1 0
Totals 34 6 3
Winning pitcher
Kyle Evans

(Orioles4
Astros 10
ib r h
ab r-tr-9 l Downey 4 1 2
3
Bryan
3
4
0 0
Boggess 4
4 1 o
McMillen 4
1 Brown
Bernot
2 i Burgess 1 2 1
Galloway 4 0 1 McDougal3 0 2
4 0 .0
Dunn
4 0 1 West
2 0 0
Key
4 0 a Young
I 0 0
Simmons 2 0 0 Lamb
Hutson
1 0 0 Robinson 3 1 0
York
2 0 0 Holland 1 0 O
0 0 0
Miller
1 0 0 Snow
Totals 29 6. 5
Totals 34 10 8
Winning pitcher
David McMillen

Wednesdey's Games
Chicago at Boston,(ni
Kansas City at Baltimore n
Minnesota at New York,(n)
_ Xmas at Milwaukee.- in)
Toronto at California, in
Cleveland at Oakland. in
Detroit at Seattle. n ,

Brock, Baylor Selected.
NEW YORK VAP 1 — Outfielder Don Baylor of the
California Angels hit .354,
drove in 23 runs, and scored 21
himself to win American
Leaue player of the month
honors, A.L. President Lee
McPhail announced.
Baylor had 8 doubles, a
-triple and 7 home runs while
driving in two game-winning
runs. He also had eight consecutive stolen bases and hit
safely in 22 of the Angels' 27
games during the month.

Ti4;itia4u,
)
)

Chicken Pickin'
Wednesdays

.1111
\

SAVE
50C!

.
38
kntucky Fried Chicken
RegulatS1158 2-pc Dinner

Kentucky

To The
Citizens
Of Murray

THANK
YOU
Thank you for your support and vote
'of confidence in the May Primary
Election. I earnestly solicit the same
support in the fall campaign and
election.
Sincerely,
David L. Willis

COLT LEAGUE
The Giants and the Braves
each beat the Tigers last night
in season-opening Colt League
action.
In the first game, Don
Hargrove slapped two hits,
including a bases-loaded
triple, as the Giants won 4-1.
In the nightcap, Jimmy
Tigers 1
ab r
Cis
1 0 0
o •
M McCiuston
1
1 200
Key
3
2
Lee
3
0
Denham 3
0
Tbompson.3
0
Blodgett I
0
0 tman
1 1 0
4 Rogers 1 0 0
Bean
1 0 0
Totals 19 1 1
Tigers 000 010-1
Giants 000 04x4
Winning pitcher
Walter Payne
Tigers I
Brases II
ab r h
ab r
Ails
1 0 0 Hamer
3 1 0
Blidgett 3 0 0 M McCuiston
Key
3 1 0 4 0 0
Denham 3 0 2 Wilson
4 2 2
M McCutstoo
McAlister 3 2 1
Bynum
1 0 0
4 2 3
lee
3 0 1 Marshall 3 2 1
Bean
3 1 1
I II o Goug.
Thonipsonl 0 o Pace
3 0 1
Roberts 3 0 1
Zimmerman
2 0 ,0
Totals 30 10 10
Rogers 2 0 1
Totals 22 1 3
Winning pitcher
KirnWilson
Braves 010 142-10
Tigers WO 001-1
Giants 4
ab r
Requarth 1 1
Smith
3
Herndon 3 1
Hargrove- 3 1
SI Smith 3 0
Ryan
3 0
Miners 2 0
Payne
1 0
G'tazu
2 0
Totals 21 4

Bynum doubled and singled
twice to pace the Braves' 10-1
victory.
Walter Payne allowed just
one Tiger hit for the Giants,
while Kim Wilson limited the
Tigers to three hits for-theBraves.'
Wilson also contributed two
hits and scored two runs.
•
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Pat Wilson banged three
hits and struck out nine batters as the Yanks defeated the
Reds 16-8 last night. In the
second game, the Pirates
stopped the Twins 8-6.
Phil Bryan had two hits for
the Yanks, while Chris
Jackson led the Reds with
three safeties.
John McMillen hit a single
and a double to help the
Pirates over the Twins. Scott
Butwell singled twice, and Ed
Hendon tripled for the Twins.

Liz Hendon hits a shot during her second-place finish in the
Germany Tennis Championship for American schools recently

-

0 0
0 0
Ifitiler
1 0 0
Kenyon 2 0 0
Whited
3 1 0
Dowdy
3 2 0
Travis
3 )
Totals 29 12 2
Winning
pitcher
Dennis Thurman
Yanks
109 00-10
Astros
203 34-12
Twins 21
al) r,h
Wright
4 3 1
Waldrop 4 2 1
Conley
4 2 4
Morton 4 1 0
McClure 4 2 2
Watson 4 2 0
Potts
4 0 I
Manning 1 0 0
Burkeen 2 1 1
Whin
3 2 I
Totals 14 15 13

Outland 3 1
Thomas 3 1
W'ford
3 1
Insley
3 (1
Totals 30 10

0
1
I
1
4

A's II
at r
Malone 2 0 II
Hopkins 2 0
Grogan 2 0
Grogan 2 0
Simmons 2 0 01
Bybee
2 0 0',
Jones
1 0 01
Mr 'Ion
1 0 01
Lyons
I 0 0'
Totals 15 0 0
Winning
pitiher
Rusty Wright
Twins
210 65-14
A's
000 Min

Saturda•'• Game
Cards A
at, r
KelSO
1 0
Adams
2 I
ialassell . 3 0
Cochran 3 I
Wells • 3 0
Bolen
3 0
Stelae)
1 0
Rogers
3 0
Pr'ard
2 0
hum
1 0
Rogers I .0
Totals
2

h
0
0
1
0
0
.411
0
0
0
0
7

Astro., 3
ab r Ii
limIt
3 1 0
Kenyon 2 0 0
Hobbs
1 0
Wilkins 3 2
Thurman 3 0 1
Whited
2 0 0
Travis
2 0 0
rtleld
2 0 n
Dowdy
2 0 0
Stork
1 0 0
than
1 0 0
Totals 22 1 2
lards
002 0002
Astros 101 4,01x-3

Kenlake State Perk
Offers Free lesson s
The Kenlake State Park
located 15 miles east ,4
Murray, will sponsor free
swimming
lessons this
summer, with the three-week
session to begin June 18, sp.
cording to Park Superm.
tendent Dave Glass.
Signup times will be ar,
nouced later.

She is the granddaughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Crisp of
Murray and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Carnie Hendon, also of
Murray..

(MONDAY SATURDAY
-(SUNDAY /0 45 A M 8 6 00 P M
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at

Special
Value

yo

a
ha

CLAM DINNER

as
yo
to

You get:
• plenty of deep fated clams • french f ries • cole
slinw
• cocktail sauce •I Iliasethern Style hush puppies'

Reg. $5.58

Offer Good Wednesday S. Thursday
"5 P.M. to Close"

Captain D's

CLAM DINNER

Buy One, Get One Free
,
Clam Csooe• s 2 79 „. •
[1. Cr.SP^...3
•
Good Only Wed & Mrs Offer Empires Jur,.

GSkOe.
0
3 4-""

•

F

4-

.16.4
0.Q!Aurz

Jim
•JOrme_om

VACATION
BIBLE SCHOOL
June 4-8
9:30-11:00 A.M.
CLASSES FOR
TODDLER-ADULT
THEME:

SERMON TOPICS
MONDAY
I HAVE SINNED
TUESDAY
JUST AS AM
WEDNESDAY - GOD IS NOT MOCKED
IS HELL REAL?
THURSDAY
HEAVEN HOLDS All
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
NO CHANGE Of PL AN
SUNDAY .4 M
BIBLE
SUNDAY PM

Cove was one of three seeds
who were first-round losers

Captain D's
&mun:
e

Garrido said the Titans
regained their hitting touch
because of a chaftge in
-thinking.
"The big difference was the
adjustment we made with our
hitters," he said."As opposed
to trying to hit the ball out, we
just tried to make contact."
Another California team
won the nightcap- Monday.
Eighth-rated
Pepperdine
eliminated No.4 Mississippi
State 5-4 in 10 innings in the
best played game of the series
to date.
That action left an unusual
situation. For the first time in
the 33-year history of the
series, the four finalists are
from only two leagues —
Fullerton and Pepperdine of
Southern California
Ba ball Association and
Texas and Arkansas of the
Southwest Conference.
Top-rated Texas 155-61 and
No,7 Arkansas 48-13), both
unbeaten in the series, meet
tonight. Regardless of who
wins that game, Wednesday
night's schedule will be Texas
against Pepperdine 52-171
and Arkansas vs. Fullerton
57-14),
Arizona i43-25u led 2-Oat one
point, but Fullerton tied it in
the fourth inning and went
ahead in the fifth when
Wallach slugged his 23rd
home run of the season. a
towering shot over, the right
fence.

JUNE 4-10
7:30 P.M.

nor. I tried to gamble," Gove
admitted afterward. __One -of the "smarty'shots
that really cost him came on
the 525-yard, par-five 20th,
when he took a driver instead
of a three-wood to try to reach
the green with his second shot.
Because of the lie, the ball
stayed low, hit the top of a
bunker and rolled into it.
Though Gove got out well, he
missed a five-foot putt. That
let Higgins putt for par to take
the hole and the match.

ea
gr

GOSPEL
MEETING

Ryan Malone picked ip
three hits, and Chris Rr\llr
picked up two, includir,i
triple, to pace the Mete
Hutson, Steve Carroll arid
Ronnie Hager finished a th
th -ee hits each for the Too
1-BALL
The Reds and the Thi1s
battled to a 17-17 tie last nigl,r
in the only 1-Ball action %like
Kelso had two home rurks for
the Cards, while Russ
Housman doubled twi(
the Reds.

By the Associated Press
SOUTHPORT. England —
Mike Gove, a 21-year-old from
Seattle, Wash., has learned
the hard way that It doesn't
always pay to gamble at golf.
He gambled Monday in the
opening round of the British
Amateur Championship on the
Hillside Club's 6,951-yard,
par72 course. And duly, Cove
was upset by Britain's Terry
Higgins.
Gove lost on the 20th hole
after frittering away a fourhole lead.
"I tried to play some smarty
shots and they backfired on

Fullerton's Bats
Suddenly Erupt;
Miss. St. Is Out

By the Associated Press
OMAHA, Neb. — It was
bound to happen sometime.
Sooner or later, the potent
Reds 6
Yanks 16
ab r h
ab r h
bats of Fullerton State had to
0.
Can-Icy
3
2
2
Bryan
5
explode at the College World
K Jones 3 1 0 Jackson 3 k
1 I 0 Grogan 3 I 0
Series and they did just that
Turner
Wilson
4 2 3 Adkins
( 2 2
Monday night.
Padget 4 1 0 A•nder
.1 0 0
The victim was Arizona,
F Jones 4 I I Holler, I 2 0 0
1 0 0
Rice
3 2 1 We'rly
whe..h was sent home reeling
Minn)
0
Rogers
o
1
3 1 1
under a 17-hit onslaught that
Alclen
4 3 0 Swan
3 0 0
Edwards 2 .1 1 Pechet 2 2 0
produced a, 16-3 Fullerton
Whited
Tot... 2986
2 0 0
victory, keeping the Titans
Pea
3 2 0 Winr,(c4 Pitcher
LITTLE LEAGUE
alive in the double-elimination
Walker
1 0 0 Path ..son
'ffitaLs 17 16 8
Rusty Wright pitched a notournament.
hitter as the Twins. bombed
Fullerton, rated third
Tema 6
Pirates II
,;uptor
the A's 21-0 last night. In the.
3ab 3r
2ab or B
nationally, came into the
Gaas
first game, the Astros edged
series with a .330 team batting
2 0 0
Bradley 1 0 1 Stan
the Yanks 1g40.
average, but the Titans
Burpo
3 1 1 Mad& 't 3 0
Tom
3 1 1 Hendon 3 1
Joel Conley's four hits led
struggled at the plait in their
Vic'len
1 0 2 Thorn
the Twins, who were awarded
first two games, losing to
Wade
3 0 1 74,31ans-• ,
Rowland 1 0 0
six more runs When it was
iot'
Mississippi State 6-1 and
Knoll
Brock
1 0
discovered a member of the
beating
Connecticut 8-3.
ffrrisox
li
:
Sargent 1
1 1
A's had not batted.
Monday - night was a difait'ta
allsker 2
1 (11
'
li
w etiw
isell
David Dill and Mike Wilkins SThrvupe
ferent story, however, as Tim
1 0
1 01 Muchler
Banks
each scored three times as the
Wallach blasted a three-run
1 0
Morns
1 0 0 IriPP
Astros nipped the Twins. John
homer and Sam Favata
Totals 25 8 9 Barrett
McFerron, Chris Thomas, Winning
rapped four hits to lead the
pitcher . Dunn
Totals -0(
Tony Robinson.
Tim Weatherford and Donnie
barrage against three Arizona
Tinsley had the only hits for
pitchers.
the Yanks.
"This has happened to us
In a game played Saturday,
before, but Augie Coach
the Cards were awarded an 8-3
Augie Garrido) always gets us
decision over the Astros. The
going again," said catcher
PARK LEAGUE
Astros led 3-2 at the end of
Kingsolver.
Kurt
who
Four players connected for provided a big spark by
regulation, but the Cards were
awarded six extra runs after a four hits as the Yanks belted stealing home, in a five-run
member of the Astros failed to the Reds 28-14 yesterday. In eighth inning.
the second game, the Mets
bat.
"We figure if we just keep
Little League rules state beat the Twins 18-9.
playing our game, we'll win. If
April Woods, John Muelh- we play our game, I don't
that every player on the team
man, Mickey Jones and Will think anybody in the country
must hat at least once.",
Gentry all had four Joits each . can beat us."
1 9
Astro% 12
for the Yanks. Mark Miller.
Yeats 18
ab r Ii
b r h
Brian Carrell, Trevor Knight.
4 3 1 Alto0
2
Amy Wallis and Doug Herd,
Wilkins 4 3 0 Guthrie 4( 1 0
Hubby
2 1 0 Stark
4, 2 0
rapped three hits each for th,
Starks
1 0 0 Gammons 3( 0 0
Reds.
Thurman 3 1 I McFer
3 • 1 I
cid
lioria
cin1
2

regular season without a loss
in the Germany Class A
Division. Last year she was
ranked third in the Southwestern Ohio Conference for
high schools students.

Gove Blows Lead, Loses
Match in British Amateur

Giants, Braves Colt League Winners

- - AMERICAN LEAGCE
•
FAST
Vi
L
Pet. GB
Baltimore
615 32 20
Roston
30 20
600
1
New York
3i,
.547
29 24
Milwaukee
30 25
3M
.545
Detroit
24 23
.511
542
, Cleveland
.471
24 27
761
Toronto
13 41
.241 20
WEST
California
.593 -32 32
Texas
30 22
1
.577
Kansas City
30 23
.566
1',
Minnesota
28 32
560
2
Chicago
25 27
481
6
Seattle
V 34
.322 DM
Oakland
18 36
.333 14

Paid For By David Willis, 202 Spruce St

Transactions

_
Murray Baseball Association

Wedaesday's Gaines
New York at Cincinneti
San Diego at Chicago
Montreal at Atlanta, in,
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh, in •
Philadelphla at Houston. ,ni
San Francisco at St Louis r(

NEW YORK API — Lou
Brock of the St. Louis Cardinals, who hit .433 during the
month of May, as been
named National League
player of the month, league
President Chub Feeney announced.
Brock had 29 hits in 67 at
bats, nine RBI and scored 11
runs-during May in one of the
best starts in his career. He
needs only 54 hits to become
the 14th player in major
league history to reach the

Former Murray

GREATEST QUESTIONS IN TO-If
allimite..444me

"JESUS, MY LORD"

WHY DO YOU WAIT?

SPEAKER:
TRUMAN SPRING

ADULT CLASS TAUGHT
BY: TRUMAN SPRING

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
OLD MURRAY-PARIS ROAD BETWEEN MURRAY AND HAZEL
FOR TRANSPORTATION ON THE CHURCH BUSES PLEASE
PHONE 492 8206
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS Some Of 1978's Best Insurance Claims
It almost hurts to talk about

;
46
1
*

It
4°46
:4

•

Consider the story about the
California field worker who
got bit by a black widow
spider while making a noon
stopover at a portable toilet.
What about the jailed drunk
who

his

shoe

tongues and knocked out a
gold tooth on a toilet seat.
Or the story about the sun

loss

i

on

tripped

A

was

worshipper

his

burned

who

iuth-

surance claim representatives
must have gone through when
they reviewed these cases.

canines never rendezvoused.
The homeowner stopped the
excited intruder in front of the

;ust too precious to pass over.
Yiere are some of I978's best.

door to the garage, where the
female was chained, before it

Like the New England
constables who thought they
caught a band of thieves red-

was destroyed too.
A New Jersey policyholder

Millions

claims

of

are

handed loading the contents of
a home into a van.
One of the thieves convinced

n. of

unhappily, claiming what was
his after a bitter divorce. The

ge-

54.. 12'

and

f

How's that for

ur
,ove

a

/0.

manure-covered path. As the
angry rider started making

the beach.
And

444u

how

can

we

forget

4,

about the poor old seamstress
who felt the presence of a

hots

darning

e on

needle

she

sat

on
fering to

years earlier.
Makes you want to rub the
sure
to
make

Lead

backside

. .
•.A wt,

!ach

everything is okay.

hot.

You can imagine what in-

obscene remarks, the horse
reared again, this time

The

assist

leaving his calling card, in the
form of hoofprints, on the side

the burglars.

homeowner's

dog

was

also reported missing.
Then there was the lovesick
male

pooch

who

smashed

of the car.
The "I Thought It Was A
Brilliant Idea" award should
go to a Jerseyite who tried to
defy winter by placing an

ward. Some of her front dental
work was rearranged after
hitting the steering wheel.
fellow
inebriated
The
mentioned in

beginning

the

his

for

jailed

was

Before the aforementioned
exhaust
truck's

garbage

system burned the chest of the
beachgoer, the poor guy was
straddled by the large vehicle
while he slept. Talk about rude
awakenings.
And for the sore seamstress.
She claimed that a doctor left
part of a surgical needle in her
dust and noise erupting from a
minor demolition project
down the block startled him

rump, and filed a malpractice
suit. Testimony revealed,
however, she sat on a needle

and sent him into the collision

years ago.

COW-se.

And for the finale, there is
the dog who ate fiberglass
bumpers. According to a
policyholder, a pooch took

Talking

about

startled

people, you must feel some
sympathy for the woman who
was mugged by a cat right in
the front seat of her car. The

the

after

van

customized

claimant's
and

made tracks on the
woman's neck after being

forcing it to stop, ripped apart
the special flared bumper. A

rudely awakened from a sleep
in the backSeat. The sudden

dog isn't necessarily a van's
best friend.

THE APPEAL OF THIS three bedroom. U-shaped ranch house lie in its large rooms and
in. Its handsome exterior. The house has 1,540-square feet, xcluding laundry and
ore information on Plan
lavatory. It wito_designed by architect Derick EI. Kipp. For
/1A1101K write the architect-enclosing a stamped. self-ad essed envelope-at Room
505, 48 West 414th Street, New York. N. Y., 10036

it

t, he

Mat

take

iiiiEHOUSE
KPETV1NLSALE

Grass And Other Growing
Things Need Nourishment

,eeds

sers

As the sun climbs higher
each day and warms the soil,
grass

and

other

growing

things will start to reach out
for nourishment. What they
receive now will make a
difference in how healthy and
attractive they look later on.
Here is a basic plan to bring
you the most enjoyment from
your outdoor greenery.
Things To Do Now
Up. Rake up
I. Clean
winter's debris /the twigs
ea
and any matted/eaves
that
have accumulated. They can
y
Start
. readyad
newgerorthwbeds
ow
srnotheryour
-

- getting
as soon as, e soil is workable.
Plan *at annual flowers
you'll)* planting to add color
to y ur landscape.
lawn. Every
. Fertilize
Awn needs this. There is
simply not enough natural
nitrogen and other nutrients in
soil to meet the needs of a
thick green lawn. Use a slow-

•

release fertilizer that will give
the lawn a steady, controlled

feeding for/six to eight'weeks
Make a /second application in
late sprW.
3. *ed if

needed. Early
spring is a fine time to do this,
toe, before weeds have a
chance to fill in the gaps and

minating. If you are planting
grass seed, be sure to use the
special crabgrass preventer
that won't harm your new

bare patches. But don't waste
money by just throwing down
seed. Slice or scratch up the

grass seed.

ground first so the grass seeds
have a place to lodge. Fertilize
the same day you seed, with a
special fertilizer for starting
new seedings. Once the seed
germinates, keep the ground
continously moist.
4. Prevent Crabgrass.
Right now is the time to take
modern
of
advantage
technology to keep crabgrass
from coming up all summer.
If you had crabgrass last year,
you can prevent it from
sprouting at the same time
you give your lawn its first
feeding.
You

simply

a

use

slow-

that

also

release fertilizer
contains crabgrass preventer.

5. Fertilize shrubs and
trees. It's a good time to
surface feed with a dry,
granular fertilizer, so your
plantings can take full adcoming
the
of
growing season. No need to
up; just spread the
dig
material on the soil surface as
vantage

directed.

If you have seeded a new
lawn, or reseeded bare spots,
you should mow as soon as
there is anything to cut.
Mowing eight should be I 11 to

Is Our Specialty
Whatever The Job...
Rely On Experts. Us!

It used to be that putting
fertilizer on your lawn Vas a
you
business. If
tricky

eel
s nice tof1
'
It

-1(;a17010,
Fried

so good about a meal.
Chicken Pickin'
Wednesdays

&jokes
SAVE 500!
Regular $1.88 2-piece Dinner
• 2 p,eces of (,tnckef) $
Vie"ON
does
• Potatoes and Gravy
44e
Roll
ll
•
i
w
s
•Cole

38

l jntucky Fried Chicken.
Murray. Kentucky

What You Expect...
and More!!

overlapped, sometimes you
got a burned streak. If you
used a straight, quick-release
fertilizer, you mowed like mad
for a few weeks and then the
grass sometimes just seemed
to go downhill again. And if
you had to deal with weeds or
diseases or bugs, that was a
whole separate operation. All
of this has changed nowadays.
If your lawn is in reasonably
good condition, feed it with a
fertilizer that is released at a
*(rolled rate, which will

4160.95
171.95
156.95
121.95
127.50
221.95
154.95
135.95

12:12
12119
12:13
12:14
12115
12:26
12/24
12x15

Rust
A. Gold
Walnut
Holly
Thistle
Muffin
A. Gold
Rust

1
.
4
P-4
'4

•
0:1.
4f
o•-•
0•;

•

39.95
69.95
86.95
81.95
_ 49.99
75.00
119 95
90.95

6xI2
8x14
9x12
12:12
8112
9:12
12113

$8.69 yd.
5.59 yd.
6.49 yd.
5.89 yd.
6.59 yd.
8.90 yd.
6.59 yd.
6.49 yd.

12160
12:110
121[79
12168
12:173
12190
1210
12x79

Cream Beige
A Gold
Pipe Sheen
Mint
G Brown
Star White
Fern
Parchment

Light Tan
Green Print
Beige
Musk
M Frost
C Chip
Kutam
Beige

6127
616
617
616
618
6x5

31
I ..t.1
13,1
12129
I2116
15
2112
2117

tr15
299.95
219.95
519.95
113.95
12999
122.95
14180

Desert Sand
Paprika
K----. ._
L. Geld
..
Gold Dust
Green
Sage
Ginger Snap
Wmtergarden

"WINO Wad" Alingrong
Sundial
Ca stillian
Sundial
Gastatian
solarian
B Basic

$9999
24.95
29.95
2095.
79.95
16.95

6x21
6x20
6146
12124
12x19
12111

6.59 yd
8 95 yd.
6.0yd
5_99 yd
5.89 yd.
8 69 yd.
7.99 yd.
8.99 yd.

12/42
12271
12:53
12132
12156
12131
12134
12:22

"Geogalinna" Rinyl
Prestige
Spring
Highlight
Villager
Highlight
B. Floor

$129.95
119.95
7.99 yd.
6.99 yd.
7 99 yd.
9996

ROOM SIZE CARPET REMNANTS

78
61

53
1.9

problems (such as insects or weeds) at the same
time they lertilize. Two important jobs at once.

Roy's Carpenter Shop

After six to eight weeks, in
late spring, it will be time to
give your grass another

*Offering A Complete Remodeling Service.
*Featuring A Full Line Of Custom And
Stock Cabinetry and Counter Tops.
*Complete Design And Layout Service.
*The very finest storm windows and
doors.
Call Now

feeding to keep it thick and
green during the summer.
This is the time of year when

Other Weeds

14
.

01 V
'

4,f

Color

Pattern

Reg

Sole

Butternut
Quartz
1.1 Green
Gold
Star White

Spotlight
S Sensation
B. Taking
Marvelous
50Stars

999 yd
9 95 yd_
17 99yd
8 99yd
12 99 yd

7.89y5.
7.39 yd.
12.20 yd
5 99yd
8 90yd

lawn

seedings. It contains a special
formula that is designed to
give new grass an early boost.

titotca
•

Special combination fertilizer products can save you
effort. These
and
time
products take care of other

For new lawns or newly
seeded bare spots, feed with a
made
fertilizer
starter
specifically for starting new

•

VrtviA`
, Expert Installation
Available!

MANY MORE ROLLS AND ROLL BALANCES TO SELECT FROM!,'
EXPERT INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
GREAT SAVINGS
COME EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION

SALE ENDS JUNE 11, 1979

C

A paint.
A store.
A whole lot more.

dandelions and other weeds

Free decorotinf service. Use Master Chew, Viso, or out exteo‘kd credit terms.

crop up.
Digging dandelions up is
more work that it's worth,
since if you don't get out every
bit of root they will just grow
back. The best idea is to use a
combination

fertilizer

Contains

that

dandelion control.
This will also control many
other kinds of broadleaf weeds
at the same time.

44
.
11.
:
i4At

•
D Blue
Copper
B Gold
Rust
Sand
Moucha
Butternut
Olive Mist

give the grass the right
combination of nutrients for
up to two full months.

Coping with Dandelions and

753-4124

$.11.99
49.99
36.95
49 95
19.95
69.95
119.99
49.95

1112
7'11
;112
ill
4112
8x12
9:18
6x12

Fertilizer

From The Professional
Building Craftsmen at

ANA

Rustic Blue
Twilight
A. Gold
D.Beige
Chocolate
B. Gold
Cinnomon
Sand

nice. Cut off a half-inch or so.
This will let more sunlight into
the crown of the grass plants
to stimulate their growth.

2 inches. Choosing the Right

.S9
two

Approximate Sixes - All First Quality

6. When should you mow?
For your existing lawn, mow
as soon as the grass starts to
grow again and the weather is

Nome Improvement

Murray Remodeling
753-5167

f.

This puts an invisible barrier
down on the soil that keeps the
crabgrass seed from ger-

Southside
So. 12th St.
Shopping dr. Murray, Ky.

after

feline

ball

of a

own

safekeeping, and his shoelaces
were routinely removed. You

tooth, by the way, was lost
down the commode.

In the early days of the
automobile, it was always
being challenged by the horse.

rider. The horse reared; its
master tumbled onto the

exhaust

rush by the cat resulted in the
being propelled for-

driver

see, the polIce didn't want him
to hurt himself. The gold

twist?

KHOO
chest on the hot
system of a garbage truck
which had just run over him at

stitutional, walked into a tree
and filed for damages. He Said

different

Well, last year, a New York
nag won the contest. A car
traveling along a bridle path
startled the horse and its

14'111'4'
wTj

engulfed in flames, probably
from a short circuit.
Consider, if you will, the
man, who while on his eon-

house guest. The claimant
said the guest "spilled" blood
all over her nice wallpaper.

o of

!s

electric blanket over Ns VW
engine. On rising one morning, he found the car

filed a claim after an appropriately-named throw rug
gipped out from underneath a

embarrassed lawmen made
their exit, but not before of-

ctut

lp of

female of the species. The two

processed annually, and while
many are routine, some are

the police officers he actually
was the homeowner arid was,

for

through the front door of a
home which contained a

753-3321
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KET's 'This Other Eden' Will
Premiere Sunday At Library

CO-PRODUCERS Dorothy Peterson and Tim Ward discuss the script of "This Othei—
Eden" with University of Kentucky professor and author Steven Channing (right). Channing's book Kentucky: A Bicentennial History is the basis for KET's series on the history
of the Commonwealth.

The to-date completed
portion of the Kentucky
Educational Television
production of "Ttus Other
Eden" will premiere from
1:30 p.m. to 4 Sunday, June 10,
in the Murray-Calloway
County Library.
The series, scheduled to air
sometime in December,
traces the history of the state
from the mid-1700's to the
present day. Rather than a
continuous story about about
one family as "Roots" was,
This Other Eden" is made up
of iany dramatic vignettes
tied together with narration
and historic,• photography.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
2 ThreeAnswer to Monday's Puzzle
1 Greek letter
banded
4 Note of
armadillo
scale
3 Above
6 Excuse
4 Abstains
11 Seem
from food
13 Flowering
5 Get up
shrub s
6 Avoided
15 College
7 Chinese
deg
measure
16 Stage whis8 State
per
9 Lamb's cry
18 Existed
10 Comparative
19 Lever
ending
21 Nicholas,
12 Babylonian
e.g
A
deity
22 Cooled lava
14 Tellurium
poison'
23 Declares
law
symbol
32 Average
51 Smile
26 Plaything
17 Arrow
36 Grain
54 Great Lake
29 Trek
20 Asian ox
37 Clipper
55 Charge
31 Abound
42 Heraldic
56 Jr 's dad
33 State. Abbr! 24 Slave
25 Bishopric
bearing
57 Fondle
31 Printer's
27 Roman poet 44 Possessive 59 Lines. Abbr
measure
28 Sweet potapronoun
62 Note of
35 Fabulous
bird
toes
46 Hiatus
scale
29 Pile
38 Scottish
48 Evaluates
64 Hebrew
30 Arrow
river
49 Make into
month
39 Negative
1 illill
A 5
11 7 ill9 10
prefix
40 Diphthong
4
41 Card game
15
17
16
IS
43 Helps
45 Vigor
t 9 •20
21
22
47 Flood
50 Silver sym23 24
26 27
11
bol
29 30
31
52 Scheme
II
al
53 Stitch
il
3.
56 Urge on
Hind
38
58 Flower part
1144
42
ill•al
60 Sun god
MI
.8
61 Dwell
gil
4'5
Will
63 Baker's
115. 55
product
111
65 Singing
60
ail
voice
ral
66 Ave.
111IlII
illIRII
111
67 Pallet

nom MO CITsEM
141301311 mom
MM 1O00030 M
30 mom moon
tn momm mmn

1333(13 nom rim
momm mom
MOO !MOO
113
0100 0003 0000
n3m1 3103 130
=mom 0s
033CIEK1 MOO
0(1330 30 38

MN 11111

mi.51

IR
aII

iilIIIiiii

DOWN
1.Pound down

ACADEMY AWARD-WINNING ACTRESS Patricia Neal
will narrate KET's new production,"This Other Eden." The
television series explores the history of Kentucky from
the 1700's to the present day.

III TVA To Look For Mussels

III

aU JUl

II
III
. Distr. by Lnited Resture Syndicate. Inc.

01)8

(400R TRACTOR
?

NASHVILLE, Tenn. 4AP The Interior Department has
asked the Tennessee Valley
Authority to look again for
endangered mussels in three
Tennessee rivers.
Species of mussels listed in
the federal Endangered
Species Act threaten completion of TVA's Columbia
Dam on the Duck River. But
Jack Ferguson, manager of
the Columbia Dam project,

said it appears the mussels
are making a comeback above
the dam, where they were
thought to be extinct.
"So we decided to survey
the Duck all the way up to
Normandy Dam, as well as
the Clinch and Powell
Rivers," he said. The
secretary of interior would
have 30 days to issue a.final
opini9n on effect of the species
on the clam.

-•
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HEE
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A
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AREN'T
YOU APRA!
TO TALK
THAT WAY

I REMEMBER WI-IEN TURKEY
WAS TWENTY cestrs A POUND

WHO WERE VS:2u Buvls.c1=4DR -.THE PILGRIm‹.
)

_t1'. A
-

WATCH FOR
MAN- BIRD.

--THE TALKING DRUMBEAT5 ARE PICHEC2 uP„
PA55E() A
,

AN
14&K " WCW..
FOR
NI

IRP

AK- i4fArr" FCR 414',

• E5CAPEI7 CONE
IN THAT CHOPPER.
,ra PROBABLY.4RME2.
TROUBLE IF THEY
REACH THE
JUNGLE.

"

IT WILL
BE DONE,
GM057
WI-10 wilLirc-,

7834123

CUSTOM DOZING
$32.00 per hour
Frt( I.Ntunate
753-6391

Hickory smoked bor-beque, 25
years experience. Roberson IfittBurger Inn, 413 S. 4th
St. 753-9151.

Phone Numbers
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

w ro-rk-Datty NewsAfter Talks Break Down

News, Society and
Sports' 753-1 9 18.
Retail Display advertising 753-19/9
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation and the Business
Office
may
be
reached on 7531916 and 753-/9/7.

NEW YORK i AP) --Photoengravers struck the
Daily News, the country's
largest circulation daily, this
morning after the breakdown

of talks with the News and The
New York Times.
But one of the News'
negotiators, Gregory Thornton, said the strike by 64
photoengravers - who ready
photographic plates used in
newspapers - would not keep
the News from publishing.
"We intend to print a
newspaper," he said. The
News has a daily circulation of
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API - John Y. -Brown Jr. I worked 2.3 million readers, the largest
Col. Harland Sanders says he for him for seven years."
in the country.
is supporting Louie B. Nunn in
Sanders, who made a forAlthough photoengravers at
the gutlernatorial race this tune in fried chicken, later the New York Times were also
fall.
sold the business to Brown, negotiating for a new conSanders, appearing Monday who kept him as a consultant.
tract, they opted not to strike.
at the headquarters of the
"I'm going to work hard to
A total of 12 picketers began
GOP nominee, said he had get Nunn elected," Sanders marching shortly after 7 a.m.
bbacked Harvey Sloane for declared. Pointing out that outside the News building in
the Democratic nomination Nunn once held the governor's midtown Manhattan and at its
but since Sloane lost, he was office, Sanders said "we've truck garage across the
switching to Nunn.
got a man who served Ken- street. A heavy police detail
"I'm interested in the tucky honestly and diligen- was also present.
welfare of Kentucky," San- tly.A representative of Photoders declared. "I've known
Engravers Union 1P said
picket lines would also be
placed at the News' Newspoint
color plant in the city's
borough of Queens.
The Times and Daily News
negotiate jointly through the
New
York
Publiskars
Association. They alsirrave a
mutual
shut-down
arrangement whereby either
By Abigail Van Buren
paper will close if the other is
forced to do so.
But John Mortimer, vice
president of the Times, said
his paper's position and
reaction to a strike against the
News would be determined
later, following clarification of
the situation.
Earlier, the Allied Printing
Trades Council, representing
the various AFL-CIO unions at
. DEAR ABBY: I am a widow with eight children. The
oldest is 21 and the youngest is 10. My husband was killed a
the papers, pledged that it
year ago and it hit me awfully hard.
would give "all legal support"
Here is my problem. I'm in love, I am iu and the kid I'm in
to the photoengravers.
is
with
21. (He's a friend of one of my children.' We
love
Allied
head
George
didn't intend to get serious-it just happened. and now we
McDonald
.and Allied counsel
have this love affair going. He moved into my house about a4
Theodore Kheel said the
month ago.
support
of the other unions
husband
loved
my
very much, hut he is gone and I need
I
would be decided in a meeting
someone to love. fio you think there is any future in this love
this morning of the Allied
affair'?
Council.
IN LOVE,IN NEW MEXICO

*\

GOD IS LOVE. I John 4:8.
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightOvsneSS, and all these
things shall be added unto
You." Matthew 6 33. 2.4 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE 759
4600 Bible Facts and Free
Store Hear our broadcast
Sundays at 12.30 on WSJP

Check
Your
Ad

IDean.-A MI-

DEAR ABBY: A woman in our office is freaking us out
with her humming. When she concentrates she hums one
low monotonous note. This can go on continuously for as
long as two hours or more without a break. ,
When I call her attention to the maddening distraction,
she -quits for a while, then resumes humming again until I
could scream.
Others have told her, too. Nothing helps. Her humming
has got me so crazy I sometimes can hear it when it's not
there. She's a nice.person otherwise, and she's old enough to
be my mother. so I don't want to be rude or rough. Please
help me and my co workers.
GOING BANANAS

BEETLE'?

5TOLEN CHOPPER
LA57 5EN HEAPEP
E,457,„(OL IcK)

region where we are shooting,
they get very involved and
interested in the particular
part tiiey are playing.
Sometimes they are bringing
ther own backgrounds to life."
The series opens in 1820 with
a dramatic scene by Boone as
an old man. The Civil War,the
tobacco wars, frontier life.
politics, coal mining and the
black man's struggle for civil
rights are other topics to be
explored.
- Locations have ranged froni
Cincinnati's Music Hall to one
small bedroom In a house.

Photoengravers Strike

DEAR IN: I could he iv rong, but I can't see rnsich of •
future for you and your young lover. Not so much because of
the vast age difference, but because of the emotional state
you were in when the affair took root. Of course you need
someone to love - we all do. But for your sake and his, 1
think the kid should move out of your house and you should
move toward men your own age.

HO HO H°

EIGHT
90i...t...APS FOR
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Photo Copy
Machine
Sales I Service
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS
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Twice His Age,
She'll Be Sad
About the Boy

k?OU PONT HAVE
HORSE OR A MOLE_
WHAT ARE ((:)l)
GOING TO PO?

-H
HA

We have had many
talented actors," Peterson
said. •'The man, who plays
Daniel Boone really convinces
you that he is Boone. We've
also had great extras. We
have used local people from
the places that we've been and
they've added authentic
flavor."
"When you use an actor who
is
well
known,
that
sometimmes takes away from
the character he is playing,"
Tony Minton, associate
producer, said. "We.find that
by using extras from the

2. NOTICE
FREE STORE 759-4600.

Col. Harland Sanders
To Support Louie Nunn

,

ill

Academy Award winner and
Kentucky native Patricia Neal
is the host and narrator.
The script for the series is
based on a book by Steven A.
Charming, a history professor
at the University of Kentucky.
Production of the five-hour
series began in August 1978.
Since that time, appproximately 80 prciple
actors and 400 extra!. have
been used. Dorothy Peterson,
producer and project director,
estimates that the shooting
will conclude this month, with
the editing taking up most of
July and August.
"After the editing process is
finished, we'll work with the
soundtrack and lay in the
music. David Ott, a former
music- teacher---at-''-the
University of Kentucky,
composing an original score
that we are very excited
about," Peterson said.
Despite the long hours and
extensive traveling to remote
locations, Peterson said that
she anci director Tim Ward
have been extremely pleased
with the quality of the
production.

1111:411:111-1
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DEAR GOING: She has undoubtedly developed the humming habit over the years and now hums unconsciously. But
habits are lea5ned and can be unlearned, so the moment the
hummingbird' starts her song, remind her that she's distracting you. And keep reminding her.
DEAR ABBY: I've been thinking about the letter from I.
.INDENTON, TEXAS who couldn't figure out how come his
wife knew how to makelove so well if she was a virgin when
she was married.
Well, I. too, was 8 virgin when I married hut my husband
wasn't, and with all his previous experience, he didn't know
peanuts compared to what I taught him!
I didn't learn it anywhere. I just followed my natural in
stincts and did whatever I felt was right. It seemed to come
naturally
I was blessed with parents who always showed affection
for each other and never hid the fact that making love was a
normal, healthy part of married life, so when I married it
c.urred to me to hold hack my sexual feelings. I just
never occurred
expressed them.
NEVER HAD A LESSON IN MY LIFE
CONFIDENTIAL TO "TM. IN WASH., D.C.": A very
wise Frenchman said: "Beauty is a gift. Charm must be
cultivated. A beautiful woman is one / notice. A charming
woman is one who notices me." We can learn • lot from the
French,
If you need help In writing letters of sympathy, congratulations or thank-you letters, get Abby's booklet "How
to Write Letters for all Occasions." Send $1 and a long,
,tamped 128 rental, self-addressed envelope to Abby: 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

Methodist Memphis
Conference Votes
On Merger Proposal
MEMPHIS, Term (AP) The 600 ministers and laymen
of the Memphis Cbnference of
the United Methodist Church
have voted on a proposed
merger with the Tennessee
Conference. Ballots will be counted next week.
Secret ballots were cast
after several hours of debate
Monday afternoon at the
Whitehaven United Methodist
Church. The votes will be
tallied next Tuesday when the
Tennessee • Conference votes
on the same issue.
During the 'debate, a fivemember committee set up in
1976 to study the merger endorsed the proposal and said
the committee had adopted a
"stance of advocacy" towards
it.
Prtiponents of the plan said
the move would give the
109,000-member Memphis
Conference a stronger voice in
church affairs, would embrace a larger ethnic and
minority membership and
would eliminate duplication. •
Opponents cited such
driwbacks
as
further
alienation of members of
small churches, unclear
administrative consequences
and an uncertain role of the
Memphis
Conference
congregations.
The Memphis Conference
inclOdes West Tennessee and
West Kentucky. The slightly
larger Tennessee Conference
includes mostly Middle
Tennessee.

BIBLE CALL
Near Monday and I
Tuesday -Love," 7594444 or "Children's
Story-Twins who mode o
Bargain," 759-4445.
-4

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
144 Spe4 ialt) At

Starks Nardware
12th di Poplar
753-1227
F'RFE PARKING'
REAL
OLD
fashioned
-hickory smoked bar-b-cm, by
the shoulder or by the pound,
packaged to go at Big Joe's
Bar 13 Q, Coidwater Road,
759 1864.

SALVAGE PANELING
CENTER
5 miles south Hwy 441
Murraocy Hours- Mon.-Fri
4636, sundayl2toS

PANELING SPECIAL
$2.99
WALNUT PANELING
1 454511
56.95
PRESSED BOARD
5/11"14s8
52 99
PRESSED BOARD
34"s4s 14
55.49
STUDS NO 2'S
284
51.19
PLYWOOD PANELING
418
56.95
x) (Xi 01.A;IN ANY

"IDIf"DIAMONDS?
1.0 us reset
them in lowly
-Far Resist
141168.,wil

EAR
STUDS-

fORCAES 1EWE1RY
S 4th Murray
4
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2 NOTICE

LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

CARTER STUDIO
COPIES AND
RESTORATION
753-8298
RICKY ALEXANDER
CUSTOM
DOZER WORK
489-2695
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. CARD OF THANKS
WORDS CANNOT express
the appreciation we feel
10Ward the members of Me
Blue Grass State C.B Club
tor their efforts on our behalf
,n holding the road blocks
and for the people of
Calloway County who saw fit
!o contribute There--s no
way we can thank you for
your hIp and for all the
prayers offered for us in the
last four months . May God's
richest blessing rest on each
of you is our prayer. Darrell
Russell and Family
S. LOST &FOUND
LOS. Got° Cocker Spaniel
in vicinity- of Murray High.
753 14620r 753 1805.
LOST: KEY case, right tan
colored with r keys and one
bottle opener. Lost around
Parker Forckor Captain D'S
parking lot. 510 reward! 7535273 ask for Ed West.
LOST: BILLFOLD in 1GA,
Saturday night Call 753 5956.
WHITE MALE cat with gold
eyes, answers to name of
Bruns, lost in College Farm
Road vincinity. Call 759-1692.
.HELP WANTED
BE YOUR own boss thiS
summer Earn good money
as an Avon Representative.
resh air Friendly people.
Flexible hours For details
call Connie Whlle, 753.5750.
EXPERIENCED AUTO
body man. 753 7357 Or 753.1509.
HOUSEKEEPER, FOR
elderly couple Call 753.1634
PART TIME
for
JOB
dependable person to do
medical exams for insurance
companies in area. - Some
medical knowledge needed.
RN, LPN, or Ex military
medic preferred. (502)
737..
2298.
RESPONSIBLE,
RELIABLE
person
to
babysit with infant in our
home, 5 days a week, 8 am
rill 5pm. Call 4899 2742.
WANTED: MEN and women
• between ages of 16 and 23, no
experience required. Job
title Forestry Aid, housing
and meals furnished at
reasonable rates For in
formation contact your local
county employment office,
753 0977 This is not tern
porary
summer
ern
ployment.
t.$11,AJATIO14S WANTED
WOMEN WOULD like to
hang wall paper and paint.
Call after 3 pm,437 4617.
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY
MANAGER
FOR
new
Minnens store opening soon
in.. Murray. Experienced
retail person preferred.
Write Minnens, Inc., P.O.
Box 993, Paducah, KY 42001.
Give
all
pertinent
educational and employment
background. An equal opportuinty employer. '
I3. SALE OR TRADE
FOR SALE or trade; for a
Chevelle, Camaro, Charger.
A 1974. Olds Torinado, full
Power, ifin wheel, AM FM
stereo. Call 759 1203 after 4
pm.

14. WANT TO BUY
27.. MOB. HOME SALES
JUNK CARS. Call alterS pm, DOUBLE WIDE trailer, 240
474 Mt
Riveria Courts. Call 753-8620.
WANT TO buy a 10 foot TRAILER FOR sale 10 X 55,
aluminum Jon boat Call 753 2 bedroom Call 753 9104 or
8393
753 1551
13. ARTICLES FOR SALE
1979 14 X 70 VICTORIAN
WE BUY and sell used air 354 8669
conditioners 753 1551 or 753. 211. MOB. HOME RENTS
9104.
MOBILE HOME,2 bedroom,
1-4. HOME FURNISHINGS
with central air and heat,
BEAUTIFUL
ANTIQUE water furnished. 753,2377.
pecan bedroom suite, with 4 SHADY OAKS 2 bedroom
poster bed, chest of drawers, trailer. Ca11489.2533.
and vanity, 5950. 436.2415.
TRAILER FOR rent. See
FULL SIZE bedroom suite Mrs. Brandon Dill, Dill's
with dresser and chest of Trailer Court. No phone calls
drawers, very nice. Call 753 please.
7737.
TWO BEDROOM
mobile
GIRL'S BED with"$aØ and home, one mile from city on
foot board, box springs and 121 South, water and garbage
frame, 525. Boy's bed, maple pickup furnished. Call 753head and foot board with 5405. after 6 pm.
frame, 5i5. Call 753-7585 after THREE BEDROOM trailer,.
4.
pm.
air conditioned, furnished.
NEW SEARS Quincy Hall Call 759 1925.
doUbte headboard, save $30. TWO BEDROOM furnished
Cabinet sewing machine, trailer. $125 Phone 753 5750.
good condition,$75. 7516245.
TWO BEDROOM, Riveria
m
22. MUSICAL .
CourtS Call 759-4496 after 5
Pm
PIAJ40 IN STORAGI
tIr4TAI TNOGR8.
Stentlful
spinst•consele
110 VOLT "THEYIRE
stored Wally. Itiyaerte41 N.
10,000 BTU window air
conditioner, used just 3
itosponanine party Co.
months, $250. Also an older
him of beg savings on iew
110 volt unit for $125. Phone
43. REAL ESTATE
mese balance Writs MO, 753-4333.
12 ACRES KENTUCKY lake,
Nees, NAL Istissoswi 640111.
600 feet of lake frontage, 4
FOR SALE: 10,000 BTU York
coves, dam side of Johnothan
air conditioner, $125. Call
23. EXTERMINATING
436-5596.
Creek Easy access from
Benton -Aurora area. The
31. WANT TO RENT
number to develope resorts,
WANTED TO rent: house!
same cove. Call (502) 247
Relocating from University
5832 or (502) 247-5079. Priced
of Texas to Murray State
at $40,000.
beginning in July. Call after 6
BEAUTIFUL subdivision
pm,(113) 765-6103.
already
platted
for
32. APTS. FOR RENT
development this spring. All
APARTMENT AND sleeping
lots are large...most are
room for rent, close to approximately an acre. Lots
University. 753-41440 or 43/.- suitable for various types of
2411.
homes. Complete subdivision
encompasses 49 acres ml. 36
FURNISHED APART
ME N TS,
one
or
two lots to be sold for only
bedroom,
Zimmerman $35,000. Call 753-1492 or
24. MISCELLANEOUS
Brenda at 753 8221...offered
Apartments, South 16th. 753AIR
COMPRESSORS, 6609
by Loretta Jobs Realtors.
Quincy, IngfrS611 Rand, etc.
ROOM
efficiency
Sales, Parts and Service. 442. ONE
apartment for rent. Located
9396.
near campus on corner of
BEAUTIFUL
ARKANSAS Olive and 16th Street. Rental
native stone. Wt11 deliver. $85. Call 753 6737 or 753 3427.
Call after 7 pm, (501) 448SMALL
FURNISHED
3764.
apartment. Inquire at 100 S
CLOSEOUTS! CARPET, 13th St
vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
remnants,
diScontinued TWO BEDROOM townhouse
Walk to the lake from
paint, interior and exterior. apartment, all carpet, range,
Sherwin refrigerator, disposal,
savings!
Big
rustic home near
this
Williams company, 753,3321. washer and dryer hookup,
Panorama
Shores.
central air. Call 753.7550.
ENCYCLOPEDIA
FOR
You'll love the heavily
grade school and high school, 33. ROOMS FOR RENT
wooded lot, the first
2 sets, $100 per set. call 753- SLEEPING ROOMS. Newly
redecorated, one block from
7737.floor patio and the
University,
month,
$70
per
FOR - SALE: oak arm chair
deck off the 2nd level.
school desk, adult size. Make utilities furnished Call 759
nice phone stands, children's 4909 or 753-18122.
3 bedrooms and 2
desk, or Sunday School 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
baths, great room with
chairs. 53.50 each, cheaper in THREE BEDROOM house
Franklin
fireplace
quantities. Paris Landing with good well. Call 1-345Country Store, just off 79 on 2205.
plus lots of other exHighway 119. Phone 642-8119. THREE BEDROOM house
tras. Ready for imLARGE CAN drink machine, near
Kentucky
Lake,
showing.
mediate
$350. For information phone completely furnished, in753-7737.
cluding washer and dryer.
Asking $47,500.
SUPER SAVING on carpet Deposit required. call 753,
John Smith, Realtor
and
remnants; 8964 after 5 pm.
vinyl
discontinued paint; in stock
wallgiaper,
discontinued 36. RENT OR LEASE
(7;11,
carpet samples. and ladders.
We also rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner We do
(anytime)
753-1411
Mini
picture framing.
custom
Sherwin Williams, 753 3321.
Warehouse
BEEN LOOKING long?
WORMS, RED worms, Nite
Here's. your answer! 2
Storage Space
crawlers;
Rex's Worm
bedroortn brick with gas
For Rent
Farm, lrvan Cobb Road,
heat.. basement., close
to
Highway 732. Phone 436.5894.
downtown
753-4758
and
26. TV-RADIO
hospital. priced in the 520's
Ca11753 1492 or Judy at 437
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
4446...offered
party to take up payments on
by
Loretta
Jobs
Realtors
color
t.v.
J
&
B Music,
25"
753.7575. .

w MURDER

Kelrey's Termite
& Pelt
.kogtrol

A PROVEN
METHOD OF
MARKETING
YOUR HOME.

NOR NBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
20

re

411•10•1 fame

Closed All Day Wed.
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PRICE SHAVE $1.15

Per a•golftl a 15•••• was K... mil 55) 5411 vow ••• U oh... al•fory Coe& Sonia

HELP WANTED

h.oned
i-qq, by
pound,
Joe's
Road

NC

$6.95
$299

RN's and LPN's, full or part time employment on the 3 to 11 shift or 11 to 7
shift at Care Inn Nursing Home, 4th and
Indiana Ave., Mayfield, Kentucky. Excellent salary, insurance plans with PSC
drug card, credit union and paid holidays
and vacations.(502) 247-0200.

$5.49
S1.19
HG
$6.95

REWARD
Highly rewarding career in Sales, INTERNATIONAL organization needs career
minded representative to service and increase established accounts. RAPID advancement opportunity available based
on Merit. Must have car and be bondable.
•

ANY

‘IDS?

tort
m4%1
1st bk.'

Send brief resume to:

RY
Ao

1575 Un.1550 Failure Syn45cal•

or

AY ALL THOSE NUCLEAR
PLANT INSTRUMENTS BE DOING VJ
_SUPPOSED 70 BE DOING
TONIGHT."

27. MOB. HOME SALES
FOR SALE
1-977 Windsor
mobile home. 2 bedrooms, 2
baths, central air and heat,
gold carpeting throughout,
k4t in stereo system, like
brand new $112,000 firm!
Call 436 2)93.
14. WANT TO BUY
MORGAN
1971
MOBILE
JUNK CARS deliver or will home, 12 X 60, all electric.
pick up. Call 474 8854 or 527. Priced to sell, Call 437.4816.
1315
1975 OLYMPIC, 12 X 50, 2
WANTED TO buy: standing bedroom, fully furnished,
timber, top prices paid 489- 52700 or best offer Call 753
233A
in,

IIEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Price of
IMIRCUT $2.00

43. REAL ESTATE

••

Bob Purdy
4721 Trousdale Drive, Suite 16
Nashville, Tn. 37220

Office Space for
rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00.
Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rent

-Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
business
antiques,
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 p.m.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
TWO PIGS, 2 months old.
Call 753-252).
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
AKC GERMAN Shepherd,
male, 16 months,' excellent
guard dog. 753.3573.
DOBERMAN STUD service,
Daniel's
Blue
Caesar,
champion pedigree AKC.
753-3277 after 5 pm.
FOUR
MONTHS
black
registered. 436-2805.
--MUST FIND a good home
immediately for a' male
Persian,
neutered
and
declawed cat, in excellent
health
Good for older
couple. Call in the evenings,
753 7450

AKC Registered Doberman
Pincher assapies Champion
bloodline, outstanding con•
firmation and disposition.
none 4/9 2742.

YORKSHIRE TERRIER,
5150 Call 753-8056.
41. PUBLIC SALES
MOVING
MUST
sell;
household items, washer and
dryer, stove. etc. Call 489
1477.
43. REAL ESTATE

Lfl m);
BOYDMAJORS..
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
"Professtonal Services
With The Frien(th Tot). h•
If/ % bath B.
large kitchen-family
rm., living rm., newly
carpeted & painted,
draperies
included.
$42.500
3

For your vacation or
retirement living you
must see this lake
frOnt homti, It is
situated on a beautiful
water-front
lot
overlooking
the
Cypress Bay area of
the lake. A glass enclosed porch offers a
spectacular view of
the water activities of
the lake. The house is
well equipped and
ready foF immediate
occupancy.
The
floating dock will
provide a place to dock
your boat and also a
place from which to
fish. Call us for an appointment to see this
home.
C.
John
Neubauer,
Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St.,
Murray, 753-0101/7531
- -or-salL_Bob_liodgers_
753-7116.
.
COUNTRY LIVING at its
best in this older home- on
Irvan Cobb Road. The.home
has 2 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room, dining room and
bath. The best part is the
acre of ground with garden
.spot, apple trees, peach
trees, pear and cherry trees
and grape arbor. Good well 3
coal grate fireplaces, and
more for only $13,500. The
Nelson Shroat Co. 759 1707.

43. REAL ESTATE

innis4

"
6 BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
1
753-8080

it
SerVicei
With The Fnendly Timer

Cozy, convenient 2
BR., 2 bath home on
Lakeshore Dr. in Pine
Bluff Shores. Perfect
for retirement or
week-end retreat. Mid
20's.

We have several
choice water-front and
lake
view
lots
overlooking the lake.
Water front lots have
gentle sloping terrain
down to the water so
that you can launch
your boat from your
house site. Lake view
lots have a lake access
area nearby. All of lots
have nice wooded
building sites. These
are located in the
Hamlin-Pine Bluff
area of the like.
Financing available.
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 1111
Sycamore
St.,
Murray,753-0101/7531.
IT'S- "IN - :o be "OUT"!
Healthy air and quiet
surroundings can be yours by
calling 753 1492...2 bedroom
frame, redecorated
with
wallpaper
and
carPeting...approximately
P2
acre lot with 3 stall barn for
those horses you've always
wanted. Get out of the city
and
enjoy
country
living. call 753-1492 and let
us show you more about this
home...offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors

*n

BOYDMAJORSI
"
REAL ESTATE
153-8080

Protesstona,Services
With The Frie:241.P.Toneh''

THRIVING BUSINESS - INCLUDES INVENTORY. Groceries, gasoline, notions
also restaurant equipment
included.
Business Opportunity.

FOR All YOUR
REAL ESTATE
NEEDS CIA
NMI I MO
OliatS VW!
WI NOM
pits wissin•

IMO 111-11k
411.7117
2011 113.1515
IOC 1/3-106

000000.

03N--

i
753-1222

WILSON
,NLE.
&4A; t-STATE
753-3263 ANYTIME
39111.111h St.

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY
Four bedroom, trilevel home with lots of
features and lots of
room. Nine Closets,
large rooms including
25 x 12 family room
with fireplace; central
gas heat, solid construction, and lovely
landscaping. Priced
realistically low $50:s.
Phone
Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. We
are
members of
Multiple Listing Service

43. REAL ESTATE

49. USED CARS

53. SERVICES OFFERED
1966 GTO CONVERTIBLE
CARPENTERS
Call 753-1346 after 5 pm
INVESTMENT
HUNTERS
AVAILABLE, quality work,
Purdom & Thurman
should see the remodeled
JAGUAR, 1969, TYPE E, realistic prices. Call for free
duplex with 2 bedrooms each
excellent condition, not jusl a estimates, 753 9987 after 4 30
and new kitchen fixtures, Insurance & Real Estate car, it's an investment
pm
University.
near
located
Serious inquires only Call CARPET
Southend* Couri Sq.ore
CLEANING, at
For
494.
$36,500.
T
Priced at
753 0187 for appointment.
Murray,Bentucky,
reasonable rates. Prompt
appointment call Guy Spann
1976
LEMANS
SPORT and efficient service. Custom
Realty, 753 7724.
753-4451
Coupe.. Double power and Carpet Care. 489-2774.
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex
CONCRETE & BLOCK work
cellent mileage, S1950. Phone
Block garages, basements,
YOUR INFLATION hedge! 354 6217
driveways, walks, patios.
Approximately 1770 acres.
1974
MONTE
midCARLO
free estimates. 753
steps,
Recently
surveyed
night blue with white vinyl 5476.
Cropland, timber, eight acre top, 40,000
miles, loaded, in CARPET CLEANING,
lake, good read access.
free
excellent condition. 767-2557.
estimates,
satisfied
Telephone and electric on
MUST
SELL,
1973
Dodge references, V ibra Vac steam
property. Only 2 mile from
Kentucky Lake. Reasonably Dart Sport with a lot of ex or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827 or
priced. John C. Neubauer, tras, Phone 753-6186.
Realtor, 1111 Sycamore 1970 MAVERICK, RED, good 753.5816.
Street, Murray. 753-0101 or condition. 489-2477.
DRIVEWAYS AND parking
CANTERBURY
753-7531.
1974 PONTIAC TRANS AM areas white rocked and
ESTATES
graded, brown and white pea
455, 53,000. 759 1012 .
Free estimates
Extremely attractive
1978 PINTO HATCHBAC1Z- gravel
Clifford
Garrison, 753 5429
with moon roof, rear window
3 bedroom, 2 bath
defroster,
racing after 4pm
RC
home with lots of nice
mirrors, tape 'player, 20,000 DO YOU need stumps
features for commiles. y27 miles per gallon, removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
$29507674251.
fortable, convenient
can remove stumps up to 24'
1974
VALIANT,
SIX
family living. Den
cylinder, air conditioned below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
with fireplace, central
Call 437,4383 or 437 4292.
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
--electric heat, fenced
11174 -VEGA GT Wel401"), stick- 753-9490 or Bob Kemp 435 .
FOUR BEDROOM
shif t, air conditioned, new 4343.
backyard,
2-car
tires, reasonable. 753-6245.
HOME
garage, and realistic
DOG
GROOMING.
All
breeds.
By appointment.
price - low 60's. Listed
Older renovated home
Pick
up
and
delivery.
Connie
1966 Mustang, VS,
through
Kopperud
fresh on the market.
-Lampe, 436-2510.
automatic transmission,
Realty, 753-1222. Look
Full basement with
FOR YOUR garden breaking
for our new signs
and.discing, call 753.6183
power steering, Coll
wood burning stove
YOUR
FOR
home
everywhere!
and workshop area,
Bob Wynn, 753-4333 or
alterations, repair, and
fireplace on main
753-2975.
remodeling, also new homes
NICE -OLDER home in New
floor. Lots of elbow
and commercial, call 753
Prov ideAce plus 50 X 20
6123.
room for $11,900. Unbuilding for most any use.
SO. USED TRUCKS
FENCE SALES at Sears
Home includes 4 bedrooms,
lease yourself and
1977 CJ 5 RENEGADE, now. Cal-) Sears 753-2310 for
living room, dining room,
phone
Kopperud
excellent condition, headers, free estimates for
your
bath and utility room. Home
AM.FM cassette, many needs.
Realty, 753-1222.
Sits on 3,A acre lot and
767-2451.
extras.
Call
_building across street also
FOR YOUR chain link
sits on 'A acre lot. Home 44. LOTS FOR SALE
1974 DATSUN
PICKUP fencing
needs, contact
seperate is $18,750 - building
truck, automatic, new radial Montgomery Ward. Free
is $15,000. Both together, 3 ACRE LOTS with city tires. Call 753.6204.
estimates. 753 1966.
1433,500. The Nelson Shroat water available...just five FOR SALE: 1972 Ford
minutes from city limiti.
Co-. 759-1707,
motor,
pickup,
390
Guy Spann Realty, 753-7724.
automatic, price S1100. .Call
t‘
LAKE LOTS of your choice 753-9957 after 6 pm. '
from $1200 up. Guy Spann
1964 FORD PICKUP truck,
Realty, 753-7724.
$275. Waylon LeFever, 210
LARGE
BEAUTIFUL Barnett Street, Hazel.
wooded lot, 4 miles east of
Murray. Also timber for sale. 1971 GMC LONG wheelbase
pickup, V8 engine with
Call 753-7551.
automatic transmission and
TWO LOTS for sale: Croppy tool box. 436-2372.
GUTTERING
BY
Sears,
South 12th at Sycamore
Hollow, 3 pump pump shed,
Sears continous gutters
51. CAMPERS
utility
pole,
septic,
14
X
70
7531651
'TELEPHONE
installed
per
your
concrete slab. $5,000 firm. EARLY SUMMER SALE at specifications. Call Sears
Your STARCRAFT & ROAD 753-2310 for
436-2193.
estimates.
free
dealer. Prices
RANGER
Two beautiful lots near
45. FARMS FOR SALE
slashed on our best selling HOME REPAIRS, exterior
Kentucky Lake with
30 ACRES WITH 1500 -feet models. The kind of quality and interior painting, carroad frontage, fenced with and style you've been looking pentry
small
work,
over 200 feet of road
pond, one mile east Uf for. within your budget. Full masonary jobs, decks and
frontage. Water and
Hardin, i,2 mile off Highway line of parts and accessories, patios built, rooms paneled.
801bn black top road. Call 437. hitches installed. Bank 492 8615.
electricity on lot.
4633.
financing available. Com- INSULATION BLOWN in by
Beautiful site for that
10 ACRES AND 3 room plete repair and service Sears, save on these high
future home. $7,500.00.
house, east of Almo. Call 527- department. Whites Camper heating and cooling bills.
1764.
Sales, East 94 Highway Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
towards Kenlake. Call 753. estimates.
46. HOMES FOR SALE
0605.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
COUNTRY
HOME,
2
DISCOVER
bedrooms, 2.3 acres, reduced MAN OF War over the cab patching, also seal coating.
THE GALLERY
camper, complete with Phone 753.1537.
to $12„900. Call 436-2516.
bathroom. Call 492-8861.
OF HOMES
KEN'S LAWNMOWER
FIVE BEDROOM brick
repair. 7118 S 4th. Fast
DIFFERENCE.
veneer_ __house_ _2.200. square 52.. BOATS 8. MOTORS
feet, basement, 11
/
2 bath, 188' ALUMNICRAFT, V8 service. 7517400. market.
on
First time
large family room, fireplace engine, 250 hp. $1400. Call LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
jn living room, breakfast 753-6593.
and gas installation, will do
Beautifully
and
knuck, dishwasher, garbage FOR
SALE:
Nice 16' plumbing, heating and air
designed
originally
disposal, air conditioned, Fiberglass
Runabout, 75 conditioning Call 753-7203.
central gas heat, 52 gallon horse Evinrude, and trailer MOBILE HOME anchors
lake home only 18
glass lined electric hot water Ready to go. $700. 753-4530. , and
underpinning,
3
old.
months
heater, front patio, lot 60 X
aluminum, in 3 colors, and
130, excellent location, 704 FOR SALE: 1972 Gtasstron fiberglass roofs sealed. Patio
bedrooms and 2 baths,
Olive, near Health center, 16' boat and 1972 Johnson 125 awnings and aluminum
burning
wood
library, Middle School. hp motor Also an' older carports, single and double,
fireplace and heat
Priced to sell at 542„750. camper trailer, cheap. After in colors. Phone 753-1873.
Showed by appointment only, 6 pm, call 759-5274 or 489pump. Large 24 x 30
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
John Pasco, 753-5791 or 753 2148.
garage-workshop. SitHOUSEBOAT, 42 FOOT PING, driveways annd small
2649.
a speciality, alsoo
lobs
uated overlooking the
NEW LISTING: 3 bedroom Gibson, 1970 model, twin patching and seal coating.
Chrysler engines, Boston
brick,
2
baths,
living
room,
main lake on three ex753-1537.
den with WB fireplace, 2 car Whaler 9 ft, dingy with
cellent wooded lake
garage, central gas heat and motor, 1977 model, new PAINTING, INTERIOR and
electric air, brick porch and radio, Hailer Digital depth exterior, free estimates. Call
lots. $64,900.
patio, landscaped, kitchen finder, compass, barometer, 436-2437 after 8 pm,
John Smith, Realtor
has many cabinets, built-in stereo tape system, 2 air WILL HAUL driveway white
dishwasher, disposal, utility conditioners, completely rock and Ag lime, also have
room with WAD connections, furnished, 521,900_ Kenlake any type of brown or white
lots of storage, walk- in Marina, slip number 61. See Pea gravel.. Call Roger
or call Ross McBride, Slip Hudson, 753-6763 or 753 4545.
etrasets.
Low
Appointment only, 7A.4
5601's
33 number.55. (.502) 474-8818.
WILL HAUL anything that
753-7411 (anytime) ▪ or
(713) 526.1592. 3844-Lake 194 16' MARK TWAIN, 115 will. fit in pickup truck. 753hp
Mertury,
St.,
Houston,
low
TX
77098.
ride
Paris
5857.
WANTED: A person with a
Line trailer. All like new. 759
WET
BASEMENT? We
creative imaginaticiei lotus TWO BEDROOM demon1027.
make wet basements dry,
money for a .
3 acre business strator cottage, -completely
16'
SQUARE
dishfurnished,
including
STERN canoe, work completely guarenteed.
lot improved with a special
use building. Fashion your washer and stereo sound 5200. 3.5 hp outboard, $35. Call- or write Morgan Con
utilties. Call 753 923'4.
struction Co., Route 2, Box
own reward. V381 Call Guy system. Low
Custom Built, 753 0984 for 19777 VIP BASS boat with 70 409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
Spann Realty, 753-7724.
appointment.
Monday hp Johnson motor and all call day or night, 1-442,7026.
through Friday 9 till 5, equipment. Also an electric
WILL DO plumbing, heating
adding machine. 753-5500.
Ainley Auction & I Sunday5....2,till 5.
and air conditioning, repairs
47.
MOTORCYCLES
-IA
53.
SERVICESOPPERED
and remodeling around the
Realty Sales
CORRECTION' ON NUM- A4R COMPRESSORS and air home. 753.2211 or 753-9600.
COL INUIT MOUT
BER!
125
YAMAHA tools repaired. Sales, Parts, YARD WORK. Paint, clean,
Auotioneer RealtorMOTORCYCLE, completely and Service. 442-9396.
Appraiser
trees and bushes trimmed,
Ph 901079-2986 475-371:l
rebuilt, $300. Call 759-1946.
garbage removal. 759-1894.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son
South Fulton Tenn
.
HARLEY
DAVIDSON General home remodeling, 57. WANTED
Sportster, excellent con framing, aluminum siding,
dition, must sell. Call 753- gutters, and roofing. Call 1- PAYING NEW higher rate
for silver coins, $4.50 for S1.00
5466 after 4 pm.
395 4967 or 1,362,4895.
Do you want space to
face. Kennedy halves 1965.69,
48.
AUTO.
SERVICE
BACK
HOE
WORK, septic 75 cents. Call Cooley in Paris,
have a home, garden,
310 G CASE CRAWLER tanks, gravel and dirt (901) 6412 5118
orchard ant( trees? If
loader, 1968 model. 1962 hauling. 753 5808 or 753,5706.
WANTED:
FEMALE
Chevvrolet dump truck, BUSHHOGGING,
so, then you'Will want
roommate to share nice 2
single axle trailer for BUILDING tear downs, lot bedroom, furnished apart
one of the five acre
transporting loader. Call 436 clearing. Call 753-2418 bet
ment. For more information
located
mini-farms
2275.
ween 8 am and 9 pm.
call 759 1216.
velliirt- a quarter of
49. USED CARS
CAN,:T.GET those Small jobS WANTED_ PERMANENT
1974 AMC HORNET, low around the house or mobile i0b fOr-a-F617-SISWWatrigW,"
mile of the lake. These
mileage, good condition. Call home done? Carpentry, do housework 3 or 3' 2 days
wooded homesites are
painting,
week,
plumbing. per
would
753-8803.
be
located on Ky 1918 a
1970
COUGAR,
GOOD aluminum siding, patios, responsible for 2 children
small
some
concrete
of
the
in
time.
Live
lobs.
Call
436
condition, must sell. Will
blacktop road in the
Lynn Grove area. Carl-435
take $1100 or best offer. Call 2562 after 5 pm.
Bluff
Hamlin-Pine
COMPARE AND save on 4500 after 3 pm.
753 0502.
area. Phone and elec1970 CHEVELLE 307, 2 chain link fencing. Circle •A WANTED YrI4 DS to mow,
Fencing 753 8407.
Call 753 0191
area. Boat _ barrel 5400 759-4021
tric

CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298

is in the
launching area nearFinancing
by.
available with small
down payment and
balance at less than
bank rates. John C.
Realtor,
Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore St.,
Murray, 753-0101/7531
or call Bob Rodgers,
753-7116.

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
Panorama Shores. Has living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl3
carpeted. Priced in high 20's.

Call 436-2742
After 6 P.M.

1956- CHEVROLET PANEL
van camper with all ac
cessories Price 5.400. Call
437-4399 after 6 pm.
1974 COUGAR XR7, corn
pletely reconditioned, new
transmission, new top. Also a
24' Pontoon with 55 hp
Johnson motor, coast gaurd
equipped. 753 5277 and ask
for John Mulching.
1978 FORD BRONCO XL T,
new radial tires and white
spoke wheels, 15,000 miles,
excellent condition. Must
sell! 436 2805.
•
FOR SALE: 1978 Toyota SR5
Coupe: Call after 5 pm, 753
0191.
1969 FORD
T, runs and
drives good, looks good, has
good engine Need to sell
$275 Call 753 8120
_
1974 GRAN PRIX fbr'saleno
trade, low mileage, excelle.
condition 753 6953
1973 GRAN TORINO, it
Conditioned, full power,
radial tires, excellent co,
70"nri 51000 Can )67 4472

1972 Chevy Impala in
gosi,c1 condition. Call
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
Must sell.

Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.

-We Install And
Everything
Service
CarN
ome
At e
We
Sell
Stereo's
Stereo's

World of Sound
222 So. 12th

753-5885
"NMI

riair

oll'
1
FREE
I
20 MILE

lk

DELIVERY
153-0984

Floored and ready. Up to 12 s 24. Also barn style of
fices cottages mobile home ad ons, and patios or U
BUILD pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 2-3
Closed from fri
x 60 Buy the best for less.
Sun 2pm
•

5 p m til

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
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Deaths and Funerals

Pope John Paul II Demands Polish
Government Recognize Christians

Heather Arnold's
Mrs. Altie Jones
l Is Today
Dies At Age Of 92; Funera
Final rites for Heather Jean
3 year old daughter of
Rites On Wednesday Arnold,
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Arnold,
Mrs. Attie Jones died
Sunday at 2 p.m. at her home,
422 West 12th Street, Benton.
She was 92 years of age.
, __Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Euple Reed,
and one son, Jackson Jones,
Benton; six grandchildrenJimmy Jones, Hardin, Jerry
Jones, Mrs. Pat Tubbs,
Tohuny Jones, and Jackie
Jones, all of Benton. and Joe
Thomas Jones,Steeleville, 111;
step granddaughter, Mrs.
Straron Orman, San Bernadino, Calif.; one brother,
Curlin Thompson, Benton; 15
.great _ grandchildren; three
great great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
First Baptist Church. Benton,
where she was a member,
with the Rev. Herschel
Morgan and the Rev. Paul
Dailey officiating.

Jr., of Murray Route 2, were
held this morning at 10 o'clock
at the Bethany Baptist
Church, New Concord, with
the Rev. Bob Courtney officiating.
Pallbearers were J. T.,
Calvin, Kenneth, and Howard
Todd. Burial was in the
Outland Cemetery.
The little girl died Sunday at
10:15 a.m. while enroute to the
University of Kentucky
Hospital, Lexington.
She is survived by her
parents and two sisters,
Tammy Sue and Laura Lynn
Arnold, Murray Route 2;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs._
John H. Arnold, Sr., Mr."and
The Jefferson Davis Monument stands 351 feet high and
Mrs. Robert Cox, and Mr. and
is the fourth highest monument in the United States.
Mrs. Bill Cain; great grandmothers, Mrs. Rose Peck- Completed in 1924, it is the tallest concrete-cast obelisk
in the world and was built by funds raised by the United
and Mrs. Ruby Tucker: great
Daughters of the Confederacy. The monument includes
great grandmother, Mrs. Ed
an elevator (currently under reno%,ation and temporarily
Pitt.
closed) which carries visitors to the observation floor in
the top of the structure.

Scuba Diving Class
Sessions Scheduled
Tuesday, Saturday

Pallbearers will be Tom,
Steve, Jerry, Jimmy, and
Rusty-- Jones, and Randy
Rudd. Burial will follow in the
Benton Cemetery with the
arrangements by the. Filbeck
Scuba diving classes will
and Cann Funeral Home,
Benton, where friends may begin Saturday, June 9, in the
Carr Health Building, Murray
call.
State University. Classes will
be held on each Tuesday and
Saturday through June 30.
Registration for the course
will be held tonight Tuesday4
at 7 p.m. in Room S104 of the
Applied Science Building,
Murray State. Classes starThe funeral for Mrs. Shirley ting Saturday will meet for
Duncan Houston is being held three hours each evening.
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of Students will do open water
the Max Churchill Funeral diving the weekend of June 30
Home with the Rev. Alvin as a final requirement of the
York officiating and Mrs. course. A fee of $80 will be
Oneida White as organist and taken.
For more information
soloist.
persons may visit or call Ross
Serving as pallbearers are Meloan, Student Development
Randy, Dorune, Dwight, and Office, Ordway Hall, Murray
Billy Houston, Phillip Morris, State, phone 762-6831.
and Carl Butler. Burial will
'follow in -the Schroader
Cemetery.

Shirley Houston's
Funeral Services

Being Held Today

Pleasant Grove To
Hold Bible School

Mrs. Houston, 41, died
The South Pleasant Grove
Friday. She was a member of
the Sugar Creek Baptist United Methodist Church will
Church and employed at' hold its annual Vacation
Church School starting
Lynhurst Resort.
Monday, June 41, and conSurvivors include one tinuing through Friday, June
daughter, Angela Houston, 15.
one son, Danny Houston, and
Classes for nursery through
two grandchildren, Celena junior high will be held from
Dawn Houston and Jeffrey 8:30 to 11 a.m. each day.
Charles Houston, Murray
For information or tranRoute 3; step father and sportation, persons may call
mother. Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Marilyn Erwin,1441/2-8237.
Overby, Dexter; sister, Mrs.
Joyce Ann Thorne; half sister,
Mrs. Wilma Green; step
Federal-State Market News Service
June S. 1979
sister,. Mrs. Jo Frances
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Morefield; half brother, Dick
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 355 Est. 450 Barrows &
Overby; step brother, Tim
Guts Steady .50 lower Sows 1.00-200
Overby.
lower

Hog Market

New Zealand extended the
vote to women in 1893, while
women had to wait until 1918
in Canada, 1919 in Britain and
1920 in the United States.

US 1-2 200-210 lbs... 441.0041 25 few 41 50
US 2 200240 lbs.
440 75-41.00
US 12 240-250 lba.
$9.75-40 75
US 2-4 MO-2901te.
$1 75-39 75
Sows
US 1-2 no-aso lbs.
$31 00-72.00
US 1,1 300-45011w
*39.00.31.00
US 14 450-5001ba. e
$31 00-72.00
US 14 5034501bl.
21 op
51.00,
US 241100-502 lbs
*29.00-3900
Boars$8 0021_00

Sunday thru Thursday
June 3-June 7
Fresh Ky. Lake

CATFISH STEAK
or FIDDLER
FOR ONLY $350

*CUB'

Co..e..,.,,
SIM4 14/4d Unstop/

Reitamiant
743-4141
MOON AY OM 44.

oF'

0.474 4 MI
7 DAYS A
-^

1,4•6

1%6
110M6
11%1Rer
6

Highway 64 1
South, Murray

Dixie Half-Time Camps
Murray State U'ni'versity
announces the Heart of Dixie
Band Front Half-Time Camps
will again return to their
campus. The dates are June
17-21. The staff of state and
national champions provides
instructions for flags, rifles,
drum majors, dance-drill, and
all phases of majorette work.
The purpose of the camp is
to give each participant an
opportunity to work under the
finest
teachers.
Inter'
nationally known husband and
wife team of Shirley Ross

Danny Brandon
Completes Training
FORT BENNING, Ga. Pvt. Danny R. Brandon, son of
Johnny P. Brandon, Murray,
recently completed One
Station Unit Training OSUT)
at Fort Benning, Ga.
:
OSUT is a 12-week period
which combines basic combat
training and advanced individual training.
The training included
weapons qualifications, squad
tactics, patrolling, landrnine
warfare,
fieldcommunications
and combat
operations. This qualifies the
soldier as a light weapons
infantryman and as an indirect ,re crewman.
Soldiers were taught to
-perform any of the duties in a
rifle or mortar squad.
Brandon entered the Army
in October of last. year.

Judy A. Persall
Completes Coast
Guard Training
CAPE MAY, N.J. - Coast
Guard Seaman Apprentice
Judy A. Persall, daughter of
Jack G. and Ardlth G. Persian
, of ltnnte 7, Sherwood Forest,
Murray, has completed
recruit training at the Coast
Guard Training Center, Cape
. May, N.J.
During the 10-week training
cycle, trainees studied
general military subjects
designed to prepare them for
further academic and on-thejob training leading toward
their qualification in one of the
Coast Guard's 26 basic occupational fields.
Included in their studies
were first aid, seamanship,
Coast Guard history and
regulations, close order drill
and damage control.
A 1976 graduate of Murray
State University. Murray, she
joined the Cnast Guard in
March 1979.

COME TASTE A
REAL GOOD
TIME AT
SEVEN SEAS

Etten

MSU To Host Heart Of
DeVenney
and
Jack
DeVenney will co-direct the
camp.
[-Since
1941' DeVenney
pioneered the art of rifle
spinning and silks (flags)
swinging. Along with a
background of military bands
and drum an4 bugle corps
training, he has added his
original touch of twirling to
add a new flair to the flags and
rifles.
Mrs. Devenney, the former
feature twirler at Ole Miss and
instructor_ of solo twirler
national champions, national
champion dance-twirl teams,
and a corp that won the
national championship in 1967,
has
directed
camps
throughout the south for 19
years. Both have traveled
extensively to foreign countries.
For further information
contact the University or
Heart of Dixie Camps, P. 0.
Box 662, Wetumpka, Ala., or
phone (205 567-7315 or 5763.

LOUISNTLIE, Ky (AP - USDA Cattle 1000 slaughter steers dearly.
heifers untested, slaughter cows 2 00.4 00
- lower. bulls steady, slaughter calves and
yellers szeadY: feeders 200 tower.
Slaughter steers standard and good 1.2
900.125) lb 02.804400
Slaughter Coln utzlit!. 1-3 commercial 2550 00-55 00. high dressing 5029, cutter 1.2
4880.6600
Slaughter bulls 135,1575 lb 71 75-75 DO. 12 10441650 lb 8429-70 50 2112.1564 00
Slaughter calves and yellers choice 140MO lb vealers 9400-112,00. choice 300-430 lb
calves 79 00411 00, feeder steers choice 300500 lb 69 00-104 50; 500-550 lb 6.11 60-94 50
645-695 lb 71 25-71 50 mixed- good apd
choice 300400 lb 0930-9300- 500-700tb
75 0068 DO. Rood 350-615 lb 87 0045 OD.
heifers choice 120-51:0 lb 40 00-9/ 03 504400
lb 75 00-63 25; mixed good and choice 720lb 73.0046 00. good 400-700 lb 66 297500,
Hogs800: harrows and gilts 50 lower 1-2
206423 lb 42.29-4 50, 116-55 lb 41 75-42 25.
2.3 215-265 lb 41 0041 75 225-260 lb 4029..
41.00, 3-4230-000 lb 29 30-40 25. sows 550
tower; 1-2026475 lb 3450-3575 475-765 It
35.79-3960, boars over 300 lb 34 6036 25
Sheep 5 untested.

Stock Market
Prices of stock of local Interest at
noon, EDT, today, furntahed to the
Ledger & Thnes by First of Michlgaa,
Corp . of Murray. are IS fOilOW3

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) - After
almost a year's work, a committee was
expected to propose a plan today aimed
at increasing rural Kentuckians'
chances for admission to the state's
professional schools.
The 1978 General Assembly created
the 11-member committee by
resolution, which told the panel to
determine why so few rural Kerituckians were being admitted to
medical, dental and law schools. The
committee, made up of legislators and
educators, also was told to develop a
plan to change the situation.
Rep. Bill Weinberg, D-Hindman,
committee chairman, said Monday' that
thf plan would include an "affirmative
action policy'' for professional school
admissions.
He declined comment on specific
parts of the plan before today's
meeting. But he said it would include
necessary legislation and administrative action t.) implement it.
The five areas of the plan are
recruiting and training, admissions
procedures, community activities,
financial support and resident training,
Weinberg said.

good of individuals and the nation
demands it."
The text of the speech was released to
journalists early today but was withdrawn soon after without explanation.
A Vatican spokesman said Later that
the pope wanted bishops to hear it first
before the speech was made public.

"We are aware that this dialogue
cannot be easy because it takes place
between two concepts of the world
which are diametrically opposed, but it
must be possible and effective if the

Overall State Tax
Collections Are Up
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- The good
news in Kentucky's revenue picture is
that overall tax collections are up to
par; the bad news is that the coal
severance tax and the motor vehicle
usage tax are not yielding as much as
expected.
Receipts from the car and truck tax
and the coal levy are declining
proportionately as the end of the fiscal
year approaches.
"We're pretty good on everything
except the severance tax and road
fund,"
Revenue
Commissioner
Maurice Carpenter said Monday.
Figures for the first 10 months- the
fiscal year ends June 30 - showed
receipts up 16.9 percent in the general
fund, which finances mast state
government services and' 9perations.
Sales and use tax receipta rose 13.8
percent over the previous corresponding period while individualincome tax
collections were up 16.6 percent and
corporation income taxes gained 22
percent.
Although coal tax collections totaled
$123.4 million for an increase on the
surface of 32.4 percent that was in
contrast with last year's strikedepressed figure.
Carpenter said it Ia doubtful that
severance collections *ill reach the
$133 million estimate folthefi.scal year,
and that figure ha4 been revised
downward from ar original $141
"Business is no longer booming in the
coal industry," he said, "and many
small mines are selling their stockpiled
coal cheaper just to keep up their
payroll and expenses."
Carpenter said there are reports that
coal is selling for as low as $16 a ton on
the spot market in Contrast to as much
as $26 a ton in long-term contracts.
. The lower coal prices mean the state
collecti less than foreseen on the
severance tax.
The other unexpected slackening is in

the road fund and is due mainly to the
comparatiVe decline in the motor
vehicle usage tax because fewer cars
and trucks are being bought.
Carpenter said that for the first time
in two years, the usage tax collections
have declined for two straight months.
The gasoline crisis also is having its
effect.
Carpenter said many service stations
will receive only 80 percent of their
normal allocations this month and the
resulting decrease in gasoline sales will
lower state tax collections.
Furthermore, the commonwealth
does not- benefit under the current
structure from increased gas prices
because the tax remains at 9 cents per
gallon instead of being keyed to a
percentage of price.

Tax...
it'ontinued From Page One I
have to carry me out. Older people
don't like to move," she said.
She pointed out several elderly
persons in the line and said they would
have trouble meeting higher tax bills on
fixed incomes.
The elderly included L_ B. Gullett, 82,
who said he was in tine to protest a 133.6
percent increase in rental property he
owns.
Joe Towles, after a session in the
property valuation administration
office, stopped to counsel those still
waiting to file appeals..
Towles said his house was assessed at
$65,500, compared to a $55,200
assessment on his neighbor's house.
The houses are identical except for
brick color, he said. "We're all in this together," Towles
told the crowd. "Find a 'sister house,'
one very much like yours in size which
has a lower assessment."

Industrial Average
Air Products
American Motors
Ashland 011
Amencan Telephone
Bonanza
Chrysler ..
Ford Motor.
G.A.F„..
General Care.
General Dynarn ICS
General Motors
General Ilre
Goodrich
fiardees
Heubletn
IBM
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Trsaro
Wal-aiart
Wendys

Open Iii 8:00 P.M.
Mon. thru Fri.

We Accept visa
& Master Charge

Decor
Bel-Air Shopping Center, Phone 753-3647

Custo Drapes
Woven Wood
Shades
1" Mini Blinds .
All Custom Made

Severe Storms
Cave Roof Of
KC's Kemper Arena

•

76N

• ,
."4.

Z1L
.

25,

• '4

I

MISS YOUR PAPP/ -

Need A
New Floor?

1551! IC 4

imports

While Selections Last!

The Vacation Bible School
• for Elm Grove Baptist Church
will be held from Monday,
June 11, through Friday, June
15, according to the pastor, the
Rev. Calvin Wilkins,
Children through 11 years of
age will meet at the morning
sessions from 8:30
to 11:30
_
a.m.
The youth from 12 years of
age and up will hold their
school sessions at 6:30 each
evening.
All children and youth of the
community are invited to
attend the school sessions, the
pastor said.

KANSAS CITY, Mo.( AP )
Severe- -thunderstorms,
packing pounding rains, high
winds and large hail raked the
42.4. •, Kansas City area Monday
57N •
night, and part of the roof of
the Kemper Arena - site of
um42N
the 1976 Republican National
100. .
Convention -collapsed.
7N •
- sr.
Kansas City Fire Depart54'.. • /
1
2
ment officials said from one24". •
19
half to three-fourths of the roof
414 • ,
fell because of wind and rain.

111111

Pier 1

Plan Will Increase
Rural Kentuckians'
Admission Chances

which the vast majority of Poll* :belong.

Bible School To Be
Livestock Market Held At Elm Grove

Hurry,Hurry,Hurry
To Our BasketSale!
llllll„.lllllllllll
Hours
104 M-1
,
I6-5 Sat
Bei Air Center

CZESTOCHOWA, Poland (API Pope John Paul II demanded today that
Poland's Communist government
recognize the rights and beliefs of
Christians although their view of the
world is "diametrically opposed" to
Marxism. It was the most powerful
political statement the pontiff has made
in the four days he has been in his
homeland.
In a speech prepared for delivery to a
closed meeting of Poland's Roman
Cathokc bishops, the pope deracribed
religfOus freedom as a fundamental
human right and declared that
guarantees of religious freedom in
Poland's constitution and other
docuinents are meaningful only if they
consider "the real needs of the church."
The ,,pope asserted the church's
readiness to enter into a dialogue with
the government for normalization of
churchstate relations.
He said "authentic dialogue must
respect the convictions of believers,
insure all the rights of citizens and also
the normal conditions for the activity of
the church as a religious community to

Swescregres wee Wee wet
received feel boam-Solomog
ropy et The Marna, lairs IL
Timm by 530 p.m. Ilitoaslary
Frisky or by 340 p.as. *a
Sermnboya an griped to
753.1914 botwooss 5:30 p.m.
mod 6
, lemosimy•Frioloy,
340 p.m. mod 4 p.m. Seer
*ifs. to Means 1•41yory el Pb.
sworspomw. CAI must Ip•
*cm/ Irs 6 p.m.
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We Have Over
2,000 Patterns
To Choose From

Does Walls &
Wood Work
Reg.$14.75

Free Estimates
We Install

$1 100
Now

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET,.

Telephone
753-2617

•••

.111111

rri. '4.41..00 04 Vt...
.4•604” 141404 a. .404 end

PEG 997. ;

OSCAR CeDilLEA

tlkh\\

Co...,. u<led ol
.104 ...114
4•1.• Ant,q
or and

49-9lion-Sat
r 1-6Sunday

REG. 1.97

166

Acres ofFree Parking
Limit Rights Reserved Equal Opportunity Employer

Bel-Air Shopping Center

753-8

Convenient heavy duty Cooler features
molded handles Great for keeping your
favorite beverages cold Model C.40.

MEG. 2.27

77

COOLER
CHEST

KING or VALUES

•fAilfljr

thus 22,1- diameter cooker eliminates
the need
fon • rotisserie since food in cooked
by direct and
reflected heal Model 2201

UNARCO

KETTLE COOKER

40-0T.

Heavy cast Iron grill, chrome plated grids,
hardvfood handles.

REG. 9.97

97

14"xiirx6"
HIBACHI

PEG. 4.77
U S Coast Guard approved
ighl *cringe Adult sizes

LIFE VEST

KAPOK FILLED

POLYSTYRENE

litiG Iii
tn,s 24 oconam.cat ika, nal 140014,
4•.41ed loiding WNW Imp* 4n41 •
91,0
• athosioni• lo 4 1.4.91.11
Model 504

97

PORTABLE
GRILL

TRIPOD

features molded side slats and slide 'n splash pool
Constructed of heavy duty polyethylene in brilliant
Green and decorated with decals Model 701

REG. 11.97

97

WITH SLIDE

POOL

MR. TURTLE

9

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

8' X 18" SCOOBY DOO POOL

Kids will enjoy hours of fun in this poly
wall swimming pool with laminated character
izations of
"Scooby-Goo".

AIR MATTRESS

72' X 27'

Portable grill stands 26" high with
a
plated were grid. Model 18050.

1)97

SIG K KANO/ECK POLICY aig K values its customers end will do
everythingfpossible to have what we
advertise_ Should W41 fed and v.,adviwrised item .5 not raiCani•d Iron,
the laeldry by the •lort of if,. sal.
Aoinchecks will be Imbued Where duanfilies am 'united tor
an ,1111.n and number available for sale,, noted
• correspond...9 neenbar of raunchecks will be .ssued

Feetdres 2 rehouse
battles, removable
food tray, drain plug
and integrally molded
side handles Model
1950

FIEG 27 89

2288

COOLER

50-0T.
GOTT'

MARK V

GRILL

18"

Tis
t sturdy pool has all-of
a Mid's favorite Mother
Goose characters in
bright colors. Model 9540.

POLY POOL

5' MOTHER GOOSE

KING OF VALUES
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The hammer—one
of the
most common toot's around
the house—may allo be one
of the most abused when it
comes to both safety and usage •
According to the Hand
Tools Institute.anuh of this
danger and misuse ?is caused
by the dangeroas misconception that "a hammer is a
hammer.- and can be used.,
for any job
Institut
around,4h
. e house.
The
whose
members include i manufacturers of hammerynd other
striking and stria:k tools-,
points out that thlb average
American owns ,only one
hammer—usually i a nail or
claw hammer. In .actual operation this populy hammer
may be used in ratty ways it
was never intended fqr.
For instance, that popular
nail and claw hammer is designed for driving common
nails and finishing nails
which are relatively soft..
The claw hammer should
never be used for .striking

cold chisels or hammering
metal. When used for. the
wrong purpose the nail hammer face could chip and
cause eye or body injury.
HTI recommends that. in
addition to the claw hammer,
every home handyman also
should have a light ball pein
hammer and a heavy ball
pein, blacksmith's or hand
drilling hammer.
The heavier hammers
am
are
used for striking cold chisels
and for straightening or shaping metal. The lighter ball
pein can be used on punches
and in light metal working
operations.
Other types of hammers
include riveting hammers
Used byi machinists. tinners
for driving rivets and setting
hammers for various sheetmetal operations.
There are also chipping
hammers for chipping welds,
rust and paint from metal,
and bricklayers' hammers for
setting and cutting bricks;
masonry tile and concrete

User.

blocks and for chipping
mortar from bricks.
For striking bloats where
steel hammers wottfttanar the
tool or the surface being
stnick, there is the soft face
hammer.
Also, there are magnetic
hammers for holding and
driving tacks, body and fender hammers for bumping in
the repair of automobile
bodies, blacksmiths' or
engineers' hammers, and
sledges for striking woo4 and
metal.
Additional types include
stone sledges for breaking
stone and spalling hammers
for cutting and shaping same
and concrete. Hand drilling
or mash hammers are used
with cold chisels and bush
hammers for roughing -and
chipping concrete.
In addition to selecting the
proper hammer. HTI also
recommends the observance
of, proper safety rules and
precautions on the pan of the

A hammer is notjust a hammer:
use it correctly and handle with care

FOUR KEY STEPS to a lovely new floor—For no-wax
beauty at do-it-yourself
savings,Congoleum offers the moot wide-width vinyl
only styles as wide as IS feet; you can do almost any flooring designs,including the
room with no seams. Installation
is a simple process of A)measuring and cutting,B)
fitting
along walls and I)) adhering with no-fuss, no-mess Congol at corners, C)trimming
eum foam adhesive.

17..

f
I

'

'4*. - -\-itelT

',„101 „iwkii

\

simple tools needed, and
qietal rule. Don't fret at a
provide a free step-by-step ilsmall gap between flooring
lustrated installation folder.
edge and wall, as long as your
2. When you draw the
molding will cover it when
room outline on the new ma- "enlaced.
terial (Fig. A). add three
6. If you want permanen
inches on all sides as a trim- installation, Congoleumt
ming margin. Cut with shears foam spray adhesive offers
a
or utility knife.
no-fuss, no-gloves way—it
3, Clear out room and regoes on like- shaving foam!
move cove or quarter-round
Just fold back half the new
molding for replacement flooring (Fig. D) and apply
later. Follow folder hints for foam bands on old floor,
fola clean, smooth surface.
lowing can directions. Roll
4. Laid in place, the new
the flooring onto adhesive,
floor will lap up on walls,
push-broom to flatten., ReAfter making "relief cuts- at
peat on tither room half.
corners that jut into the
For a preview of how
room, fit regular corners. a Congoleum do-it-you easy
Trim off crescents (Fig. B), floor can be, get the freerself
dotesting after each slice, until
it-yourself booklet by writing
material fits flat to the floor in "How to Install," Conthe corner.
goleum Consumer Dept. M.
5. trim along baseboard
195 Belgrove Dr., Kearny,
(Fig. C)with utility knife and
NJ 07032.

,---.011114
„
•d -41111111PV'
,
00•1-400W01-611:

'sow the lovely seamless
no-wax Nan you've wanted
is supremely affordable, because it's easier than ever to
install yourself, for big savings. .
The secret is choosing
wide-width sheet vinyl, to
eliminate kains and patternmatchings Congoledra, for
instanc , has scores of
h styles, including the o ly designs as wide
as 15 fe4. Imagine covering that 14' x 24'family room
with aist ne piece!)
It's an asy family project
for the vfeekend. For super
results, heed these basic
Console m tips:
•
1 . Bring exact measurements when you shop.
The retailer can recommend
Congoleum designs of the
right width, show you the
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There's no lawjthat says
a savings account has to
grow with interest. If it
suits you, you can withdraw your quarterly interest earnbigs and have
the - interest to spend •
while you keep the Ct
principal... for retirement
or whatever. We believe
savings programs should
be cuitoM tailored to fit
our cust4mers' needs. If
your need is additional
quarterly income, we
have a plan for you.

Other signs of excess
moisture are rusty nails and
colored stains. Here again,
eliminate the moisture
source.
Then thoroughly sand the
rust off nailheads and surrounding areas. Drive the
nailheads just below the siding's surface, prime with undercoater and fill the hole
with a dab oficaulk.
For redwood, or cedar
stains, sand down to bare
wood and wash with equal
parts of water and denatured
alcohol. When thoroughly
dry, apply top coat.
Does your • paint have a
cracked or "alligator" surface? This usually means
several heavy coats were
applied without ample drying
time between applications.
To correct, remove all paint
and start from scratch.
Finally, clean thoroughly
with water and-detergent.
Pay special attention to areas
under eaves where condensation sometimes leaves invisible salt crystals.
Replace worn-out caulk,
dried putty and loose mortar.
Start painting on the shady
side of the house,and always
follow the wood grain.

PEELING PAINT under eaves can be corrected by
sanding and washing before repainttog, say SherwinWilliams painting experts. Recommended solution
for house paint failures are in a free booklet availables
at more than 1.500 Sherwin-Williams Decorating Centers nationwide,

Ready to bnng out faint
brushes and ladder to give
your home a bright hew look?
Before you start, here are
some helpful tips from -painting experts at SherwinWilliams. '
Designed to help do-ityourself painters produce
professional results. these
tips come from the reference
book,"House Paint Inspection Manual," and free book. lets available at any of the
more than 1,500 SherwinWilliams Decoraqng Centers
across the country.
First, solve any problems.
For instance, look for telltale
signs of excessive moisture,
the most common cause of
damage to the surface.
Blisters, chipped or flaking
paint usually means moisture
was trapped inside. Let it escape by putting wedges
under horizontal siding or
creating air vents in attic or
crawl spaces. This will help
prevent a recurrence of the
problem.
Then.. sand the damaged
surface down toNhe bare
wood and apply a sealing
undercoat. To keep outside
moisture from coming in,
caulk all doors and windows.

“11

a4

BUILDING CENTER•THE ANSWER STORE•TREAS BUILDING CENTER

rary itchen in the popular
U-sti te to depict one way
build
and remddelers can
Add
pearanse flair, while
still corporafing, desikn efficien y into a amoral setling, ighlighted i by plants
and a open gardsin view."
The ConservatOry kitchen,

emir

Eni
ee
;
It c
" natural-l
licl
iud"" ook
hfib
contemporary oak cabinetry
and a large greenhouse window that allows pass-through
to a ptden patio, the kitchen
was
ElectI
foTulated by William J.
Ketch m, CKD, General
• Company's kitchen
design manager. .
The kitchen is attractive,
P functienal and highly efficient -.--- including energy
contr Is—and %'as pre to the nation's builders
as pai' of the General Electric
At the annual National Association of Home
Buil4ers convention in
January, as well an featured
in AfcCalts February issue.
necoraial. Vcrit.11.111.,
AcOrdittg. to Ketcham,
"The lduesign
thought
p with
apo
con
tw
eamsto
.

as an adarition of a garden nience outlets in the mixing
kitchen, features the large center for activating small
greenhouse window which appliances.
gives the area an indoor/
The microwave oven is
outdoor patio effect. The housed, in a roll-around
••nk area is designed witlian cart—with storage and prepex ded counter for serving aration space—for moveto ilia
tio garden at the
ment about the kitchen
back of th onie. Items are patio, dining room,and espe-.
simply passe
ough raise- cially the cooking center.
ble double glaze
tinted
I
e .1i
glass windows. Kefkam
points out, however, that the,,_ The sink and food-waste
bottom line of kitchen design - disposer form the focal point
e "clean-up centeris good layout, based on
well-located and functional that's • tally located in the
patio.serv
area.
appliances.
The ConsevMry kitchen
Simple tem,
has a high ceiling t
it the
"hot kitchen" effec as
The suburban-living
warmed kitchen air can ri
kitchen offers clean, simple
allowing a comfortable air ',lines that are complemented
level for kitchen occupants.
by the GE appliances in
And, the curtains' are deeasy-care and simpla-tosired for the greenhouse
Thatch white.
window to insulate against
The appliances, highlighted by the GE countertop mi- direct sunlight and coldness.
tnIr ligliiitsw
crowave oven, Model
JETI20, which features
Ample lighting is afforded
"cooking-by-code," include by recessed overhead and
a low energy-use refriger- side lighting, as well as draator. double wall oven, a matic toe-space lighting
brushed chrome grill-griddle around the baseboard . . .
cooktop and matching hood. This light also illuminates the
Potscrubber4 III dish- inside of the base cabinets.
washer, food-waste disposer The cabinetry. with hidden
and built-in trash compactor. hardware, and the shiny
vinyl flooring afford low
S'ork renter.
Maintenance.
They are properly located
Ketcham points out that
bi<work centors- for effi- the design concept of the
.cieney and traffic control
Conservatory kitchen can be
For example, the "mixing adapted to many types of
center- is located next to the housing styles, as the basic
refrigerator for easy access plan can be reduced or exto refrigerated items. lbçre panded, and its natural decor
are also up-front cons
scheme is cost controllable.

s•
cottletisporary styling

Clean c emporary styling brhgs a na al-look design to this U-sha
"Cdnservato y" kitchen t
is
built ar und a multi-purpo.
greenh use-type window.
This conservatory kitchen
is the esult of a combined
effort btween a professional kitqhelt designer and
McColl s, a national women's i$gagine.

an

CHECK OUR PRICES

i TREAS BUILDING CENTE

S

1

4SE

IA

Now, Now, Now!
As Close As
• Your Phone!
t4
gi Treas Has A Toll Free Number
I
.
1Just for You! 1594026,
s
1
FOR THE LOWEST PRICE
1
5 ON KITCHEN CABINETS BY 0
IMPEWL LL TREAS FIRST! i
4

DC

sit

im■

DC TREAS

With horizontal siding,
first paint the underside of
each board and then the surface. Start painting at the
roof line and work your way
down, covering as wide an
area as you can reach comfortably and safely from the
ladder

Learn the way to sure success
before you pull out the brush

'rips for perfect home painting...

A MULTI-PURPOSE,GREENHOUSE-TYPE
WINDOW area highlights this "Conservatory" kitchen, designed by William J.
design manager. The clean,contemporary Ketcham, General Electric's kitchen
at the sink area for pass-through serving tostyled kitchen has an extended counter
the patio.
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masonry tile and concrete

user

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

1210 W. Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-3080

TIDWELL PAINT
& FLOOR
COVERING

West Point Pepperell Carpets
Armstrong-CongoleumGAF Vinyls
Sundries

Minwax Wood Finishes
Wallpaper (Special Order)

PAINTS

Moore

Benjamin

—Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow

In happv hOmes he %to% the
light
Of household fires gleans
ii urns and bright.

Make the laundry room
a'laudable' home asset -

Despite signs of spring. entire prime window. To be ple horizontal or vertical picnow is the time to make your most efficient, there should ture windows and patio
home more comfortable for be an air space of one inch or doors.
nett winter. '
more between the two winSwirl,(Amyl's
Windows are a good place dows because air is an excelIn addition to a wide selecto start because, if they are lent insulator.
not properly insulated or
It is this air space between tion of styles and finishes, the
don't have storm sash that the panes ofglass that acts to frames come in mill finish
(plain) and in a variety of
fits snugly. You'll lose preprevent excess moisture and colors.
cious heat. I
Installed over single If you wait to order storm reduce condensation on the
glazed windows, these aluwindows until fall, chances panes and window sills.
minum storms create
are they may not be delivered
sto.i popular
until half the 'winter is over
The aluminum-framed double-glazed windows;over
windows with sealed insulatbecause, due to the energy window
crisis, suppliers have been screens with self-storing ing glass they create a-tripleis
the
most
popula
r
glazed unit which gives
pressed to keep up with the type
demand. Last winter, more doesn'tbecause aluminum maximum protection and
peel,
blister
, rot or cuts fuel use still further
storm windows were sold red rust,
.
and the frames are
than.ever before.
Shop carefully for storm
long lasting and require very
windows to find the ones that
hapro*e efficient.,
little maintenance.
will conserve energy most efStorm windowS added to
Storm
primary windows improve standard windows come in all fectively for your particular
their efficiency by keeping and can beshapes and sizes, home. Compare the quality
the cold outside and the tect any custom fit to pro- of the different styles on the
size, shape or style market and check to
warmth inside, Almost all prime windo
w or door— tain that the joints areascerstorms sold today have alu- even single,
neat
double and tri- and strong.
itsinum frameS and a separate
track for a sellitoring screen.
The skit si can reduce
heat loss th hgh the windows by as tiuch as.40 percent. Conventely, during the
summer, thee
me storm
Coming out from hidden
With the trend toward
windows cart h
etain cool nooks and basement cranhome laundry centers comtemperature pr vied by air nies, today's
modern, stream- ing !'out of the closet," launconditioning
lined laundry appliances are dryi specialists
at McGraw.
Fu I .4ner%
taking their place in bright. Edison Company,
makers of
Through s eh-fuel savings, decorative areas located Speed Queen appliances,
the initial in Vestment can be conveniently for the modern, suggest these decorating tips
quickly offset. For instance, hurried-up homemaker.
to help homemakers win
Serving as an integral part laurels for the laundr
by adding stOrm sash to existy room:
ing Windowi with 250 square ofthe household, the-modern
•Color coordinate inbright
feet of area in a house in Rut- laundry room works in tan- combinations to give the
land, Vermont (an 8000 de- dem with fast-paced life- room and the chore of laungree days climate), a family styles to meet the needs of dering a needed lift. Instea
heating with oil costing 51*a overflowing hampers and ris- of washday "blues," choosed
gallon could save as much as ing demands of home laundry boldly-patterned wallpaper
care.
$170 a year.
or contac paper that's water
With some 80.percent of repellent tto protect
Economies from electric
against
heat would be considerably today's fabrics falling in the spots.
more; from gas, somewhat machinc or hand-washable
• Store bleach, detergent,
less. As fuel costs inevitably categories, home laundry softener and other laundry
faciliti
es
are
being
positioned aids in various size canisters
rise, savings will increase.
for easy access
A good storm window in full view and are often covered with contact paper
of family and or glued with
should fit snugly over the friends.
gaily printed
fabrics.
.•Hang plants in pretty pots
,to bring new dimensions to
the laundry room.
• Select appliances in colors ranging from soft almond
to bright harvest gold to
enhance the laundry room or
area. The new Speed Queen,
line of automatic washes
and dryers is attractively designed with a jet black control panel contrasted with
easy-to-read settings in warm
tones of yellow and gold to
blend in with any decor from
traditional to modern.
• Install shelving to hold
laundry products and folded
itemi that have been sorted
into piles for each family
Over 150 Books To Choose From
member. Encourage children
to pick pp their own piles
from the Iaundry to save you
steps.
• Allow ample room for
sorting +cl folding. What's
lacking hp counter space can
be made up for with a small
folding table that can be
stored out of sight between
the appliances and the wall
when not in use.
•Create -a sewing area to
allow. you to follow the
"stitch in time saves nine"
principle. Keep sewing basket, thread, needles and scissors close by to quickly
mend tears, darn holes and
relieve a falling hemline before clothes take the plunge.

401 Olive

3-5312

Murray Electric

DO IT YOURSELF

PRE-FINISHED ALUMINUM storm windows and
doors come in.a variety of styles with baked-in colors
and can be custom fit to any size opening. Basically a
second set of Windows, they can greatly reduce heat
loss through the windows, thus quickly offsetting the
initial investment. They,fit snugly,over the window area
and provide an insulating dead air space ofat least one
inch between the pane. of gla‘m.

Compared with the amount of money it save
s on
your heating and cooling bills every Y'ear, insul
ation
is very inexpensive. In many cases you
can irigall
ceiling and floor insulation. We don't recommYn
d
that you attempt to insulate the outside walls in
an
existing home. This is a job for a qualified insul
ating
contractor._
CEILING INSULATION. Use wither loose fill
or blanket insulation. Most building supply
stores sell both types.
If you select the loose type, merely pour it
to a depth of at least 6 inches between the
joists, then level it with a flat board or rake. If
there are 2 or 3 inches of loose fill already
over the ceiling, add enough to bring it up to
a full 6 inches or more.
If you choose the batt or blanket insulation,
lay it in continuous lengths between the
joists. Any vapor barrier must go down
toward tile ceiling side. if there is already a 2
or 3 inch thick blanket or batt over the'ceiling
and you wish to add another layer, be sure to
peel off any vapor barrier before applying it
on top of what is already there. or, better yet,
use unfaced blankets.
Eave vents, recessed lighting fixtures, and
exhaust fan motors most not be covered.
FLOOR INSULATION. There are several
methods of installing insulation under the
floor. Blankets or bats, always with the vapor
barrier placed on top toward the floor, are
held in place between the joists. Use wire
staves, wire lacing, chicken wire, or any other
means to hold it in place. There is insulation
made especially for floors. It has flaps for
stapling to either the insides or the bottom
face of the floor joists. It may be installed flush
against the sub-flooring, or air space can be
left between the sub-flooring and the top of
the insulation. Since there is no particular advantage in either installation method, simply
use the one easier for you.

Also, remember that the
heavier the aluminum frame
and general construction, the
-stronger and more durable
the window.
Look, too, for thick
weatherstripping and heavy
glass that weighs at least 18
ounces per square foot.
Before you add new storm
windows, however, check
over your prime windows. If
they don't fit tightly around
the frames and closures, repair them by caulking or
weatherstripping, or even
consider new aluminum replacement windows if your
old ones are in very poor
condition.
. For a free booklet on
selecting storm windows
vaite to the Aluminum Window Information Bureau,250
West 57th Street, New York,
N.Y. 10019.

Storm windows can reduce next winter's heating bills
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never be used for striking

ments. Windows, doors,
siding, roofs, porches,
decks, patios, fencing, landscaping, walkways, drives
and many other outside features are discussed in detail,
and are illustrated with over
250 photos and diagrams.
When to get help
The book does not suggest
you do everything yourself.
Schram advises when to call
in a contractor or other professional.
He also evaluates hundreds of the latest products
and materials for doing-ityourself or for knowledgeable buying.
The final chapter gives a
list of manufacturers from
whom the homeowner can
get additional information
Improving the Outside 4,1
Your Home will prove a
bonanza for the reader seeking an attract,ive, low -

Ever wonder where your
\ next door neighbor finds the
time for her morning jog, game of tennis or the latest
novel?
Organizing your time 1il include some of your fav rite
things is no small feat In
fact, it takes careful planning.
, Ours is a world of devices.
Take the kitchen for example. Perhapsoowhere in the
house have more improvements been made.
.
Getting your kitchen to
work for you is smart management. Consider the time
saved with a food processor
chopping up the ingredients
you need to make that special
Chinese dish you're so proud
of.
Think of the extra time a
self-cleaning oven gives you.
Imagine the time gained in
locating, without the aid of a
road map,that crepe pan you
know you have—somewhere.
Kitchen cabinets offer an
easy way to stay organized
and at the same time conceal
the tools of the trade. If your
kitchen lacks adequate storage space, why not consider

the advantages of kitchen
remodeling.
When shopping for kitchen
cabinets you may be impressed by their beauty. The
convenience they afford will
be obvious. But how can you
be sure you are buying durability as well?
Look for the blue and
white certification seal of the
National Kitchen Cabinet
Association. It is this seal.
usually found on the inside of
a cabinet door or dralver,that
leads the way to cabinets that
have been tested for durability, stain resistance and low
maintenance.
To qualify for the seal,
cabinets have to meet the
tough construction and performance standards of the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI).
More tips on how you can
get your kitchen to work
overtime for you can be
found in "Kitchen & Bath
Planning," an illustrated
booklet aiailagle for 35 cents
from the tsi ional Kitchen
Cabinet As elation, Box
2978. Grand central Station.
New York, N.Y. 10017

Certified cabinets
great kitchen helpers

USE PRE-ASSEMBLED SECTIONS atop well-p
pared earth`surface to assemble deck. One of many redollar-saving tips from new book,Improving the Outsi
de
of Your Home,from Structures Publishing Company.

411k."

For the householder who
wants,to show a gracious and
well-coordinated exterior,
Schram offers welcome help.
Schram's book fills a longfelt need in a field that's been
loaded with information on
interior beautification, but
that's said practically nothing about exterior how-to.
He discusses every key
element related to the outside
of the home—from the front
entrance to the backyard
barbecue, from sidewalk to
chimney.
For the handy homeowner, the book is filled
with step-by-step instructions for making improve-

The outside of a home can
say a great deal about the
family living inside, according to Joseph Schram.author
of Improving the Outside of
Your Home.

ASIR

Kitchen Displays

Be sure to stop by and see our new

,

vq.‘41010"-

TItormaelor
Nagic Chief
Sob-Zero
Scotsman
Noose,

Wa

•Coppes-Nappance In Oak Maple & Cherry

MYNA I

/MT

753-1713

• Merit's

'Rimier PAW

Frigidaire
Maytag
RCA
Ittema-dad
looms
Coolontior

Scotsman Icestakers
Elkay S.S. Saks
r Decor Convertible Cook Top It Grill
Trod•wind Needs t Ventilators - Con Openers Toasters
r Gamble Chopping Meeks

Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities by...

rSeli-lere Ileitt-In Refrigerators IL freezers
• kitchen-Aid DVTs-Compoeters-Disposers-Misers
Ovens-Ceek Tops - Micro Wave Nets
•r Corning Smooth Top Reps
• Ronson-Beih-hi Mixers

Featuring the following lines of appliances...

e

Redesigning an inefficient make serving..and clean-up
layout using the 'kitchen easier on the homemaker.
To keep kitchen maint
triangle' principle in which
,
each major appliance is con- nance to a minimum,shop ir
washab
le
wallpaper. floori
veniently located at equidistant points of a triangle can that won't show dirt easily' •
eliminate unnecessary steps and stain resistant cabinets:Cabinets certified by the Nabetween work areas.
In kitchens too small to tional Kitchen-Qabinet Assoseat the whole family. install ciation are tested to assure
years of service under tough
3 built-in snacking counter to
kitchen conditions.

Modernize with homemaker in mincli

eA poorly designed kitchen
wastes your energy, by causlag y,ou extra steps and extra
*ark.
' But don't •despair. Reodeling can convert a
k tchen that's draining your
ehergy. into one thet will
work for you, says the National Home Improvement
uncil.

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

Thinking ofBuilding
or
Remodeling Your
Kitchen?

maintenance home exterior
at reasonable cost.
Strikingly illustrated, with
many pages in full color, it is
available at bookstores for
$5.95 paperback, or $12
hardbound: or. add $1 shipping to'order direetly from
Structures Pubhshing Co..
Box- 1002. Farmington,
MI 48024.

Fresh new looks for homes
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bins and shelves Offers the
homemaker options of being
able to store foods of various
sizes and shapes. Therefore,
Hotpoint designed this model
with four adjustable bins on
the door, along with five
split, adjustable glass cantilever shelves in the fresh
food compartment.
An Energy-Saver switch
on this two-door model is a
feature that can help you reduce your refrigerator's
power consumption and cost
of operation.
Don't forget that cleaning
behind and beneath the refrigerator can be an almost
impossible task . . . but nor
when you select a model with
wheels for rollout cleaning.
An ice storage bucket
makes it convenient to store
cubes so that you'll have
plenty on hand for that unex
pected need—while your
freezer is making more. And
with an automatic ice-maker
(optional at extra cost on
many two-door models), you
won't even have to fill the
trays again: cubes are ready
when you need them.

fireplaces now on the
market will blend harmoniously with the interior
of most homes.
Most such stoves are
easy for the do-ityourselfer to install but
some require the expertise

Introduces

As a complete fireplace as well as
an insert for existing fireplaces or
Free-Standing Models.

Now

The
Fireplace Shoppe

to the home substantially
reducing home heating
bills without sacrificing
comfort according • to he
manufacturer.
Regardless of the decor,
the classic good looks of
many free-standing

Olympic Plaza
Murra ,Ky.

SHOPPE

Farmer's Market Annex
Paducah,

"FIREPLACE

as
Stop by and see how you can heat homes as large
have
2,500 sq. ft. and more, just as hundreds of people
already done, with an Ember Hearth.
We have over 300 models of brick and stone fireplaces
or in
to choose from. We can install in new construction4
s.
purpose
ling
remode
your existing building for

The warmth and beauty
of a fireplace is a simple
addition to modern homes
with a free-standing
woodburning , stove or
custom designed fireplace.
One such stove, the
Ember Hearth, adds heat
CS YE ARS Of SOLID VALUE

9
$49
.
just

641 N. Across From Smorgas

Salm—Service—Parts
bord 753-4478

West Ky. Appliance etr.

DIAMOND AISNE,

Fteezot (tow stteiJos a

;,,A CI
PortaVe egy),i.si 1 cob.

net door shelves al
Just:10'1'4.de

.0 on .01,1,
freezer slleit

I
ligh,

iCEMAKER KIT
INCLUDED WITH THIS
-FREEZER!
DELUXE 17.8 Cu. FT. REFRIGERATOR

DL

litt
i
410-t4-"`t

because they are- neutral
tones, planned to harmo-

But what about color? Can
you match your current
decor or other appliances?
With HotpOint's "The New
Naturals' colors you can.

So. 9th, Murray, Ky.

it

PLEASE"

753-5719

Thornto lie
& Marble

"QUALITY THAT WI

You name it — We7I
with

* Variety of Bathtub Styles
Vanity Tops
*Kitchen Counters
*Wall Panels
*Fireplace Sets
*Furniture Tops
Complete Shower U Its

Now featuring
Textured Marble

Create Your Own individofral
DecorWith the Latest In
Custom Made Cultured Marble

Unique In Western Kentucky

Also, be sure to check for
Underwriters
the
Laboratory (U.L.) approved seal to be certain
the unit meets safety
specifications:

fireplace.

of a professional. Check
with your su plier about
the variationin models
before deciding to install a
stove or fireplace yourself.
Many of the freestanding models now on the
market can also be adapted
to fit in an existing

Fireplace adds warmth to home

THIS DELUXE FAMILY-SIZED REFRIGERATOR,
from Hotpoint. incorporates features designed for
spacious storage capacity and convenience in both the
freezer and fresh-food sections. With roll-out wheels,
adjustable glass cantilever shelves,and 6.94 cubic feet
of freezer space among its many features, this model
also comes in Hotpoines"The New Naturals"r" neutral
color tones to harmonize with almost any kitchen decor.

Here are some helpful
ideas to consider if you're
thinking about replacing the
refrigerator that has served
you so long and well, but is
about to give up with a cold
shudder.
Capacity is an important
consideration, especially if
your family size has changed
or your lifestyle is different.
Happily:a host of design improvements have been made
since you bought your present model, so you're .probably going-io have a lot more
room in -the freezer section
than you now have,as well as
greater fresh-food capacity.,
As more and more frozen
convenientle foods become
available, a, spacious freezer
section is aImost a necessity.
In a deluhe. family-sized
model front Hotpoint(Model
CTF21GM, there are 6.94
cubic feet Of freezer capacity
in its overall 20.8 cubic feet of
roomy storage.
And, probably also unlike
your present model, you'll
receive the added benefit of
never having to defrost
again.
The ability to adjust door

nize with almost any color
scheme.
Keeping all these versatile
features in mind will make it'
easier to select your new refrigerator, so you can enjoy
the extra conveniences for
years to come.

Ideas to consider about refrigerators
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eat •trength

@What do you do when your
home needs help. and • your
piggy hank can't afford it?
The cash you. need for new
siding, insulation, a room ad-

WE DELIVER
.
F

@

CS
•

•
PUJIBING•ELECTRIICAl•PLUMBING•ELECTRICAL•PLUMBINp•ELECTRICAL:

753-6822

Plumbing & Electric Needs

901 Arcadia

•••

CS
•

•
-so
DWV Copp•r Styrwn• rc
CPVC Swoot Copper al

Pip. & Fittings

PVC DWV

Catering To All Your

PICKENS
ELECTRIC SUPPLY
12.
g PICKENS,
e

a

a
a

I
You Rough In plimasji

I

W. Hos,*

ROUGHING
IT OUT...

IF YOU'RE
STILL

-Roess,

I Case

Tenneco Company

503 Walnut St

753 3067

fOuk toms(
LENDER

7th and Main
753-7921

FSUC

715 So. 12th St
753-1214

4

•••••
Murray
Murray
Haa Nowa
South
Downtown
LENDER
Branch Hopkinsville Branch
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.

EQUAL Wow.
LENDER

abis a

McKee! Equipment mal
Co. Inc.

Outdoor Power Equipment Division

'A

J

• Turf saver tires
• Electric Start
✓ Tow-behind attachment hitch.
And now you can catch what you cut
solutely free' Better hurry free bagger
limited time offer.

✓ Easy access controls
✓ Single lever travel control
• Totally enclosed engine

The CASE Mod 80 is a brand new riding
mower with a yard full of high performance features:

CA
RIDI

of the

with
purchase

FREE
GRASS
BAGGER 74.1ri

On Case Mowers
Plus

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

For The Best Home Loan
Youll Find Anywhere--See Us!

There's a host of easily repaired items tucked away in
bedroom closets and drawers. Children's sneakers,just
the :thing for spring sports,
can be refurbished easily
with Eastman 910 adhesive.
One drop on a loosened sole
should do the trick.
A leather sandal with a
torn strap can be all set for
that spring stroll in high fashion with a drop of the tough
adhesive: A spring handbag
canmasily be brought back to
tiptiv,shape.
And toys that bore the
brunt of rough and tumble
winter activity can be
meaded`for a long-lasting
summer season.
Become a household Sherlock !Flolmes. You'll find
clues galore that might lead
to easy repairs and unexpected savings with Easitman
910'a4hesive:
litc es, dostume jewelry,
gardening tools, athletic
equip ent —the list could
go on and on. A spark of
imagination and a taste for
investigation can help solve
the mystery of time and
money-saving minor repairs
around the home.

Check chomelo•

And, of course, spnng is
just the time to examine the
lawn tools, golf clubs, bicycles, sports paraphernalia
and camping equipment
which give the/ summer its
special excitement. You
might also look in the garage
and do some touch-up work
on he car or motorcycle.
Next, ,approach your
kitchen. What about those
pretty flowered mugs which
herald summer like-crowd
of spring daffodils.? yOu can
repair broken handles with a
drop 0 Eastman 910 adhesive.
,If the insulation gasket
around the refrigermor has
loose, prepare it for
co
heavy summer use by resealing- it with the fast-setting
adhesive.

• Look for summer

skis, sleds and snos4hoes

A kitchen that tires you out
needs work. NHIC points
out that. while energy-saving
kitchen improvements can be
do-it-yourselfjobs, more difficult projects require 'a
home improvement contractor.

dition or othei remodeling
can be obtained. But getting
the best loan tate% possible
may take a little bargain hunting, advises the Lenders
Council of the Natiorial
Home Improvement Council.
'Si. I.. burros ;
The Council suggests some
ways to finance your n xt
home improvement proje t:
•A savings passbook 1 n.
You can borrow against your
savings at a loan rate of'about 2%. However, the
satings cannot be withdrawn
until the loan is repaid.
• Borrowing on the accumulated value of your life
insurance policy.
• A second mortgage loan
—your home acts as collateral.
• Borrowing from U credit
union, or the bank where you
have a checking or 'savings
account.
An FHA improvement
loan could entitle you to
lower than average interest
rates.
Take'our lime
Whether you need $500 or
$5,000, or even more, the
Council says. be sure to shop
around for the best rates available.

Shopfor best rate on
home improvement loan

k
Pickens Li
Can Help

'4.'
`Yet•••••*""':

BICYCLE HANDLE BAR GRIP to
REPAIRING
ready it for s ng riding is typical of the bonding jobs
that are eas accomplished with Eastman 910 adhesive. The c ar liquid adhesive can be applied to clean,
non-por us mating surfaces including metals,
and
cerami , hardwoods, rubber, smooth leather to
most antics for money-saving repairs in seconds
s.
mm
You might begin your
hoot g is necessary and only
ble
mi mal pressure is required spring search for salvagea
Did
.
basement
the
in
items
ing
long-last
firm,.,
t, secure
you toss the children's torn
ads.
galoshes into a closet, reFew reeond• floe* it
lieved that winter was finally
The adhesive is applied to over? Instead of discarding
surmating
the
of
only one
why not repair
faces and then the parts are them later,
now and be ready for
pressed together using only them
year in advance? Similar
firm finger pressure for a few next
applies to winter..
seconds to spread the adhe- advice
sports equipment. suck as
sive and form a good bond.

" 1y
4

Elf.CTRICAL•PW-111111116•ELECIRIC/U.•PLUMBING •RfCTRICAl•PlUMBING-w•

It's cc' omical too, Since
or two drops are
only
need for most repairs and
eac three.gram tube contai s about,200 drops.
esides offering econdmy,
adhesive\is easy to use.
There's nothing to mix,.no

Er

Spring may herald the rebirth of nature, but for many
people it also heralds the end
of personal and household
items that have weathered
rough seasons of stress and
strain. And that's not perfectly natural.
Spring cleaning needn't
clean out your clo4ets—or
your pocketbook! Every
home harbors a surprising
array of useful possessions,
from winter galoshes to
summer beach shoes, which
lie torn or tattered one
drawer :away from the trash
can. .
Look around your home
and you'll spot them easily; a
stylish sandal with a broken
strap, a cheery set of niugs
made incomplete by one broken handle, a child's sneaker
,with a loosened sole.
114ke a list
Make an inventory of the
items in your home that could
be reborn this spring with a
little smart reconditioning.
you'll see that as often as not
a moment's care can mean a
• season's savings.
But before you begin this
archaeological dig through
yOur\own possessions, it's
Wise to prepare yourself to
administer unexpected repairs with an adhesive that
performs quickly, lastingly
and inexpensively.
The product is East
910 adhesive, the on nal
cyanoacrylate adh ive,
which forms strong ..nds in
seconds to milSute • tween
Many types of m erials, including rUtiber, etals, most
plastics, c amics and
hardwoods.

Easy repairs around the home will sesr„,15
reward you with unexpected savings

Spring cleaning advice...
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Beauty is only skin
deep—or surface deep. you
might say when applying the
adage to kitchen remodeling.
Whether your plans include total revamping or the
simple addition of a new
appliance, remember that
there's more to remodeling
than just aesthetics.
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ment will quickly become a
sore spot if it takes its energy
toll on you and the utility bill.
To establish a kitchen
scheme that's energy-sound,
experts at McGraw-Edison
Kitchen Appliance Division,
makers of Modern Maid
appliances, suggest you locate major appliances so that
functions do not conflict.
Keep the range and refrigerator at a distance to
prevent the cooling elements
in the refrigerator from working overtime to compensate
foe heat emitted by the range.
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The Far Eastern love of
nature, attention to detailing and classic form have
inspired the unusual elegance and variety of forms
exemplified bythis multitude
of home furnishings from exhibitors at the New York
Merchandise Mart. Evident
in them is the manner in

Either adapted as the
theme for furnistigitg a full
room or as an acct., the designs are pleasing•to live
with, blending with almost
every period and type of furnishings.

Whethe'r attributable to political trends or other factors,
oriental decorative motifs
and shapes. always among
the most enduring and favored style% for furniture and
accessories, are attaining
new heights of popularity.

which designers through the
ages have reinterpreted picturesque oriental studies of
flora and fauna to suit western tastes.
The gentle shapes and
softly-curving silhouettes of
ginger jars, ceremonial tea
cups and bamboo styling reflect these cultures. Colors
are dear, with deep jewel
tones providing depth and
pastels imparting tranquility.
Manufacturers focusing
on these forms now offer
an enormous selection of
Eastern-influenced merchandise that can add their
refined nature and decorative
character to the home. Any
of the pieces shown here
would make a pleasing addition to the mood of a room.
These latest definitions of
this trend can he seen in
stores everywhere.

Oriental styles are
new westernfavorites,

RNMEMBER THAT THERE'S MORE to remodeling
than aesthetics. To keep your kitchen in tune, the
McGraw-Edison Kitchen Appliance Division offers
these suggestions. Clockwise,from upper left: Side by
side is the ideal location for dishwasher and sink to best
conserve hot water and energy pennies. ..Ranges and
refrigerators should never be neighbors, or the refrigerator will have to work overtime to offset heat
produced by the range. . .The warming rays of the sun
can cause your refrigerator to break into a cold sweat.
Keep refrigerators away from windows, radiators or
any heat-producing source . . . Here's one easy way to
give hard-working appliances and yourself a rest. Microwave ovens cook food without emitting heat or
smoke so both kitchen and cook stay cool. Some
models,like this one from Modern Maid,can be conveniently affixed beneath cabinets or attached to walls.
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For long-lasting satisfaction from kitchen improvements. try to strike a balance
between decorative appeal
and energyiefficiency.
An eye-pleasing arrange-

•

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

Modern Maid ovens reduces
by half the amount of energy
consumed by slowly simmering foods to a tenderness
usually afforded by only expensive cuts. And. since
Slo/Cook requires no stirring
or attention front the cook, it
frees valuable hours for the
busy homemaker.
Integrate outside factors
such as sunshine or drafts
into your kitchen scheme to
maximize efficiency. Sinks
are best situated near windows to take advantage ofthe
warmth and illumination of
natural sunlight, while refgerators "sweat it out•

Insulation is by far the single
most important way to conserve
electricity. There is no other
measure you can take that will
result in such a dramatic conservation of energy.

o

ing options for even more
energy saving techniques.
Microwave cooking reduces
energy expenditure by half,
with tis added bonus of saving tgne, too. Since microwaves heat only the food,
kitchen air temperature reMains unchanged, a special
advantage for summer cooking.
Another energy saver, and
one that can cut food bills,
too, is the new range that offers slow crockery-style
cooking for old-fashioned
goodness and economy,
For example. the Slo/Cook
feature found exclusively on
Keeping these suggestions
in mind, approach your remodeling project with a
common-sense attitude.
Making kitchen appliances
work at maximum efficiency
will save energy and dollars
and contribute to a harmonious kitchen scheme

when exposed to warming
rays.
Ranges shudder at the
thought -of a draft, but refrigerators -work best when
circulating air ventilates
condenser coils and helps
them to work at maximum efficiency.

Murray-Mayfield

West Ky.
Rural Electric
Cooperative
orporation

What does this mean to you as a homeowner? Insulation greatly
reduces the energy required to heat and cool. Therefore, it can lower
your electric bill. Compared to a home without insulation, a fully insulated home's heating costs can drop 50 percent; cooling costs can
drop 30 percent. Every home should have at least six inches in the
ceiling, three-and-a-half inches and a vapor barrier in the outside
walls, and two inches and a vapor barrier under the floor.(The vapor
barrier must be placed toward the living area.) Also, central system
ducts should be completely wrapped with insulation. Your building supply dealer can furnish you with additional information on the different
types of insulation and how to install them.

Likewise. refrigerators should
not be placed near radiators
or heat-producing appliances.
Automatic dishwashing
actually requires less water
than doing the job by hand.
Even so. there are important
considerations when adding
this kitchen convenience.
Situate dishwashers near
the water source to preven
water heat loss. You m
even want to install a water
heater near the sin 'and
dishwasher, or insula pipes
leading to these o tlets to
conserve heat lid energy
dollars.
Explore anctf(xpan
d cook.

Your kitchen design should keep energy-saving in mind

• 0 IIII

,

Paducah,
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Olympic Plaza
Murra ,Ky.
home improvement contrac-

document is your insurarke
policy that the job will be
completed to your expectations. Although contracts
can take as many different
forms as roofing shingles.
you'll want to have at least
the following items spelled
out:
• Precise materials to be
used, including brand name
and shingle style ("Certain
Teed Glasstex," for exam
ple);
•Precise work to be done,
including whether or not the
new roof will go over the
existing one and, if not, who
is responsible for waste removal;
• Completion date of the
job;
• What penalties will ensue
(if any) if.the job is not completed on time;
• Warranties and guarantees on the material;
• Liability for on-the-job
accidents;
• Total price for the work,
including method of payment
and, if it is an installment
purchase, amount of down
payment, balance owed,
number of installments and
finance charge in terms of
dollars and annual percentage interest rate.
Remember, the law allows
cancellation of any contract
signed in your home within
three days of contract signing. The contractor is also
required by law to inform you
of this contract right.
S. PAYMENT FOR THE
WORK. As a final note, reliable contractors will not require final payment until the
work is completed. Common
practice is to request 50 percent down before the work
begins, payment of the balance upon completion of the
job. If total payment is requested up front, be wary.
For more information.
write the CertainTeed Home
Institute, P.O. Box 860, Valley Forge, PA 19482.

. A good place to start is the
attic, then work you way
down to the basement. Get

Spring cleaning means getting your house into shape for
that clean, fresh weather
ahead.

rid of musty smells left from
having the house closed up
1-64- the winter.
Take Care of all those little
things that you've neglected.
Fix door knobs and cracked
walls; wipe clean dirt that's
collected in corners.

Spring cleaningfreshens up
your homefrom top to bottom

It's not hard to explain
w)ty homeowners know so
liOle about roofing contractors. Since many types of
roofing last for fifteen years
or more (twenty-five in the
case of many fiber glassbased shingles). the need for
a roofer may come only once
or twice in a lifetime.
But when there is a need,
its often imminent. In many
instances, homeowners wait
till 'they get water in their
attic before thinking about a
new roof. Then, there's no
time to be choosy.
If you're one of those unfortunates`who's about to
blow your cover, the
CertainTeed Home Institute has some suggestions.
Here are their guidelines on
selecting a reliable contractor for the job:
1. CHECK CREDENTIALS. Start with a call to
the Better Business Bureau.
Then,find out if the roofer is
a member of the local roofing
or remodeling contractors
association. These organizations seek to enforce standards of ethics and responsibility.
2. CHECK REFERENCES. Ask the contractor
for a list of previous customers', preferably some in your
neighborhood. Call these individuals to see if they were
satisfied with the contractor's work. If at all possible.
obtain street addresses, and
ride by the homes to take a
personal look at the roofing.
3. GET ESTIMATES.
Request bids from at least
three contractors to get a feel
for the market. When making
comparisons, be sure the
contractors are bidding on
the same materials and quality of workmanship, otherwise the price will be meaningless. For example, if you
want a top-of-the-line roofing
shingle, be sure to so specify
to each bidder.
4. INSIST ON A WRITTEN CONTRACT. This

How to select your
roofing contractor

WHEN CHOOSING A ROOFING CONTRACTOR.
check his credentials and references, get estimates,
insist on a written contract and don't pay the balance
until the job is completed. For more information, write
the CertainTeed Horne Institute, 14 0. Box 860, Valle,
Forge. PA 194112.

riomecrest s high-back swivel
rocker rivals the Old easy chair
tor comfort The floating action
chair base rocks of swivels
with ease Cushions re generously tilled with oam and
covered with brightly colored
summer vinyls Comes with
or without matching ottoia
Stop irt for a free
sitting

All the comfort
you can get

Chaise your
blues
#\ away.

Murray, Ky.

Dea't Novo — Improve
Let Us Nolo You
Ws Moo ik Install

ROME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

Patio beauty
that more
than skin deep.

Parties are more fun
out on the patio.

They're
great for entertaining,
perfect ,or
you're in the
lounging mood
In weep*,lune,
charcoal
or white

!OWN

TheLIONCJIJnItellate
0AFORT
IN At I iiiiDABLE
El IGAINICEI
Hain or'hum these allweather lloyd drains
let you take the
weather with a
mantle And you'll
smile, too at
the modest
eoet of thaw
handsome

LLOYD
SPRING-BASE
CHAIRS.

A NEW BOUNCE IN
COMFORT.

t
I

Load up the tray
in the kitchen...
serve it on
a cart.

You don't have to wait til September in order to buy patio furniture on sale. We've already
reduced our patio furniture just in
time for spring.

Ken to Hurray Drive-la
hone 153-1111
Nothing Beats Reliability In Product Or People

Roy Harmon
Carpenter Shop

your energy soving heodquortors

• kitttboas • lathrisswis • Additions
• Wallpaper 4 hist 'Rosso Sep*, Seal
• Roses Windows II Doors
TVA Approved For Interest Fres Lomas.
SfOrrn Doors d insuica•ng Wrodows
Guoron head 20 worms
Wit ore

Tat &anaemia Ire Cream Parlor Set IA ideal for
enjoying 5n..-5, &nit irrata ma in VOW roue It
normals of
adjuitable await-lap table
and two patio 'Stairs Features weldeosteel ton
atruction and rtanovabie rat enduing Table act
just" train lito 211- in height And Its price
won't me* your budget

Recover furniture to
match, and make new curtains to'fit your color
schemes.
There's a variety of do-ityourself kits on the market
that let you do anything from
paneling a room to laying
down carpets, all by yourself, without spending a fortune on outside help.
The only thing to watch out
for here is to make sure you
have the basic knowledge
and skill to do these projects
yourself

Open Friday Nights

With spring here, there's
no better time to repaint or
walkover your home
New colors on the market
this year revitalize your
home to fit good weather
moods.
Another plus about the fair
weather, you can throw open
all your windows to avoid a
"stuffy" house.
This year, try something
new with your walls. Paint
designs or try one of the
many new designer wallcoverings available

Spring is

perfect time to fix
the walls up with paper,paint
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section. Unifying the two kitchen view is made guestareas is Congoleum's Reflec- worthy with floral wallcovertion* 11 cushioned vinyl ing on cabinet fronts. And the
flooring. in the octagonal easy-care no-wax flooring
"Palace Court- design that can survive family traffic.
conveys an ordered, formal while being pretty enough for
conipatly _at a moment's
feeling.
Furniture is.: airy —;the notice.
For information on how
table seems to float, only a
gleam revealing its criss- you can dramatize any room
cross plexiglass base (supply in your.home with install-ithouses will custom-cut yourself flooring at big savplexiglass to interlock). The ings, write for "How to Intuck-under chairs save stall." Congoleum Consumer Dept. M, 195 Belgrove
space, too.
Through the door, the Drive. Kearny. N.J. 07032.
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New
For...

Chantilly

• 4.1
M & 6 COMPLETE GLASS

as many as eight out of ten
AmeriCan homes are wasting
energy because of inadequate insulation. NHIC
suggests these..ways to find
our home needs
out D
ifi/insulation
• termine the R value—
the esistance to heat
flow of the insulation you
alrea4y.have. If it has a value
of lesclethan R-I3, you probably n d more insulatiorW •
k for insulation betweer floor joists and raftArs,
and ver unheated crawl
spaces, garages and basements. Installing the proper
kind nf insulation in ceilings.
walls t and floors can mean
,savings of up to 50 percent infuel cOnsumption.
• lbo check for insulation- inside walls—TURN OFF
ELECTRICITY, remove
light switch plate from exterior wall and shine flashlight into wall cavity.
• On a cold day, compare
•the temperature of an inside
wall )Vith that of a wall which
faces outdoors. If the exterioe wall feels only slightly
cool*, your home is probably adequately insulated.
The easiest way
'Title Council reminds
homeowners that the easiest,
least expensive way to conserve energy and save money.
is to lower the thermostat
. during winter, and raise it
during the summer. Each degree over 68 adds _about 3
percent to your winter fuel
bill.

Sonte espells c,tiiii.iic that

@Homes built before the can usually cut fuel costs and bills. Unusually high tuet
energy crisis often were de- increase the energy effi- bills can be greatly reduced
signed with little or no regard ciency of their homes.
by taking the following
for energy conservation.
According to the National energy-saving steps.
With the price offuel today. Home Improvement CounPre•ent heat loss
such homes may be prohibi- cil, heating and cooling acCaulking and weathtively expensive to heat and count for more than 50 percool. However, homeowners cent of...,most home energy erstripping doors and win- .
dows clin cut home fuel costs
by as much as 13 percent.
Weatherstripping creates a
nearly weathertig,ht seal between the frame and the win18 Yeats Euienence
dow ordoor. Caulking fills in
the small gaps and cracks
through which additional
energy can escape.
Tub& Shower Enclosures- Storm Doors & Windows
Storm windows and doors
Plate Gloss - Window Gloss - Mirrors
cut dOwn on heat loss and
heat gain by creating a dead Insulated Glass - Auto Gloss Store Fronts
air spice between two panes
Dixieland Shopping Center
ofglass. Plastic sheets are the
cheapest type of storm winMurray
dows, although glass is less
susceptible to weather dam• 502-753-0180
age.
Insulation gases

Plan ahead to reduce home fuel bills

Energy conservation...

Dining in style doesn't require a baronial hall. Even an
eat-in kitchen or a breakfast
alcove can offer small-scale
dining elegance when you '
use the right decorating ingredients.
Tht secret is selecting furnishiags that are light and
sleek, to suit modest space.
and a flooring that is compatible with both areas without
being "kitcheny.In this knchen'a handy
home-owner added a wall to
screen the food preparation

. care so you
Decorate with
can always dine with flair
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If your home is showing it's age,
don't let a tight budget delay those
needed repairs. We't1 give you the cash
you need . . . fast! And a repayment plan
that's convenient for you. Stop by today
and we'll "fix up" the terms for a
"fix it" home improvement loan that will
give your home
and you .. . a lift.

you/may be due
for a home improvement loan..

Your home due for
a facelift?

•

A GRACIOUS S ACE for intimate little suppers can be achieved right in your
kitchen by ingenious redecorating. Here an added wall creates a separate galleystyle work area, while the sweep of Congoleum's Reflection II vinyl flooring in the
"Palace Court" design unifies the look. Trim, clean•lined furniture enhances ihe •
spacious feeling in this elegant oasis for family meals or small-scale entertaining.
--

*

5,5

—

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION
HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

There are tricks in every
trade, and some of the'foolthe-eye devices that can be
used in furnishing a home can
make all the difference between super rooms and ones
that are nondescript. Take
the long, uninteresting living
rooms in insiby apartments
and homes. for example.
It's easy to create the illusion of architectural details where none exist and
divide the room into multifunitional uses, if you know
hoW. One of the best and
most efficient solutions was
created by a couple with a
moderately-sized, thorough,
lyundistinguished room that
they wanted to serve for
both living and dining.
They used two etageres
from American of Martinsville's Estate Collection to
divide the areas. In addition
to creating a visual-separation, the etageres provide the
solidity of sbuill-in partition
with an openness that avoids
giving a crowded appearance
to the room. As an added
dividend, they offer shelf
space for books, plants and
favorite bibelots.
A floor-to-ceiling panel
"screen." which is in reality
a simple frame made from
lathing obtained at a local
home center covered in the
back with fabric, emphasizes
the division of the room, as
does the use of carpeting in

one area and hare v. ood
floors in the other
The fbrnishings, all from
the Estate Collection, are
crafted from maple solids
with 'cherry veneers. Their
detailing and finish suggest
old world cabinetry giving a
country manor flavor to this
city apartment. Antiqued

solid brass panels add an
eNtra glint on etageres and
dining table legs, enhancing
the rich look.
Varying shades of pink in
rug and screen, taken from
the elegant crewel upholstery
fabric color scheme, play an
important role in relating the
two areas.

ONE ROOM can be successfully divided into two using
brass accented etageres from American of Martinsville's Estate Coniction, a folding screen made from
lathing and carpe *ng. The room, which has European
country manor n vor that belies its cit, location, is
highlighted by the etageres which provide shelf space
and an open feeling while creating a visual separation
of the two areas.

Fool-the-eye devices will turn
one room into two,beautifully!

The best time to think of
buying anew roof is long before trouble starts. If you
have a leaking roof, you may
already have extensive damage in the ,deck beneath the
roof. When and if your roof is
in that kind of shape, it's
panic all the way.
It's not easy at a time like
that to start worrying about
color and shadow lines and
texture, and the many othei
options that should be considered when investing in a
new roof. Obviously, the
time to think of a new roof is
when nothing is wrong with
the old one except that it is
approaching its middle teens. HEAVYWEIGHT Timberline asphalt shingles provide
Most homes in the U.S.A. the massive appearance, accented shadowllne and ir(more than 85%)have asphalt regular roof pattern so popular with homeowners.
shingle roofs. The remainder Available in six earth-tone blends designed to harare roofed with cedar, slate, monise with all types of sidings.
and other materials. In any
case, when the,roof is reach- gutters full df leaves and deWhat should a homeing old age, and the critical bris, so that snow and owner look for in a new roor
time for most standard moisture have backed up and Protection is obviously the
weight roofs is approxi- penetrated beneath the shin- primary consideration. The
mately 15 years, it's time to gles. Even though no damage roof must protect the house
call On a professional roofer may be apparent as yet, the from rain, sleet, snow, hail,
for an inspection.
day of reckoning could be fire and other potential danSome of the things he will only a snow or rainstorm gers.
look for are split and missing away.
Asphalt shingles, Which
shingles;shingles which have
The wise homeowner will combine protection against
curled at the edges and are act long before•that time ar- all of these hazards with
obviously dried out; bare rives. In doing so, he will not reasonable cost, are by far
shingles, Ma longer covered only be able to buy his roofat the favorite choice of home
with. a coating of protective the best price by checking es- owners throughout the coungranules; lots of granulets in timates of a number of reput- try.
the drains ahd gulters;.and so able roofers in his vicinity,
Appearance, which comon.
but will also have the option
.•
bines color and design, is an'He will also check the of choosing the type and
other reason
- areas where roof and 'chim- color of shingle he reallY, shingles are so why asphalt
popular. No
ney, vents or other structures wants to live with.
other type of shingle offers
meet. The 'flashing used for
Considering that standard
practically a rainbow of
protection at these hulnera- weight shingles normally
color, and so much texture
last
ble portions of the roof may
15 sieass, and heavyweight
and pattern to choose from
have deteriorated. Caulking shingles may last up to 25
` Cedar, in comparison, is
may have dried out and dis- years, such a ghoice comes
available in a single color,
appeared. Nails may be Only once or twice in a
and offers no protection
loosened or missing, so that lifetime and should be given
against fire. Slate is difficult
the shingle is not adhering "the time and thought reto apply and is extremely extightly to the deck.
served for important purpensive.
Drains maY-be clogged and chases.
Asphalt shingles are of-

most home-owners. Which
Jot). Check references and
color is best for you A lot
qualifications Talk to a
depends on your siding and number of qualified roofers
the surrounding environ- and get estimates based on
the same specifications. A
ment.
Light-colored roofing good rooting contractor will
to talk specifics.
makes a house look taller.
The darker colors, such as show samples and refer you
the popular earth-tones, can to pleakd customers in the
help to reduce the impression neighborhood.
Buying a new roof is a
of height. A contrasting roof
color,-such as charcoal, will "major investment. Reputable
provide a dramatic roof for a manufacturers such as GAF
house with white or gray sid- stand behind their products
with warranties and with
ing.
Do not use more than three nationwide networks of
colors for roof, siding and plants and technical persontrim. Finally, do not ever nel which enable them to
forget that yhu may be living supply the color and kind of
with the same roof for the shingles you want anywhere
next 15 to 25 years. Choose in the country. Look for both
a reputable roofer and a repucarefully.
Look around the neigh- table manufacturer for peace
borhood for good-looking of mind when buying a new
roofs and find out who.did the roof.

kiesess Ferguson

MP
Indtatrial

Rd.

153-1319

Stokes Tractor
& Implement Co.

Offer good thru July 27 1979

if you buy a new MF utility tractor from 34-81 hp. Just make
your best deal with us, then get an additional $300 off on the
spot — no waiting for a rebate. Subject to available inventory

PLUS$300OFF FROM telff

We re offering special savings on all new Massey-Ferguson
farm tractors: 4-wheel drive, 2-wheel drive from 34-190 hp,
compacts from 16-26 ho

SAVE BIG on new
MFfarm tractors

SPECIALS

MF TRACTOR

bargain

real tractor

Come in for a

F

Massey Ferguson

fered aist standard Weight 235
lb. per •square types, or as.
heaviett types weighing approximpely 280, 300, 330 Or
more bs. per square (a
square equals 100 square feet
of roof area).
Heavier shingles are
thicker', with extra layers of
waterproofin& asphalt.
Heavier weights are often
warrantied for up to 25 years,
in comparison with the 15
year warranty normally accorded to standard weight
shingles,
For very long service, and
the desirable massive appearance preferred by so
many home-owners, GAF
recomatends a heavyweight
shingle such as Timberline..
According to surveys,
color is the primary factor in
the choice of a shingle by

Start thinking ofroofing before trouble starts

Don't waitfor leaks and sags.
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New
For...

Downing Street

—Jonathan Swift

I often iviAh'd that I had
dear.
For life. .ris hundred pounds
o rear.
A hill1(1%iMile house to lodge a
friend.
A river at Ill) garden..1 rnd.
A terra( e nidA. and half a
rood
Of hind. WI out to pkint a
IIood.

These days, fixing up the
house can call for some smart
budgeting, but one thing is
sure: you can't get a bigger
bang for- your home improvement buck than—
wallcoverings.
Consider: a fresh new
lwalkovering can virtually
remake an eritire room
without remodeling. It can
make it brighter. livelier—or
more sophisticated. It can
make a small, dark room look
bigger and airier.
Wglicoverings can also be
greal cover-ups for bad
walls. Their patterns can disguise the bumps and bulget
that appear in old walls, and
hefty fabric-backed Vinyls.
like the classiC Wall-Tex
vinyl wallcoverings. can actually help reinforce the
walls.
Putting up wain-Covering is
a do-it-yourself aitural, The
industry estimates•that about
75%°Call wallcovering in put
up by do-it-yourselfers. IT'S ALMOST CHILD'S PLAY to transform a dreary
So --if all those, thousands attic into a play-sleep-work room a youngster will lo*.'.
' and thousands qf people out All it takes are bright new wallcoyerings, like this
there have done it, so can dynamite duo from the "Growing Up With Wall-Tex"
you!
collection'. Elephants and hippos, lions, tigers and
First step is: tint to a wall- zebras make an endlessly fascinating pattern called
• covering deaier. Many "You're a Better Man Than I am,Gunga Din." It and
, stores run clinic* that show coordinating plaid, "Big Plaid John," are in fabric! you how to hang wall- backed vinyl—easy to hang, they'll stay bright for
coverings, even let you get years.
`into the act and find out
how easy it is.
Sakes you step by step
That's 90% of the job.
Ask the dealer ibr booklets 'through the entire process, Take off switch plates and
and literature, like the terrific painlessly.
other hardware, vacuum off •
Wall-Tex How j To Do It
To give you an idea, here
dbst. and wash off any
Guide for Peopl} Who Hate are some of the basics:
grease. Fill cracks with
How To Do Fr uides! It
• Preparing the wall— *spackling compound and
said smooth. And taik to
yOtr dealer to see if your pardenier type of wall needs a
sealer; in many cases, it's a
good idea.
• Pasting and folding—
You can use a pre-mixed
adhesive or the dry kind you
mix yourself. Brush it generously over the back of your
wallcovering strip. Then,
loosely fold the strip, bringing each end to the middle.
This makes it easy to carry to
the wall and,hang.
Don't worry: the vinyl fabric wallcovering won't cnimPle and the paste won't stick
together. In fact, the paste
will stay moist long enough to
give you plenty of time to po- •
sition the strip on the wall.
• Positioning and
smoothing—Line up your
first strip with your
guideline, then smooth out
air bubbles and excess paste
with a wallpaper brush or
squeegee. When you add the
a-2019
Four ,,ght Lh•rule.., has
next strip, butt the edges and
,antorn styling reth Veer 91•141
smooth them with a steam
Iota burusfied•nt.g"txass,
Ma 22 HI 156.
roller. These inexpensive
10 39 uo to 4- TOW
tools are probably the only
special items you'll need.
• Just keep going!— An
old-hand installer once said,
"The secret of putting up
wallcovering is being relaxed
and lazy:" So take your time,
SJ:
take it easy—and give your
454 Ot•..901 ,8 Sabo[mass
house a brand new room over
lantern OeStor *Oh cleat
glass W St III II.
a weekend!

Exciting wallcoverings are
this spring's bestfix-up idea!
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You Will Find It All At

Decorative Window Shades• Lamps
Quality Furniture • Accessories

Carpet• Wallpaper
Draperies• Bedspreads

Make Your List Now. . .

Our design staff can help you on big or little
decorating problems, just call on us soon

Be it just a new chair or lamp, or a complete
renovation, visit Enix Interiors for the best in
furnishings; in expertise, and in service.

revitalize your home!

again to refreshen and

It's that,time of the year

HOW. IMPROVEMENT SECTION

you or your home?

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION;

Sam Calhoun
Plumbing and Electric

For Your Plwnbing
and Electrical Needs

Cheery breakfast bar is
bright way to start day!

tr

a

i

OME
ENTER

and is good under their carpet as well as ours.

This is the best warranty on the market

ISZC
'
Full Wanunty

Limited Time $160 Per Sq. Yd.

Carpet Padding

Home Center Has Done It!
Announcing Full Warranty

Randy Thornton
Service Co.

Homes and humans share
at least one common,characFelt-based asphalt shingles for example. offers a 20-25 if they nevercame in from the
rain?
teristic: they both grow old.
are available in a wide variety year warranty on theirs.
But whichever roofing
For human beings. there
ofcolors and offer easy mainFor additional information
are many tell-tale signs of the
tenance. Though they are product you happen to about roofing and roofing.
passage of time: a few streaks
comparatively inexpensive choose, one thing is impor- products, write the Certainof gray, a memory lapse here
and will last from 15-25 tant to remember. Roofs do Teed Home Institute, P.O
and there, and the beginnings
years, felt-based asphalt not age as gracefully as hu- Box 860. Valley Forge. PA
of a paunch politely referred
shingles offer limited fire pro- mans, but then, who would, 19482.
to as middle-age spread.
tection.
But where a home is conNew fiber glass-based ascerned, the signs may not be
phalt' shingles also offer a
as evident—unless you
wide choice of colors. In adknow where to look. And if
dition, they have received a
you do know where to look.
witO resistance rating from
chances are you are going to
•LINerwriters Laboratories,
discover some interetting
and in most cases carry an
facts.
Air Conditioning
Underwriters Laboratories
Dropping,in
superior Class"A" rating for
Commercial Refrigeration
fire resistance.
For starters: you can begin
• ' They're not human
• with the roof over your head.
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
One of the first sure signs
Ober glass-based shingles
of old age in a roof is when it
are lois() particularly durable.
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
drops in, unannounced,
CetainTeed Corporation,
while you're watching the
Sunday afternoon baseball
game. Very inconvenient.
though it might be taken as a PERIODIC CHECKS of your roof—..pecially if it's
hint that your roof needs to aging—can help you head off problems before they
begin. For information on what to look
be replaced.
for, write the
Other suggestions are less CertainTeed Home Institute, P.O. Box 860, Valley
Forge,
PA
19482.
subtle, of course. And that's
why it's good sense to maW a
•
penodic examination of your sped t your attic with a todayagy
have
o a fi
cn
hg
oicperod
ofroofs ,condition, according flashlight for signs of leaks.
types
sfroofing
\to the roofing experts at the
Best of all try to determine ucts which offer different adCepinTeed Home Institute.
the age of your roof. As
Ness damage
stated, a roof of.shdidard 15
New roofs which have suf- year old shingles is a prime vanaWeigh ads antages
fered limitel dainage from a - candidate for re-roofing unFor instance, while
storm or from falling objects less it has gone through ex- wood roof is attractive, a
it is
can be, repaired easily. It's a ceptionally good weather also very expensive
and, if
relatively simple task to re- conditions.
not properly treated with
place damaged or blown
When considering a new chemical fire retardants,
away shingles. And loose roof for
be
shingles usually present no find that your home, you'll
m Slat ,awhil
fireehitazard
offersasexwce
the
e11.
pselection
of
roofreal- problems because they ing products
available is tional durability and longcan be re-nailed.
quite varied compared to the, term perfosmarice, is more
On the other hand, if the products offered in the past.
expensive than other types
roof has weathered many a
of. roofing materials. In
Consider
wisels
storm and has developed a
addition, slate is of heavy
small leak, it my require
Consider your purchase
construction, and requires
more extensive repair, like wisely, not only because it
sturdy roof support not
patching around the flashing can save you time and
usually found in the newer
points—the seams where money, but also because
homes.
different sections of the roof
meet.
Sooner or later...
Sooner or later, kowever,
all roofs must be replaced.
Just like humans, today's
heroes on the football field
Start your day a delightful natural color
beginning. The
must someday give way to new way with a light,colorful handsome
the next generation.
approach to kitchen decorat- "Olympia hexagon motif of
Tile," which looks
Standard asphalt-shingled ing.
exactly like glazed ceramic
It's
easy
to
turn
a part of tiles, is as practical for
roofs usually last about 15
years before they need to be your kitchen—or any un- kitchen use as it is pretty.
Gvoranteed fix the 1,fe of your house Not lust
10 ...oh mdolInt.oris
Th.. eia,,,lnhr OPP1e,
used
home space—into a
replaced. You should then
Topped with the superClairhs mid' be tetode by 9
for the life of your corraet or the next carpet or
,
16 teat hour, eat., Rid,
begin looking for the tell-tale cheerful breakfast bar with shiny urethane coating of
,eudes
of
rte.
some
resident
•
Shoold yok , need .0
fivecovetso
g the
f ter that But for thelife of your
the decorator zing of codei.e•ose die era,-on', pie°. I 0,11of
signs of failure.
'house as long as you own ,t —that s how long It
,
baooe,
GAF's
3616
523
15001
u,
Brite-Bond floor covI will lost and lost ond lost ond
_ So how can you tell if your temporary Americana.
erings, it makes for easy
Interior
designer
Emy
sax- CUSTOMER SIMIICI
roof is heading for the last
ill at ony tune NZX foils to retain its sUpee or
Leeser(NHFL)has created a cleaning, easy viewing and
c,...“0 bet, Indsdhold /Notional Sponge Cuilhee,
IICOMfOrt OFSO lAurious support well promptly
roundup?
2121 tad Whieo/sheal Lone
new look for kitchens using easy living.
',replace it. free of charge including lobo.
Philadelphia PA 19137
The sure signs of a weath- neutrals and naturals highFor a light and airy conered roof are excessive loss lighted by pretty pastel ac- trast to the rich browns of the
of protective granules and cents.
floor, Ms. Leeser has introcracked, blistered, curled or
She begins her perky ap- duced the new look of pastels
missing shingles.
proach to the breakfast bar in a smart wallcovering fabric
with
a rich foundation— and a painted counter and
Head off problems
sleek sheet vinyl flooring in stools, using soft and warm
To make sure you head off the "Olympia Tile"
curry, pale paprika and
problems before they begin, from GAF's GAFSTApattern cream beige.
R
5400
check the base of your Series of patterns.
The see-through fabric of
downspouts for signs of exthe window curtains
Ms. Leeser uses
cessive granule loss, and in- sienna brown for a a rich addition of hangingand the
deep,
plants
heighten the open feeling of
753-0707
U.S. 641 N.
this charming setting.
A wonderful space-saving
idea for apartment dwellers
and homeowners alike, this
softly colorful nook can be
created in any unused area or
"lost space" or in, or adja* CARPET
sae
cent to, the kitchen proper.
* WALLPAPER
But no matter where you
* VINYL FUNNING
choose to create your pretty
new breakfast nook, it's one
of the best improvements
you can make not only for
your home, but also for yourself and all your brighter
753-5802
205 N. 4th St.
INCORPORATED
mornings!

Which one is °icier

The passage oftime...
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—Thomas Hood

Came peeping in at m,,rn

Sun

I remember, I remember.
The house where f ivay horn
The little 14 and()h where th<

Olf you're fed up with waiting in line to use the family
bathroom, add another one.
Adding a bath! is not a
teligh job, says tha National
Home Improvement Council.. especially if yon let a professional home improvement
contractor help. Little used
closets, pantries. ncioks or
corners can often provide the
necessary spice.
Decorating it with curtains
and wallpaper. vanities, mirrors and anwork, gives your
new bath a personality of its
own.
•
What about cost? Home
improvement loans are 'available to help you finance the
project. NHIC suggests you
ask your banker for details.
The Council also reminds
homeowners that adding a
bath may increase the resale
value of a home.
Whether upstairs or
downstairs, plain or ornate,
"your new bath will be a welcome addition to your home.

Tired of
••
watttng
for shower?

• Add a room, or a whole
Wing. Be sure the windows,
siding. roofing and architectural style ofthe new addition
complement the 'rest of the
house. •With a little insulation, an
attic or basement can be converted into
.an extra bedroom
or rec-room. Garages and
porches can also be made
into yeareound rooms.
•.Add another bath. An additional bathroom is at great
convenience, if not.,an. outright necessity, in Wiser families.
• Install a patio or deck.
which can extend your family's living quarters to the
outdoors.
Write for pamphlet
For help in beginning your
space-increasing projects.,
write for a free pamphlet
entitled "How to start Nino
Horne Impros erne fl Project
with the Help of a Reliable
Contractor."
Send a self-addressed.
stamped envelope to the National Home ImprOvement
Council. Dept. M. I4 East
441b Street, New York. New
York 10017.

The National Home Improvenient Council offers
some ideas to make your
home grow along with, your

(5liontes, like old clothes.
are sometimes outgrowln. As
A family grows. a once perfectly stied home rrt1y. begin
bursting at the seams.
One solution is to move to
a bigger house. However.
high moving costs. soaring
real estate prices and the
trauma of 'pulling up roots'
are convincing many home-.
owners to increase the living
space of their present homes ,
instead.
ll:row with famil

in their piaci,.

to keep familv

tad -a root))

NMI•

Fwest Name In Fiberglass

'

The new John Deere 111 Lawn Tractor is quick cutting and easy to
operate. It's powered by a synchrobalanced 11-hp engine for smoother
operation. And it features a wide 38Inch mower and a 5-speed, shift-onIhe-go transmission. You also get
eolor-coded controls, padded seat,
and roomy operator's area. Rear
bagger, front blade, and snow
thrower available. See the new 111
today.

New 11-hp Lawn
Tractor

John Deere 200 Series Tractors
come with 10-, 12-, 14-, or 16-hp
engine. All have 3/
1
2-gallon (U.S.)
fuel tank, built-in headlights, and
variable-speed drive to let you
change ground speeds without clutching. You also get color-coded controls,triple-safety starting, and padded seat. Mower, front blade, snow
thrower, and rotary tiller available.
Test-drive a 200 Series Tractor soon.

Lift heavy objects the fast and easy way with a
John Deere Hydraulic Jack. Choose from six
sizes — 11
/
2 to 20 tons of lift capacity. Pumt
piston is self-aligning for up to three times no
mal service life. Heavy-walled pressure cylinder, heat-treated ram head Carrying handle included iln two largest sizes

Hydraulic Jacks

Electric current and
cold water are all you
need to put a no-scrub
cleaning machine to
work. Five models with
nozzel pressure from 500
to 1,100 psi.

HighPressure
Washers

Open 7-5 Mon.-Fri.
7-4 Saturday
206 E. Main

Bank Rate Financing

Plenty of Free Parking

Wholesale Electric Co.

753-3361

125
Fiberglass
Showers

In Stock

:3?

g

2

6 to 120 Gal. Size In Stock

I Water Heaters

Sadvings
more

egm.

(on selected number)

50%

Light
Fixtures

Large
Selection

Battery
Chargers

eb

0

'00 .11

p
s vg a.g.
x
P!

Trash Compactors
Built-Ins & Free Standing

:I,.2

Appliances

4c3=0,
Whirlpool

Set-In Ranges

E

f4- F

Smoke Detectors

Bulit-ins

Dishwashers

Insinkator
Garbage
Disposal

•Central Vacuum System
•Music & Sound Intercom
•Hunter Ole Time Fans

9
153-8194

Take the guesswork out
of your grain harvesting, drying and
marketing decisions
with the John Deere
Moisture Tester. It's
portable, dependable,
and easy to use

Moisture
Tester

Helpful remodeling suggestions for homeowners are
available in a new booklet
from the Aluminum Siding
Information Bureau.
Tips on how to choose the
right siding, information on
colors and textures, torn and
accessories and installation
hints are given in this 16-page
booklet, which also discusses warranties and offers Idvice on choosing a contractor.
For a free copy of "A
Homeowner's Guide to
Choosing Siding," write to
the Aluminum Siding Information Bureau, 250 West
57th Street, New York, N.Y.
10019.

Remodeling help
for homeowners
available in book

the certification seal of the
National Kitchen Cabinet
Association, are designed to
withstand years of hard use.
besides making the kitchen
more efficient.
An excellent source ofhelp
is the ''Do-It-Yourself
Kitchen Guide,- which can
be obtained for 50 cents from
the Haas Cabinet Co.. Dept.
M. Sellersburg, Indiana
47172. The booklet offers
useful tips and includes a
plan-graph.
Another source of assistance with any special problems that might prise is your
local Haas Cabinet dealer.

@There really is no great
mystery to planning a kitchen
layout that suits yoUr lam
ily's needs.
Haas Cabinet Company of
Sellersburg. Indiana says it
is well within the province of
a homeowner knowledgeable about his requirements
Some may even wish to do
their own cabinet installation.
But there are some things
to consider. You may want to
add a few cabinets, update
your kitchen or do a complete remodeling job.
Some professional help
may be required, - however,
for electrical or plumbing installations to meet legal re
quirements.
Once you've decided on
the kind of kitchen layout
you have in mind. Haas suggests you lay out the plan on
graph paper, the way a professional would.
The most efficient stepsaver is the work triangle
which places each of the
three main work areas—the
refrigerator -freezer, the
range-oven and the sinkdishwasher—at approximatelytquidistant points of a
tnangle.
Besides the standard wall,
base and corner cabinets.
Haas suggests you consider
specialired cabinets such as
sink and Lange base cabinets
and oven and utility cabinets.

Kitchen
starts with
planning

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

Keep batteries at full
power, boost-start
engines with dead batteries with a John Deere
Charger. Models have
10- to 100-amp charging
power, up to 300- amp
boost.

p 0E%
0441

Plumbin• • Head•uarters • Electrical

Plenty of Free Parking

Murray Supply Co. Inc.

Aqua Glass

208 E. Main
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John Deere
equipment
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10- to 16-hp Tractors

Get your lawn
and garden
in shave with

HOME IMPROVEMENT SECTION

Murray Lawn & Garden Center

John Deere Lawn Sweepers clean up
leaves and grass clippings fast. Tow
one behind your riding mower or
lawn tractor and save hours of
raking. Choose from sweeping widths of 31 or 38 inches... capacities of
14 or 19 bushels. Replaceable
polypropylene brushes. Rearmounted caster wheels for easy handling. Heavy-duty hampers provide
non-stick cleanout.

Lawn Sweepers

Here's John Deere dependability at
an economical price. The 65 Rider
features a 5-hp engine, 28-inch cutting width, and a cutting height that
adjusts from 11
/
2 to 3 inches. Threespeed transmission lets you match
speed to the job. Rack-and-pinion
steering
provides
excellent
maneuverability. Controls are colorcoded for easy identification. The 65
also has an uncluttered operator's
area and cushioned seat for added
comfort.

5-hp Riding Mower

200 E. Main
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